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In the article titled “Collaborative Computing and Resource
Allocation for LEO Satellite-Assisted Internet of Things”
[1], a statement noting the equal contribution of authors
Tao Leng and Xiaoyao Li was omitted in error.
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For the free-space optical (FSO) communication system, the spatial coherence of a laser beam is influenced obviously as it
propagates through the atmosphere. This loss of spatial coherence limits the degree to which the laser beam is collimated or
focused, resulting in a significant decrease in the power level of optical communication and radar systems. In this work, the
analytic expressions of wave structure function for plane and spherical wave propagation through anisotropic non-Kolmogorov
turbulence in a horizontal path are derived. Moreover, the new expressions for spatial coherence radius are obtained
considering different scales of atmospheric turbulence. Using the newly obtained expressions for the spatial coherent radius,
the effects of the inner scales and the outer scales of the turbulence, the power law exponent, and the anisotropic factor are
analyzed. The analytical simulation results show that the wave structure functions are greatly influenced by the power law
exponent α, the anisotropic factor ζ, the turbulence strength ~σ2

R, and the turbulence scales. Moreover, the spatial coherence
radiuses are also significantly affected by the anisotropic factor ζ and the turbulence strength ~σ2R, while they are gently
influenced by the power law exponent α and the inner scales of the optical waves.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the traffic carried by the telecommunication
network is growing significantly, especially the wireless net-
work. The popularity of wireless data and mobile Internet is
much faster than anyone imagined, and it enhances voice
communication with much richer multimedia content.
Mobile data traffic and mobile service spectrum have
increased by many orders of magnitude from 2010 to 2020
[1]. This is an important topic of the sixth generation (6G)
wireless communication. On 6G communication, optical
wireless communication (OWC) technology has many
advantages in frequency spectrum, security, and transmis-
sion rate, which can be used as a potential replacement
and supplement of radio frequency-based wireless commu-
nication technology. OWC technology provides a basic com-
bination of the various advantages necessary to deliver high-
speed services to optical backbone networks. It provides an

unlicensed spectrum, almost unlimited data rate, low-cost
development, and convenient installation [2]. On the other
hand, the ground-based point-to-point OWC system, also
known as free-space optical (FSO) communication system,
works at near-infrared frequency. Beam spreading caused
by atmospheric turbulence occupies a very important posi-
tion in FSO communication systems, because it determines
the loss of power at the receiver plane [3]. For optical wave
propagation, the classic Kolmogorov model has been widely
used in theoretical researches due to its simple mathematical
form [3–5]. Over the years, the Kolmogorov model is
extended and several non-Kolmogorov turbulence models
have been also proposed [6–13]. Toselli et al. [6] is one of
them, and they analyze the angle of arrival fluctuations by
using the generalized exponent factor α instead of the stan-
dard exponent value 11/3. The anisotropic factor is also used
to describe anisotropy of the atmosphere turbulence [7], and
the generalized non-Kolmogorov von Karman spectrum of
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the anisotropic atmospheric turbulence is available [8–10].
In addition, there are also numerous studies on beam wan-
ders, loss of spatial coherence, temporal frequency spread,
and the angle of arrival fluctuation [14–21], which are all
related to the random fluctuation of optical waves propagat-
ing through random media.

Lately, more research attention is drawn to the theoreti-
cal survey of wave structure function (WSF) for the long-
exposure modulation transfer function (MTF) and spatial
coherence radius (SCR) [22–29]. Based on the Rytov
approximation method, a researcher like Young proposes
new expressions for the WSFs of optical waves, which fit
the moderate to strong fluctuation regimes [22, 23]. Lu
et al. have derived new expressions for the WSFs and the
SCRs for plane waves and spherical waves propagating
through homogeneous and isotropic oceanic turbulence
[25]. Moreover, Cui et al. consider the turbulence scales
and have derived the long-exposure MTFs for plane waves
and spherical waves propagating through anisotropic non-
Kolmogorov atmospheric turbulence [26, 27]; Kotiang and
Choi and Guan et al. also have derived a new long-
exposure MTF for Gaussian waves propagating through iso-
tropic non-Kolmogorov atmospheric turbulence and aniso-
tropic maritime turbulence [28, 29].

In this study, we derive new WSF and SCR expressions
for the plane waves and the spherical waves which propagate
in the anisotropic non-Kolmogorov atmosphere turbulence.
Here, the generalized von Karman model is used by incorpo-
rating the anisotropic factor ζ2−α. In the simulation analyses,
using the newly derived WSF and SCR expressions, the
effects of the inner scale and the outer scale of the eddy size
are investigated. In addition to the influences of the power
law exponent, the turbulence strength and the anisotropic
factor, which are all affecting parameters of the WSFs and
SCRs, are also carefully analyzed.

2. Anisotropic Non-Kolmogorov Spectrum with
Inner and Outer Scales

Stribling et al. [30] developed a power spectrum in non-
Kolmogorov turbulence as the power law for the spectrum
of the index of refraction fluctuations is varied from 3 to 4.
This power spectrum, which we call the conventional isotro-
pic non-Kolmogorov spectrum:

Φn κ, αð Þ = A αð Þ~C2
nκ

−α κ > 0, 3 < α < 4ð Þ,

A αð Þ = Γ α − 1ð Þ
4π2 cos απ

2
� �

,
ð1Þ

where Γð·Þ is the gamma function, κ is the spatial wave num-

ber, α is the power law exponent, and ~C
2
n is the generalized

structure parameter with m3−α as its unit. The function Að
αÞ maintains the consistency between the index structure
function and its power spectrum.

Toselli in [7] proposed a new power spectrum by intro-
ducing an effective anisotropic parameter ζ. When there are
non-Kolmogorov power law and anisotropy along the prop-

agation direction, it is helpful to simulate optical turbulence.
Also, the concept of atmospheric turbulence anisotropy at
different scales is introduced:

Φn κ, α, ζð Þ = A αð Þ~C2
nζ

2 ζ2κ2xy + κ2z + κ20

h i−α/2
� exp −

ζ2κ2xy + κ2z
κ2m

 !
κ > 0, 3 < α < 4ð Þ,

ð2Þ

where ζ is the anisotropic factor; κ0 = 2π/L0 and L0 is the
outer scale parameter; κm = CðαÞ/l0 and l0 is the inner scale

parameter; κ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ζ2ðκ2x + κ2yÞ + κ2z

q
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ζ2κ2xy + κ2z

q
and κx, κy ,

and κz are the components of κ in x, y, and z direction; and

CðαÞ = ½Γðð5 − αÞ/2ÞAðαÞ2/3π�1/ðα−5Þ:
In this case, Equation (2) can be defined as the one in [6],

which is formed by multiplying the generalized von Karman
model with the anisotropic factor ζ2−α. The resulting expres-
sion is then the modified anisotropic non-Kolmogorov power
spectrum, and it is defined as follows [31]:

Φn κ, α, ζð Þ = A αð Þ~C2
nζ

2−α κ2 + ~κ20
� �−α/2

� exp −
κ2

~κ2m

� �
κ > 0, 3 < α < 4ð Þ,

ð3Þ

where ~κ20 = κ20/ζ2 and ~κ2m = κ2m/ζ2.

3. The Expressions for Wave
Structure Functions

In order to evaluate the performance of optical wave struc-
ture function and spatial coherence radius in atmospheric
turbulence, we need to derive the wave structure function
of optical waves first. In this paper, we first derive the wave
structure function of plane wave and spherical wave and
then use these equations to derive their spatial coherence
radius.

3.1. The Plane Wave Structure Function. The WSF of optical
waves propagating in isotropic non-Kolmogorov turbulence
is proposed in [3], and it can be used to calculate the spatial
coherence radius of the optical waves; the formulae are
shown as follows:

Dpl ρ, αð Þ = 8π2k2L
ð∞
0
κΦn κ, αð Þ 1 − J0 κρð Þ½ �dκ, ð4Þ

Dsp ρ, αð Þ = 8π2k2L
ð1
0

ð∞
0
κΦn κ, αð Þ 1 − J0 κξρð Þ½ �dκdξ,

ð5Þ
where Dplðρ, αÞ is the plane wave structure function; Dsp
ðρ, αÞ is the spherical wave structure function; ρ is the sca-
lar separation distance between two points in the 2D
plane; k = 2π/λ is the optical wave number; ξ = 1 − z/L
and L is the path length; z is the propagation distance;
and J0ð·Þ is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind.
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In this paper, Equation (3) is used as the expression for
the anisotropic non-Kolmogorov power spectrum in our
derivation of new wave structure function expressions for
optical waves. Then, Equations (4) and (5) can be rewritten
as follows:

Dpl ρ, α, ζð Þ = 8π2k2L
ð∞
0
κΦn κ, α, ζð Þ 1 − J0 κρð Þ½ �dκ, ð6Þ

Dsp ρ, α, ζð Þ = 8π2k2L
ð1
0

ð∞
0
κΦn κ, α, ζð Þ 1 − J0 κξρð Þ½ �dκdξ:

ð7Þ
By substituting Equation (3) into Equation (6) and

expanding J0ð·Þ as a series representation, one can obtain
the new WSF expression for the plane waves as follows:

Dpl ρ, α, ζð Þ = 8π2k2LA αð Þ~C2
nζ

2−α 〠
∞

n=1

−1ð Þn−1
n!· 1ð Þn

· ρ

2
� �2n

×
ð∞
0
κ2n+1 κ2 + ~κ20

� �−α/2 · exp −
κ2

~κ2m

� �
dκ:

ð8Þ

Here, the integration can be resolved by using the con-
fluent hypergeometric function of the second kind defined
as follows [32]:

U a, c, zð Þ = 1
Γ að Þ

ð∞
0
e−ztta−1 1 + tð Þc−a−1dt, a > 0, Re zð Þ > 0,

ð9Þ

U a, c, zð Þ ≈ Γ 1 − cð Þ
Γ 1 + a − cð Þ +

Γ c − 1ð Þ
Γ að Þ z1−c,  zj j < <1:

ð10Þ
Then, Equation (8) can be derived as follows:

Dpl ρ, α, ζð Þ = 4π2k2LA αð Þ~C2
nζ

2−α 〠
∞

n=1

−1ð Þn−1
n!· 1ð Þn

· ρ

2
� �2n

~κ2n+2−α0

× n! −1ð ÞnΓ α/2 − 1ð Þ
2 − α/2ð ÞnΓ α/2ð Þ + 1 − α

2
� �

n
Γ 1 − α

2
� � ~κα−2n−20

~κα−2n−2m

	 

:

ð11Þ

Finally, the new expression of the wave structure func-
tion for the plane waves is defined as follows:

Dpl ρ, α, ζð Þ = 4π2k2LA αð Þ~C2
nζ

2−α ~κ2−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

1 − J αð Þ½ �
n

+ ρ2~κ4−α0
α − 2ð Þ α − 4ð Þ

o
,

ð12Þ

J αð Þ= 1F1 1 − α

2 ; 1;− ρ
2~κ2m
4

� �
, ð13Þ

where 1F1ð·Þ is the confluent hypergeometric function of the
first kind [32].

3.2. The Spherical Wave Structure Function. By substituting
Equation (3) into Equation (7) and expanding J0ð·Þ as a
series representation, one can obtain the new expression of
the wave structure function for the spherical waves. It is
expressed as follows:

Dsp ρ, α, ζð Þ = 8π2k2LA αð Þ~C2
nζ

2−α 〠
∞

n=0

−1ð Þn−1
n! 1ð Þn

ρ

2
� �2n

×
ð1
0
ξ2ndξ

ð∞
0
κ2n+1 κ2 + ~κ20

� �−α/2
· exp −

κ2

~κ2m

� �
dκdξ:

ð14Þ

Using Equations (9) and (10), the final expression of the
WSF for the spherical waves can be derived and it is rewrit-
ten as follows:

Dsp ρ, α, ζð Þ = 4π2k2LA αð Þ~C2
nζ

2−α ~κ2−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

1 − K αð Þ½ �
n

+ ρ2~κ4−α0
3 α − 2ð Þ α − 4ð Þ

o
,

ð15Þ

K αð Þ= 2F2
1
2 , 1 −

α

2 ; 32 , 1;−
ρ2~κ2m
4

� �
, ð16Þ

where pFqð·Þ is the generalized hypergeometric function and
p and q are nonnegative integers [32].

4. New Expressions for Spatial
Coherence Radius

The main purpose of this section is to calculate the spatial
coherence radius of the optical waves. It is used to determine
the spatial coherence radius of the wave at the receiver pupil
plane. As we know, the spatial coherence radius defines the
effective receiver aperture size in a heterodyne detection sys-
tem. The new expressions for SCRs of the plane waves and
the spherical waves are derived in this section. The SCR der-
ivations begin with the new WSFs derived in the previous
section. Those WSFs need to be approximated and simpli-
fied to be used effectively in numerical computations when
one performs computer simulations.

Consider the WSFs in Equations (12) and (15). Those
equations involve the confluent hypergeometric functions

1F1ð·Þ and 2F2ð·Þ. Those hypergeometric function can be
approximately expressed as follows [32]:

1F1 a ; c;−zð Þ ≈
1 − az

c
, ∣z∣<<1,

Γ cð Þ
Γ c − að Þ z

−a, Re zð Þ>>1,

8>><
>>: ð17Þ
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2F2 a, b ; c, d;−zð Þ ≈
1 − abz

cd
, ∣z∣<<1,

Γ cð ÞΓ dð ÞΓ b − að Þ
Γ bð ÞΓ c − að ÞΓ d − að Þ z

−a + Γ cð ÞΓ dð ÞΓ a − bð Þ
Γ að ÞΓ c − bð ÞΓ d − bð Þ z

−b, Re zð Þ>>1:

8>><
>>:

ð18Þ
Equations (17) and (18) can be substituted into Equa-

tions (12) and (15), respectively. The WSFs of the optical
waves can be rewritten as follows:

Dpl ρ, α, ζð Þ ≈
R αð Þ~σ2

R αð Þ ~κ2−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

−
22−αΓ 1 − α/2ð Þ

Γ α/2ð Þ ρα−2 −
ρ2~κ4−α0

α − 2ð Þ 4 − αð Þ
� �

, ρ>>l0,

R αð Þ~σ2
R αð Þρ2 2 − α

8 ~κ4−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

−
~κ4−α0

α − 2ð Þ 4 − αð Þ
� �

, ρ<<l0,

8>>><
>>>:

ð19Þ

Dsp ρ, α, ζð Þ ≈
R αð Þ~σ2

R αð Þ ~κ2−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

−
22−αΓ 1 − α/2ð Þ
α − 1ð ÞΓ α/2ð Þ ρ

α−2 −
ρ2~κ4−α0

3 α − 2ð Þ 4 − αð Þ
� �

, ρ>>l0,

R αð Þ~σ2
R αð Þρ2 2 − α

24 ~κ4−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

−
~κ4−α0

3 α − 2ð Þ 4 − αð Þ
� �

, ρ<<l0,

8>>><
>>>:

ð20Þ
where

R αð Þ = −0:5α sin πα

4
� �−1

ζ2−αkα/2−1L1−α/2 Γ 1 − α

2
� �h i−1

,

ð21Þ

and ~σ2RðαÞ is the non-Kolmogorov Rytov variance defined by
the plane wave scintillation index in non-Kolmogorov tur-
bulence [33] as follows:

~σ2R αð Þ = −8π2A αð Þ 1
α
Γ 1 − α

2
� �

~C
2
nk

3−α/2Lα/2 sin πα

4 : ð22Þ

From the WSF of the optical waves, the SCR ρ0 is
defined by the 1/e point of the complex degree of coherence
[3] and Dðρ0, LÞ = 2.

Based on the approximation expression of the WSF for
the plane waves defined in Equation (19), the new SCR
expression of plane waves for the case of L0 =∞ is derived,
and it is defined as follows:

ρ0 ≡ ρpl ≈

2α−2Γ α/2ð Þ
Γ 1 − α/2ð Þ ~κ2−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

−
2

R αð Þ~σ2R αð Þ

" #( )1/ α−2ð Þ
, l0<<ρpl<<L0,

R αð Þ~σ2
R αð Þ 2 − α

16 ~κ4−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �	 
−1/2

, ρpl<<l0<<L0:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð23Þ

Similarly, based on the approximation expression of the
WSF for the spherical waves defined in Equation (20), the
new SCR expression of the spherical waves for the case of
L0 =∞ is derived, and it is defined as follows:

ρ0 ≡ ρsp ≈

α − 1ð Þ2α−2Γ α/2ð Þ
Γ 1 − α/2ð Þ ~κ2−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �

−
2

R αð Þ~σ2R αð Þ

" #( )1/ α−2ð Þ
, l0<<ρsp<<L0,

R αð Þ~σ2
R αð Þ 2 − α

48 ~κ4−αm Γ 1 − α

2
� �	 
−1/2

, ρsp<<l0<<L0,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð24Þ

while α = 11/3 and ζ = 1, which makes a special case of
the well-known isotropic Kolmogorov turbulence, Equa-
tions (23) and (24) can be reduced to the expressions
as follows:

ρ0 ≡ ρpl ≈
1:46~C2

nk
2L

� �−3/5
, l0<<ρpl<<L0,

1:64~C2
nk

2Ll−1/30

� �−1/2
, ρpl<<l0<<L0,

8>><
>>: ð25Þ

ρ0 ≡ ρsp ≈
0:55~C2

nk
2L

� �−3/5
, l0<<ρsp<<L0,

0:55~C2
nk

2Ll−1/30

� �−1/2
, ρsp<<l0<<L0,

8>><
>>:

ð26Þ

and the result of Equations (25) and (26) is consistent
with the research in [3].

5. Evaluations Using Numerical Analysis

Based on the above derived new analytic expressions, we
analyze the wave structure function and spatial coherence
radius for the plane and spherical wave propagation in
anisotropic non-Kolmogorov turbulence. There are two sets
of new expressions derived, and they are set for evaluation
with respect to various characterizing parameters. Those
are WSFs defined in Equations (12) and (15) and SCRs
defined in Equations (23) and (24), respectively. We have
made some general assumptions in the numerical simulations:
the optical waves propagate with the generalized structure

parameter ~C
2
n = 1:4 × 10−14m3−α; the wavelength λ = 1:65 × 1

0−6 m; the scalar separation distance is ρ = 3 cm, the inner
scale of the eddy size is 1mm, and the outer scale of the eddy
size is 10m; the optical path lengths vary from 100m to 8km;
the power law exponent α varies from 3 to 4; and the case of
l0 < <ρ<<L0 is used for the SCR simulations.

5.1. Evaluations on WSFs. The first set of simulations are
performed using the new expressions of wave structure func-
tion defined in Equations (12) and (15). The focus of the
evaluation is to analyze the behaviors of the WSFs in terms
of various characterization parameters. Those include the
power law exponent α, the turbulence strength ~σ2R, and the
anisotropic factor ζ.

Figure 1(a) shows the behavior of the WSF with respect
to the increasing power law exponent α, when the aniso-
tropic factor ζ = 1, which actually makes the turbulence iso-
tropic. The WSFs increase when α varies from 3 to 3.3 and
then decrease gently afterwards. One can see the smooth
bumps that the WSFs get to their maximum when α ≈ 3:3.
On the other hand, Figure 1(b) shows the behaviors of the
WSF with respect to the turbulence strength ~σ2

R. The WSFs
monotonically increase as the turbulence strength increases.
One can observe that the values of WSF for the plane waves
are always bigger than those of spherical waves in both
figures.
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Figure 2 shows the behavior of the WSF with respect to
the increasing turbulence strength ~σ2R and the increasing
anisotropic factor ζ. Figure 2(a) is for the plane waves, and
Figure 2(b) is for the spherical waves. In both cases, the
WSFs increase as the turbulence strength gets stronger. Also,
it is also important to note that the WSFs are significantly
influenced by the anisotropic factor ζ that the strength of
the WSFs gets as much as 400 times weaker as the anisot-
ropy increases from 1 to 50.

Figure 3 shows the behavior of theWSF with respect to the
scales of the eddy sizes. In these simulations, we have set that
the anisotropic factor ζ = 1 and the power law exponent α =
11/3. In Figure 3(a), one can observe that the WSFs for both
optical waves slowly decrease as the inner scale of the eddy size
l0 increases. On the other hand, in Figure 3(b), the WSFs
increase asymptotically as the outer scale of the eddy size L0
increases. Note that the WSFs increase sheer over the outer
scale of the eddy size up to 20 meters.
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Figure 1: WSF as a function of increasing (a) power exponent α and (b) turbulence strength.
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Figure 2: WSF as a function of increasing turbulence strength for a varying anisotropic factor: (a) plane wave and (b) spherical wave.
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6. Evaluation on SCRs

The second set of simulations is performed using the new
expressions of spatial coherence radiuses defined in Equa-
tions (23) and (24). Similar to the simulations using the
WSFs, the focus of the evaluation is also to analyze the
behaviors of SCRs in terms of various characterization
parameters. Those include the power law exponent α, the
turbulence strength ~σ2

R, and the anisotropic factor ζ.
Figure 4(a) shows the behavior of the SCR with respect

to the increasing power law exponent α when the anisotropic
factor ζ = 1, which actually makes the turbulence isotropic.

Power law exponent α is related to altitude of the propaga-
tion path of optical waves [34]. It is clear that the height will
influence the atmosphere condition and the curves change
when the atmosphere changes. The SCRs decrease sheer
when α varies from 3 to 3.2 and increase gently when α var-
ies from 3.3 to 3.8 and finally decrease sheer afterwards as α
goes to 4. On the other hand, Figure 4(b) shows the behavior
of the SCR with respect to the turbulence strength ~σ2R. The
SCRs also monotonically decrease as the turbulence strength
increases. It is notable that the strengths of SCRs for two
optical waves become almost the same when the turbulence
strength gets moderate to strong, i.e., ~σ2R > >1. The physical
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Figure 3: WSF as a function of increasing the value of (a) inner scale and (b) outer scale.
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reason for this phenomenon is that the strong turbulence
will weaken the optical wave signals; thus, the SCR will
reduce when the turbulence strength increases. Moreover,
as in the simulations using the SCRs, the magnitudes of
the plane waves are always smaller than those of the spheri-
cal waves.

Figure 5 shows the behavior of the SCR with respect to
the increasing turbulence strength ~σ2

R and the increasing
anisotropic factor ζ. Figure 5(a) is for the plane waves, and
Figure 5(b) is for the spherical waves. On the contrary to
the WSF cases, the SCRs decrease as the turbulence strength
gets stronger. Also, it is important to note that the SCRs are
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Figure 5: Spatial coherence radius as a function of increasing turbulence strength for a varying anisotropic factor: (a) plane wave and (b)
spherical wave.
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also significantly influenced by the anisotropic factor ζ that
the strength of the SCRs gets as much as 40 times stronger
as the anisotropy increases from 1 to 50. The physical reason
for this can be found in the anisotropic property of eddies;
the eddies work as lenses with a larger radius of curvature
in anisotropic turbulence than in isotropic turbulence, and
the larger curvature lenses can focus an optical wave better
than in isotropic turbulence [35].

Finally, Figure 6 shows the behavior of the SCR with
respect to the inner scale of the eddy size l0. In these simula-
tions, we have set that the anisotropic factor ζ = 1 and the
power law exponent α equals to 3.2, 10/3, and 3.8, respec-
tively. The simulation results show that the SRCs for both
of the optical waves are significantly influenced by the inner
scale of the eddy size; the curves increase monotonically as l0
increases. Moreover, the plane waves are more affected by
the power exponent factor α at the fixed inner scale of the
eddy size; its magnitude increases as much as 50 percent as
varies from 3.2 to 3.8. As the SCR gets smaller, it means
the receiver needs more work to equalize the channel
distortion.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented new sets of expressions
for the wave structure functions and also for the spatial
coherence radiuses of the free-space optical waves such
as the plane waves and the spherical waves propagating
in a horizontal path of a free space, which is disturbed
by anisotropic turbulence. Those newly derived analytic
expressions of WSFs and SCRs are evaluated, and their
behaviors are observed by varying five major characteriz-
ing parameters, which are the power law exponent α, the
turbulence strength ~σ2R, the anisotropic factor ζ, and the
inner scale and the outer scale of the eddy size, l0 and
L0, respectively.

Those five parameters individually or in their combina-
tions have extensive impacts on the magnitudes of the WSFs
and SCRs. The behaviors of the WSFs and the SCRs come
out differently with respect to the power law exponent. Also,
with respect to the increasing turbulence strength, the WSFs
and SCRs show an inverse relation that the WSFs increase
while the SCRs decrease. Similarly, the anisotropic factor
affects the WSFs and the SCRs inversely. In other words,
the WSFs increase as the anisotropy increases while the
SCRs decrease on the contrary. Finally, the scales of the eddy
size gently affect the WSFs and the SCRs that both of them
monotonically increase as the scales of the eddy sizes
increase regardless of the inner scale or the outer scale. Par-
ticularly, for the SCRs, the plane waves are more signifi-
cantly affected by the turbulence power than the spherical
waves. Moreover, the bigger power law exponents shrink
the size of SCRs more than those of the smaller ones; the
plane waves are also more affected than the spherical waves
in this case as well.

We have also found that the wave structure function can
be used to analyze the temporal frequency spreads of optical
waves and MTF of an imaging system. In the optical com-
munication system, in order to recognize the target effec-

tively, it is necessary to evaluate the micro-Doppler shift
caused by the background noise. This kind of noise also
includes the wave caused by optical wave propagation in tur-
bulent atmosphere. These random changes cause frequency
spread in the spectrum of laser signal, which is manifested
as additional Doppler frequency shift. In addition, the signif-
icant frequency spread can eliminate the micro-Doppler
shift caused by the target. Therefore, the temporal frequency
spread of optical waves can be used in lidar system, optical
detection, ranging system, and other target detection and
recognition fields. In conjunction with the current work pre-
sented in this paper, we are also looking at the effects of
short-exposure MTFs on imaging systems of optical waves
propagating in a free space with anisotropic maritime turbu-
lence; the propagation paths can be slant and horizontal.
Our results have important theoretical and practical signifi-
cance for optical communication and imaging and sensing
systems involving turbulent atmospheric channels on 6G
communication. Also, our research has some limitations;
the work is mainly based on the power-law spectrum derived
from the mathematical formula and no outdoor experi-
ments. In future work, we will try to compare the results
with the measured data from the outdoor experiment,
because the outdoor results can better represent the actual
atmospheric conditions.
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Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) is considered to be a new technology with great potential and is being studied extensively
and deeply. And the application extension of STBC in the RIS-aided scheme provides a new train of thought for the research of
channel coding. In this paper, we propose we extend the scheme of using the RIS to adjust the phase and reconfigure the reflected
signal and propose the design of the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme and the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme with interference
cancellation. Particularly in the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme with interference cancellation, the design can achieve the
transmission of the full rate and full diversity using an auxiliary reflection group to eliminate the influence of interference
term. Also, the advantages and disadvantages of the schemes are analyzed in the paper, and the decoding algorithms with
different complexity used in the proposed schemes are described. The simulation results show that the performance of the RIS-
aided QO-STBC scheme with interference cancellation is better than that of the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme and the RIS-
aided Alamouti scheme by about 5 dB and 7 dB at 10−3 BER because of diversity gain and coding gain.

1. Introduction

Over the last 30 years, wireless communication technologies
have achieved revolutionary development. The application
of multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) [1] systems
fundamentally solved the problem of insufficient wireless
channel capacity. On this basis, the research of OFDM
(orthogonal frequency division multiplex) [2] promotes
more rapid growth of communication.

Form 2019, the fifth-generation (5G) mobile communi-
cation are worldwide tested and applied. The performance
of 5G communication with a higher rate and low latency
can provide communication support for Internet-of-Things
(IoT), intelligent manufacturing (IM), massive machine-
type communications (MTC), etc. 5G base stations (BSs)
with massive MIMO antennas supply the enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB) communication service. And massive
MIMO achieves huge diversity gain, path gain, and spatial

reusability [3] due to large-scale antenna arrays. The Inter-
national Telecommunication (ITU) predicated that the
whole mobile data flows will reach 60 zettabytes (ZB) [4]
per year. As everybody knows, 5G has a superiority
unmatched compared with traditional cellular communica-
tion. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) published the target peak rate is 10Gb/s and 20Gb/s
in the uplink and downlink, respectively. 5G communication
brings the possibility to realize the application of new tech-
nology in various fields. Meanwhile, the ITU also estimated
the 5G will reach its limit in 2030, because some applications
need higher transmission rate and lower time-delay and reli-
ability, and 5G communication can not satisfy its require-
ments, obviously. It means that the new challenge will be
coming on 6G technology. The focus of the research of 6G
is being made not only to solve the insufficiency of perfor-
mance of 5G but also to meet the needs of the continuous
development and application of wireless communication,
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especially in ultrabroadband (uMUB), ultrahigh-speed-with-
low-latency communications (uHSLLC), and ultrahigh data
density (uHDD) [5].

Although the research of 6G wireless communication is
in an early stage, the direction of revolutionary-innovative
research can not be determined completely. However, it
can be predicted that the research of 6G will continue many
5G technologies to make our living environment more intel-
ligent. In the future, the main problem of 6G communica-
tion will focus on improving the intelligent service level
between devices and further enhancing the intelligence level
of the whole society under the condition of small samples.
Internet of Intelligent Things (IoIT) and Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) will be widely used at all levels. At the same time,
the great improvement of big data and computing power
also requires more reliable and faster communication sup-
port, especially in wireless communication. The researchers
have already studied the new technology of 6G in order to
achieve the promised goal, which connects every smart
device to the Internet. Also, the 6G will offer precisely and
higher Quality of Service (QoS) such as holographic com-
munication, augmented reality/virtual reality. It is worth
mentioning that 6G will focus on Quality of Experience
(QoE) to provide rich experiences. Meanwhile, the green
technology solutions for energy saving and environmental
protection of future mobile communication have become
the key research direction of sustainable wireless communi-
cation development.

In the last two years, a new technology with great poten-
tial for significant energy consumption reductions is being
studied extensively and deeply called reconfigurable intelli-
gent surface (RIS) [6–8]. The RIS is a new concept with mas-
sive radiating and sending elements, in an ideal line-of-sight
environment; the entire surface is used as a receiving
antenna array. Under the condition that the surface area is
large enough, the received signal after matched filtering
operation can be approximated as a SINC-like intersymbol
interference channel and go beyond contemporary large-
scale MIMO technology. In [9], the authors proposed a
dual-hop RIS-aided (RIS-DH) scheme and RIS-aided trans-
mit (RIS-T) scheme, and neither of these two schemes can
provide multiplexing gain; only diversity gain can be
obtained. The channel of the RIS-T scheme looks like a
transmission diversity structure, and the RIS-DH scheme is
more like a keyhole MIMO channel; meanwhile, the outage
probability, bit error rate, and average channel capacity are
given. As a promising 6G auxiliary transmission scheme,
RIS can provide higher array gain and achieve more accurate
channel estimation by using lower hardware cost and energy
loss compared with large-scale MIMO technology [10].
Recent results showed that nonorthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) using RIS-aided [11] can make some uncontrolla-
ble factors of affected received signal quality of wireless com-
munication become controllable, which provides an effective
transmission guarantee for wireless communication. In
addition, using reconfigurable passive elements, the RIS-
aided scheme can allow to build a programmable wireless
environment [12]. An RIS-based space shift keying (SSK)
[13] scheme also can adjust the phase of the reflected signal

effectively to improve energy efficiency and high transmis-
sion reliability. In [14], a new transmission protocol for
wideband RIS-aided single-input multiple-output (SIMO)
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) com-
munication systems was proposed. And the passive beam-
forming of the RIS was fine-tuned to improve the
achievable rate for data transmission. In conclusion, the
RIS-aided transmission strategies can greatly raise the effec-
tiveness of performance of wireless communication.
Recently, from the application level, some researchers have
studied the degree of the isolation of the antenna [15], the
accurate characterization of probability density function
(PDF) [16], the two-dimensional physical structure of RIS
[17], the communication between two nodes [18], the capa-
bility of extending cellular coverage [19–25], etc., which fur-
ther verifies the feasibility and applicability of RIS-aided
communication. Also, the security performance of the RIS-
aided wireless communication system is widely concerned
[26, 27].

With the in-depth study of RIS technology, many origi-
nal technologies of wireless communication have the new
application scenarios and the direction of research. It is
known that MIMO technology fundamentally solves the
problem of channel capacity limitation of single input single
output (SISO). And the space time-block codes (STBC) can
provide an effective capacity gain and spatial diversity gain
in MIMO systems [28, 29]. Next, the relay nodes were con-
sidered in a multiply-hop MIMO system [30–34] where sev-
eral relay stations transmit jointly to the same destination
node. However, the most difficult problems to solve with
relay nodes are the cost and intelligent control of relay
devices. In these aspects, the RIS technology opens up new
ideas for researchers and makes the application of coopera-
tive communication more feasible. In [35, 36], the authors
present two different approaches to achieve classic Alamouti
space-time coding wireless transmission through an RIS-
aided transmitter, respectively; two proposed approaches
convincingly validate the feasibility of RIS-based Alamouti
space-time coding. The key difference is that two proposed
schemes use different number of antennas on the source
node.

Next, let us analyze the differences between the two
schemes in detail. The first proposed scheme [35] uses one
transmission antenna on the source node and N reflection
elements on the RIS side, and RIS element was divided into
two parts where each part applies phase modulation to
reconfigure the singles and forward it. Thus, the RIS pro-
vides diversity gain. Compared to the first design, the second
proposed scheme [36] uses two transmission antennas on
the source side to realize the diversity gain. Anyway, if the
time loss from source to RIS is ignored, both two plans make
good use of RIS to assist the implementation of the charac-
teristic of Alamouti code with full rate and full diversity.
This application extension of STBC in the RIS-aided scheme
provides a new train of thought.

As everyone knows, the Alamouti code is the only
orthogonal complex coding matrix with full rate and full
diversity and diversity gain is two. In this paper, we propose
new extended quasiorthogonal STBC (QO-STBC)
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applications to improve the diversity gain of the scheme. To
be specific, the new scheme applies one group of RIS to assist
QO-STBC coding transmission, and another group of RIS is
used to eliminate the nonorthogonal interference caused by
the coding matrix simultaneously.

1.1. Prior Work. A perfect STC (space time code) should be
an orthogonal coding with full rate and linear decoding
complexity. The classical Alamouti [28] with these features
can be expressed as

Aij =
xi xj

−x∗j x∗i

" #
, ð1Þ

where j = i + 1 for any positive integer i. It is proved
mathematically in [37] that complex O-STBCs with the full
rate did not exist for more than two transmission antennas.
Consequently, Laneman et al. presented a QO-STBC scheme
[30] with the full rate. But the QO-STBC scheme reduces the
diversity gain and uses the more complex algorithm with
pairwise decoding. However, the QO-STBC has better per-
formance than the orthogonal codes with a rate less than 1
at low signal-to-noise (SNR). Jafarkhani’s code used Ala-
mouti code as block element of the coding matrix for four
transmission antennas denoted as

SJ =
A12 A34

−A∗
34 A∗

12

" #
=

x1 x2 x3 x4

−x∗2 x1
∗ −x4

∗ x∗3

−x∗3 −x4
∗ x1

∗ x∗2

x4 −x3 −x2 x1

2
666664

3
777775: ð2Þ

We can get the character matrix QJ [38] as

QJ = SHJ SJ =

α 0 0 βJ

0 α −βJ 0
0 −βJ α 0
βJ 0 0 α

2
666664

3
777775, ð3Þ

where α =∑4
i=1jXij2 and βJ = ðX1X

∗
4 + X∗

1X4Þ − ðX2X
∗
3

+ X∗
2X3Þ. From Equation (3), it is obvious that the orthogo-

nality of Jafarkhani’s code was destroyed by nonmain diago-
nal elements. On the condition of the full rate, the diversity
gain was reduced.

1.2. Organization and Notation. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the common
scheme model and the assumption of wireless communica-
tion environment. In Section 3, we introduce the Alamouti
RIS-aided scheme and extend it to the QO-STBC RIS-
aided scheme and analyze advantages and disadvantages of
performance of each scheme. According to the analysis
results of the previous section, a new model with interfer-
ence cancellation is proposed and its performance is ana-
lyzed in detail in Section 4. The simulation results are

provided in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions of the
research are summarized in Section 6.

In this paper, A∗, AT , and AH denote the complex conju-
gate, the transpose, and Hermitian transpose of matrix A,
respectively. ℂ denotes the complex-valued set. The Diag½:�
denotes a diagonal matrix, and the N ×N identity matrix is
denoted by IN . CN ~ ðμ, σ2Þ denotes the distribution of cir-
cularly symmetric complex random vector with mean μ and
variance σ2, and ~ represents “distributed as.”

2. System Model

The proposed RIS-aided wireless transmission scheme has
one source node S and one destination node D, as illustrated
in Figure 1, and the RIS consisting of an N reflecting ele-
ments is deployed to assist transmission from the node S
equipped with Nt transmitting antennas to the node D with
Nr receiving antennas. In the proposed scheme, we assume
and the wireless communication system is performed over
a complex, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) coherent
fading channel, in which the RIS is close to the node S, and
the line of sight (LoS) channel does not exist from the node S
to the node D because of some obstructions. So the node S
can not communicate with the node D directly, and the sig-
nals must select the reflection channels to transmit.

At the source node S, information sequences are modu-
lated into L = 2L0 length complex symbol vector X = fx1,
x2,⋯,xLg, where every two neighboring symbols become
one group, and L0 denotes the number of groups as Gi = f
xi, xi+1g for i = 1,⋯, L0. Each time interval, a complex sym-
bol is successively transmitted from the node S to the RIS
nodes, and the RIS is connected to the node S through con-
trol link, which is in charge of all controlling information
from the node S. The controlling information can assist the
RIS elements to reconfigure the phase of reflection sig-
nals [35].

The S⟶ RIS channels are assumed to be a frequency
selective channel with independent propagation paths.
Besides, we assume that the channel state information is
quasistatic, so we can write the channel impulse response as

hjS,Ri
tð Þ = αj

S,Ri
δ t − τi,j
� �

, ð4Þ

where αj
S,Ri

is the channel coefficient from the jth trans-

mission antenna of the source node S to the ith element of
the RIS, and τi,j denotes the corresponding path delay. The

hjS,Ri
denotes the channel fading from the jth transmission

antenna of the source node S to the ith element of the RIS,
and hjS,Ri

∈ℂNt×N , where i ∈N and j ∈Nt .

Also, the channel fading coefficient from the ith element
of the RIS to the kth receiver antenna of the node D denotes
as hkRi ,D, and hkRi ,D ∈ℂN×Nr and k ∈Nr . Both of hjS,Ri

and hkRi ,D
are distributed as complex Rayleigh random distribution. So
hjS,Ri

~CN (μ1, σ
2
1) and hkRi ,D ~CN (μ2, σ

2
2), respectively.
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Accordingly, the received signal at the node D is given by

rk =
ffiffiffiffiffi
E0

p
〠
N

i=1
〠
Nt

j=1
hjS,Ri

hkRi ,D

 !
x + n, ð5Þ

where x denotes the transmitted symbol and n is the
complex AWGN ~CN (0, N0). The E0 denotes average
energy.

Without losing generality, we simply select only one
transmission antenna at the node S and one receiver antenna
at the node D and analyze the performance of broadcast
symbols through the RIS auxiliary scheme. We get

r =
ffiffiffiffiffi
E0

p
〠
N

i=1
hS,Ri

hRi ,D

 !
x + n =

ffiffiffiffiffi
E0

p
Hx + n, ð6Þ

where H = ½h1, h2,⋯,hi�T denotes the channel matrix of
the S⟶ RIS⟶D. The SNR gets

SNR = E0P Hj j2
N0

: ð7Þ

In our proposed scheme model, the following supposi-
tions have been given:

(i) The source node S broadcasts the symbol to each
element of RIS. And each element of RIS reconfi-
gures the symbol according to control information
from the node C and reflect to the node D. And only
the destination node D knows all the channel state
information (CSI) hS,Ri

and hRi ,D

(ii) The channel state information hS,Ri
and hRi ,D are the

complex Rayleigh random variable and indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), and all of
them keep constant during one period time. And
hS,Ri

~CN (μ1, σ
2
1) and hRi ,D ~CN (μ2, σ

2
2). The

noise n is the complex AWGN ~CN (0, N0)

(iii) All transmission antennas have been subjected to
half-duplex transmission mode. At the node S, the
binary signal sequences are modulated into complex

MPSK symbols and the maximum likelihood (ML)
decoding method is used at the node D. And the
RIS is close to the node S

Suppose that the codeword belongs to the codebook X,
the ML decoder should find the minimum distance follow-
ing the expression to detect the symbols:

<x, x̂ > = argminxi r −Hxj j2, ð8Þ

where xi ∈ X. The ML method with linear complexity can
achieve better performance for the proposed scheme.

3. RIS-Aided QO-STBC Model

In the previous section, we already introduce the RIS-aided
Alamouti scheme [35], in which the RIS elements were
divided into two parts to adjust the reflection phase. In two
time slots, the RIS realizes the transmission of orthogonal
coding matrix by reflecting different types of signals. The
complex signal can denote as

xi =
ffiffiffi
p

p
ejθi = ffiffiffi

p
p cos θi + j sin θi½ �, ð9Þ

where p denotes average power, and
ffiffi
j

p = −1. From the
MPSK constellation map, we know the modulated signals
have the same power, and the two parts can use −ðθi+1 + π
Þ and −θi to adjust the phase to realize the RIS-aided Ala-
mouti’s scheme, as follows:

ffiffiffi
p

p cos −θið Þ + j sin −θið Þ½ � = ffiffiffi
p

p cos θi − j sin θi½ � = x∗i ,ffiffiffi
p

p cos −θi+1 − πð Þ + j sin −θi+1 − πð Þ½ � = −x∗i+1:
ð10Þ

Thus, the 2 × 2 OSTBC with linear complexity was
achieved in MPSK modulation mode. We consider that the
adjacent reflection elements will have the similar channel
state information, so, the RIS with N-elements can be
divided into N/2 groups; each group contains a pair of non-
adjacent reflection elements, as shown in Figure 2. The
expression is

r1 = x1h1 + x2h2 + n1,
r2 = −x∗2h1 + x∗1h2 + n2,

ð11Þ

where h1 =∑N/2
i=1 ðhS,R2i−1

hR2i−1,DÞ and h2 =∑N/2
i=1 ðhS,R2i

hR2i ,DÞ
. And n1 and n2 are AWGN by different channels. It is thus
clear that the equivalent diversity gain of the scheme comes
from the reflection elements of the RIS. In the same mode
[35], the proposed scheme costs more time slots because of
using multiantennas at the source node S.

Although the first scheme has some limitations in mod-
ulation mode, its performance advantage can not be ignored.
So we can extend this method to QO-STBC, and it is called
the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme. In the proposed RIS-aided
QO-STBC model, we also divided the RIS with N-elements
into N/4 groups. Each group has four reflection elements,

RIS

Control link

hS-R
hR-D

DS

hR-D

D

Figure 1: RIS-aided wireless transmission scheme with one source
and one destination and N RIS elements.
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in which the four reflection elements use −θ1, −θ2 − π, −θ3,
and −θ4 − π to modulate the phase of reflection signals at
element 1, element 2, element 3, and element 4, respectively,
as shown in Figure 3. And the results of MPSK modulation
of reflection elements are shown in Table 1.

Although the design of the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme
is realized in this way, it can be seen from Equations (2) and
(3) that the performance of the proposed RIS-aided scheme
is not very superior. The reason is that Jafarkhani’s code is a
quasiorthogonal code with full rate and not full rank; the
nonmain diagonal elements of character matrix are the
interference term and the key factor of diversity loss. In fact,
Jafarkhani’s code can be considered to have orthogonal per-
formance, if the BPSK modulation is used. The rank of the
code is only 2 using the others. In terms of decoding com-
plexity, the pairwise decoding algorithm is used because
Jafarkhani’s code is not orthogonal. Anyway, due to the scar-
city of complex orthogonal full rate coding matrix, the
design of the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme opens up a new
research direction for the application of STBC technology
on 6G communication.

4. RIS-Aided QO-STBC Model with
Interference Cancellation

In this section, we try to design a simply RIS-aided scheme
based on the RIS-aided QO-STBC model to eliminate the
interference term in the character matrix Equation (3) as
much as possible. Let us think about changing the transmis-
sion matrix as ŜJ = SJΛ, where Λ = Diag½1, 1,−1,−1�. The
new character matrix is

Q̂J = Ŝ
H
J ŜJ =ΛSHJ SJΛ =

α 0 0 −βJ

0 α βJ 0
0 βJ α 0

−βJ 0 0 α

2
666664

3
777775: ð12Þ

Combined the Q̂J and QJ , we get Q̂J +QJ = 2αI4. Math-
ematically, this operation completely cancels out the inter-

ference term of the character matrix. Next, we design the
wireless communication scheme according to this idea. At
the RIS, a pair of adjacent reflection elements are selected,
one of which is used for normal signal transmission, and
the other is provided with interference elimination function
besides ensuring transmission. In this way, two reflection
groups A and B are built in RIS as illustrated in Figure 4.
Meanwhile, in order to ensure the independence of the two
reflection groups, the node D needs to be equipped with
two adjacent receiving antennas in the assumed scheme,
and one-to-one transmission is carried out through the
beamforming. Because the distance of adjacent A1 in the
reflection group A and B1 in the reflection group B and adja-
cent receiving antenna RE1 and RE2 in the node D is very
closer, we assume that the corresponding transmission chan-
nels have the same CSI. During four time slots, the respec-
tive received signals can be written as

rRE1 = SJH + n1,

rRE2 = ŜJH + n2,
ð13Þ

where H is the CSI vector, and H = ½h1, h2, h3, h4�T , in which
hi =∑N/8−1

j=0 ðhS,RA4 j+i
hRA4 j+i ,DRE1

Þ or hi =∑N/8−1
i=0 ðhS,RB4 j+i

hRB4 j+i ,DRE2
Þ. n1 = ½n1, n2, n3, n4�T and n2 = ½n5, n6, n7, n8�T .

The matched reflection symbols at the reflection group A
and B are reconfigured as Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Before decoding, we first combine the received signals in
(15) and (16) from the two receiving antennas; the
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Reflection
element group

DS

21

Figure 2: Alamouti RIS-aided reflection element.
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Figure 3: QO-STBC RIS-aided reflection element.

Table 1: Results of MPSK modulation of reflection elements.

Time Element 1 Element 2 Element 3 Element 4

Slot 1 x1 x2 x3 x4

Slot 2 −x∗2 x∗1 −x∗4 x∗3

Slot 3 −x∗3 −x∗4 x∗1 x∗2

Slot 4 x4 −x3 −x2 x1
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equivalent transmission matrix has

S =

X1 −X2
∗ −X3

∗ X4 X1 −X2
∗ −X3

∗ X4

X2 X1
∗ −X4

∗ −X3 X2 X1
∗ −X4

∗ −X3

X3 −X4
∗ X1

∗ −X2 −X3 X4
∗ −X1

∗ X2

X4 X3
∗ X2

∗ X1 −X4 −X3
∗ −X2

∗ −X1

2
666664

3
777775

T

:

ð14Þ

Also, the equivalent transmission matrix can be written
as

S =
SJ

ŜJ

" #
, ð15Þ

and the equivalent character matrix has

SHS = SHJ Ŝ
H
J

h i SJ

ŜJ

" #
= 2αI4: ð16Þ

Obviously, the equivalent transmission matrix S is a new
type O-STBC transmission matrix with full rate and full
diversity. The difference is that the proposed RIS-aided
QO-STBC model with interference cancellation transfers
the loss of time slots to an increase in the number of reflec-
tion elements by reasonable transformation. So, the use of
the linear decoding algorithm [39] can greatly reduce the
decoding complexity of the receiver. The decision statistics
~xi of the transmitted signal xi can be constructed as

~xi = 〠
t∈η ið Þ

sgnt ið Þ · ~yt · ~h
∗
∈t ið Þ, ð17Þ

where ηðiÞ is the set of rows of the transmission matrix
including xi,

~yt ið Þ =
yt , xi belongs to the tth row of S ;

ytð Þ∗, x∗i belongs to the tth row of S,

(

~h
∗
∈t ið Þ =

h∗∈t ið Þ, xi belongs to the tth row of S ;

h∈t ið Þ, x∗i belongs to the tth row of S:

8<
:

ð18Þ

To minimize each individual decision metric, we get

~xi − xij j2 + 2〠
4

j=1
hj
�� ��2 − 1

 !
xij j2: ð19Þ

5. Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we present computer simulation results to
evaluate the performance of the RIS-aided Alamouti scheme,
the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme, and the RIS-aided QO-
STBC scheme with interference cancellation in terms of bit
error ratio (BER) and analysis of the results. In the simula-
tions, we considered the assumption of frequency-selective
Rayleigh flat fading channels by employing the ML-based
decoding algorithm. Considering the large number of reflec-
tion elements in RIS, the number of reflection function
groups divided in different ways is consistent. Without los-
ing generality, only one reflection function group of the
RIS was selected to participate in the computer simulation.

In this paper, all of the proposed schemes are based on
the reflection elements of the RIS to reconstruct the reflec-
tion signals by phase modulation. The time loss from the
source S to the RIS can be ignored when calculating the
transmission rate. So, the transmission rate of all proposed
schemes is approximately equal to one. Figure 5 shows the
simulation of the proposed schemes, in which we compared
the performance of the RIS-aided Alamouti scheme, the RIS-
aided QO-STBC scheme, and the RIS-aided QO-STBC

Control link RIS

Reflection
group B

Reflection
group A

D
RE2RE1

A1 A2

A4 B4A3 B3

A1 B1 A2 B2

A4A3

B1 B2

B4B3

S

AA44 B4AA33 B3

A11 B1 A22 B2

Figure 4: QO-STBC RIS-aided reflection element with interference
cancellation.

Table 2: Results of MPSK modulation of reflection element group
A.

Time Elem-A1 Elem-A2 Elem-A3 Elem-A4

Slot 1 x1 x2 x3 x4

Slot 2 −x∗2 x∗1 −x∗4 x∗3

Slot 3 −x∗3 −x∗4 x∗1 x∗2

Slot 4 x4 −x3 −x2 x1

Table 3: Results of MPSK modulation of reflection element group
B.

Time Elem-B1 Elem-B2 Elem-B3 Elem-B4

Slot 1 x1 x2 −x3 −x4
Slot 2 −x∗2 x∗1 x∗4 −x∗3
Slot 3 −x∗3 −x∗4 −x∗1 −x∗2
Slot 4 x4 −x3 x2 −x1
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scheme with interference cancellation for the transmission
of two bits/s/Hz (QPSK).

From the simulation results, in Figure 5, we can see
that the RIS-aided Alamouti scheme and the RIS-aided
QO-STBC scheme achieved the same full rate characteris-
tics as the traditional STBC transmission matrix. Due to
the characteristic of nonfull rank of QO-STBC, the diver-
sity gain can not reach the maximum order of matrix.
However, compared with the RIS-aided Alamouti scheme
with diversity 2, the diversity gain of the RIS-aided QO-
STBC scheme is improved. The proposed RIS-aided QO-
STBC scheme outperforms the RIS-aided Alamouti scheme
about 2dB at 10−3 BER. And the RIS-aided QO-STBC
scheme with interference cancellation achieves the full rate
and the full diversity and improves the coding gain due to
the participation of reflection group B. The result of sim-
ulation shows that the performance of the RIS-aided
QO-STBC scheme with interference cancellation is better
than that of the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme and the
RIS-aided Alamouti scheme by about 5dB and 7dB at 1
0−3 BER, respectively. The analysis fits well in with simu-
lation results.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we extend the scheme of using the RIS to
adjust the phase and reconfigure the reflected signal and
propose the design of the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme. In
particular, aiming at the problem that the diversity of QO-
STBC is reduced due to the nonorthogonality, a scheme
called the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme with interference
cancellation using auxiliary reflection group to eliminate
the influence of interference term is designed. And the
advantages and disadvantages of the scheme are analyzed

in detail; also, the decoding algorithms with different com-
plexity used in the proposed schemes are described.

Through the reasonable assumption of the design of the
RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme with interference cancellation,
the wireless communication of full rate and full diversity is
realized. The difference is that the proposed RIS-aided
QO-STBC model with interference cancellation transfers
the loss of time slots to an increase in the number of reflec-
tion elements by transformation.

Simulation results show that the performance of the pro-
posed schemes has remarkable improvement due to the
increase of diversity gain and coding gain. Also, the design
of the RIS-aided QO-STBC scheme opens up a new research
direction for the application of STBC technology on 6G
communication. And the future research is to improve the
received diversity gain.
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The SWIPT (simultaneous wireless information and power transfer) DF (decoding and forwarding) relay system could achieve the
purpose of both increasing revenue and reducing expenditure. By analysing the system model and transmission characteristics of
full-duplex relay, this paper optimizes the retransmission slot structure to enhance the system performance. Firstly, the state
transition model is established based on the analysis of the retransmission slot structure. Secondly, the state probability of each
state and the transition probability between states are calculated to obtain the total data passing rate, energy transmission
efficiency, and total transmission time. Thirdly, in order to compare the performance of various HARQ (hybrid automatic
repeat request) schemes more effectively, JNTP (joint normalized throughput of information transmission and energy
transmission) is constructed. Monte Carlo simulations finally confirm that the proposed tradeoff-HARQ scheme outperforms
the regular-HARQ scheme in terms of JNTP: the performance of the tradeoff-HARQ scheme is 0.03883 higher than that of the
regular-HARQ scheme when the total power limit is 20 dB and 0.00651 higher than that of the regular-HARQ scheme when
the total power limit is 30 dB.

1. Introduction

The SWIPT (simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer) relay system could promote both increasing revenue
and reducing expenditure of energy [1]. It is an important
technology of green communication [2–4]. Xiaomi Corpora-
tion recently officially released its self-developed space isola-
tion SWIPT technology, realizing the practical application of
indoor SWIPT technology. The SWIPT relay system is
regarded as the ultimate solution for mobile devices by col-
lecting the energy in radiofrequency signals to charge the
equipment and prolong the service life of the equipment
[5–7]. Meanwhile, the relay can be easily deployed in the near
range of equipment, which can improve the efficiency of
information transmission and energy transmission at the
same time [8]. In reference [9], the two-hop cooperative
transmission of SWIPT relay was studied. Multiple antennas
at the relay are divided into two disjoint groups for informa-
tion decoding and energy acquisition, respectively. Reference
[10] studied the feasibility of using relay-assisted large-
capacity MIMO (multiple input multiple output) to improve
the performance of wireless SWIPT. The key idea is to use the

redundant degrees of freedom provided by a large number of
base station antenna arrays to transmit power and informa-
tion to the direct/relay users at the same time.

In order to ensure the reliable transmission of high-
speed data, the system includes effective error detection
and retransmission technology. The HARQ (hybrid auto-
matic repeat request) strategy consists of two parts: (1) error
detection, the receiving port will receive the data error detec-
tion, if the data is wrong, start retransmission and (2)
retransmission, using the reverse link to request the source
side to send again [11, 12]. In reference [13], the influence
of low-power transmission strategy and incomplete channel
state information on outage probability of HARQ-assisted
nonorthogonal multiple access systems was obtained by
using integral domain partition method and extended to
the scenarios with any number of users. Reference [14]
revealed the retransmission scheme of hybrid automatic
repeat request for uplink transmission in large-scale cellular
networks and deeply understands the influence of network
parameters (such as power control parameters) on the
uplink coverage performance. A new HARQ scheme for
the internet of things relay was proposed: if the
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acknowledgement signal is negative, the relay will select an
appropriate high-order modulation constellation to transmit
the source signal in one transmission slot or several time
slots; if there is no error, the source will continue to transmit
[15]. In reference [16], a generalized two-dimensional dis-
crete time Markov chain model was established, and the
state transition probability is analysed. By calculating the
steady-state distribution of Markov chain, the closed expres-
sions of throughput and energy efficiency of future vehicular
mobile networks are derived.

Although the research on HARQ technology of SWIPT
system has broad research potential, the current research is
not sufficient. In reference [17], HARQ was introduced into
the SWIPT direct link, and an optimal strategy aiming at the
minimum expected retransmission times is proposed. The
strategy only uses the received RF signal to obtain energy
or accumulate mutual information. Based on the deliberate
thoughts on the slot structure of the full-duplex SWIPT
DF (decoding and forwarding) relay, this paper proposes a
tradeoff-HARQ scheme and analyses its performance con-
sidering information transmission and energy acquisition
at the same time. The main contributions in this paper are
summarized as follows: (a) This paper analyses the retrans-
mission slot structure according to the system model of the
full-duplex SWIPT DF relay. (b) The state transition model
is established, the transition probability between states is cal-
culated, and then, the state transition matrix is constructed.
(c) According to the initial state and state transition matrix,
the state probability is calculated to obtain the total data
passing rate, energy collection efficiency, and transmission
time. (d) In order to compare the performance of various
HARQ schemes more effectively, joint normalized through-
put of information transmission and energy transmission is
constructed after the parameters are normalized.

2. System Model of the Full-Duplex SWIPT
DF Relay

As shown in Figure 1, the full-duplex DF relay system con-
sists of base station B, relay R, and destination user D. Both
the base station and the user are in a single-antenna half-
duplex mode. The relay is equipped with two antennas in
full-duplex mode; that is, it can receive the signal sent by
the base station and relay the signal to the destination user
at the same time. The channel fading of BR and RD is repre-
sented by hSR and hRD, respectively, which is a complex
Gaussian distribution with a mean value of zero and vari-
ance of σ2SR and σ2

RD, respectively. The equivalent noise niði
∈ fR,DgÞ at the receiver i is a complex Gaussian distribu-
tion with a mean value of 0 and a variance of N0. Some neg-
ative factors, such as the error of the nonlinearity of the
amplifier and self-interference estimation and reconstruc-
tion, may lead to the self-interference SIR caused by full
duplex. Due to the recent development of self-interference
cancellation technology, the full-duplex transceiver can
simultaneously transmit and receive signals in the same fre-
quency band, and the performance gap caused by self-
interference is far less than other interference signals [18,

19]. hii represent the channel fading of the self-interference
channel, which is the Gaussian distribution of mean zero
and variance σ2RR.

A buffer is set at relay R to store the received data xt tem-
porarily. Without losing generality, it is assumed that the
feedback signal can be received without error and delay
and the number of retransmissions of HARQ is limited (it
is assumed that the number is M − 1). The transmission sig-
nal of S is the complex Gaussian distribution with a mean
value of 0 and variance of 1, and the error correcting code
can reach the channel capacity. The receiver of each link
performs CRC (cyclic redundancy check) verification, and
the verification result is fed back to the transmitter through
the feedback link:

(a) The identifier θt1 reflects whether the relay has suc-
cessfully received the feedback signal of the tth frame
data, θt1 = 0 indicates the state that the relay has suc-
cessfully received the tth frame data, and θt1 = 1 indi-
cates the unsuccessful state

(b) The identifier θt2 reflects whether the t‐1 frame data
in the R-D link is successfully received, θt2 = 0 indi-
cates the state that the relay has successfully received
the previous frame data, and θt2 = 1 indicates the
unsuccessful state

3. Slot Structure and State Transition Model

To take into account both information transmission and
energy acquisition, each transmission frame (assuming that
the frame length is FL, and the time required to transmit a
frame is FT, which remains unchanged in the system) is
divided into two time slots: information transmission slot
and energy transmission slot. The occupied time of informa-
tion transmission slot is αFT, and the energy transmission
slot is ð1‐αÞFT (0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the proportion of information
transmission slot).

According to the state of the two links, the system is
divided into four states (τ is used to mark the actual number
of transmitted data frames; τ ≤ t is used to mark the actual
number of transmitted data frames):

(a) Double normal data frames, denoted as G0,0, i.e., θ
t
1

= 0 and θt2 = 0. Both links BR and RD continues to

Wireless relay

EH EH

xtBuffer zone

Figure 1: The system model graph of the full-duplex SWIPT DF
relay.
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transmit new data frames. The expression of the
received signals of link RD and link BR is as follows:

ytRD = htRD
ffiffiffiffiffi
ER

p
xτ‐1 + ntRD,

ytBR = htBR
ffiffiffiffiffi
EB

p
xτ + htRR

ffiffiffiffiffi
ER

p
xr−1 + ntBR

ð1Þ

(b) Double retransmit frame, denoted as G1,1, i.e. θ
t
1 = 1

and θt2 = 1. Links BR and RD goes on retransmit
the data of the previous frame. The expression of
the received signals of link RD and link BR is as
follows:

ytRD = htRD
ffiffiffiffiffi
ER

p
xτ‐1 + ntRD,

ytBR = htBR
ffiffiffiffiffi
EB

p
xτ + htRR

ffiffiffiffiffi
ER

p
xτ‐1 + ntBR

ð2Þ

(c) Relay energy collection-relay retransmits frame,
denoted as G0,1, i.e., θ

t
1 = 0 and θt2 = 1. In this case,

the receiving antenna of the relay is used to collect
energy, and the transmitting antenna is used to
retransmit the data of the previous frame. The
expression of the received signal of the link RD is
as follows:

ytRD = htRD
ffiffiffiffiffi
ER

p
xτ‐1 + ntRD ð3Þ

(d) Destination user energy collection-base station
retransmits frame, which is recorded as G1,0, that
is, θt1 = 1 and θt2 = 0. In this case, the user’s receiving
antenna is used to collect energy, and the base sta-
tion retransmits the data of the previous frame.
The expression of the received signal of link BR is
as follows:

ytBR = htBR
ffiffiffiffiffi
EB

p
xτ + htRR

ffiffiffiffiffi
ER

p
xτ‐1 + ntBR ð4Þ

Without losing generality, it is assumed that all channels
obey quasistatic Rayleigh fading, that is, the transmission
quality of the channel does not change in the retransmission
frame. According to the received signal expression of each
frame, the average SNR of links BR and RD are illustrated
in equations (5) and (6), respectively.

�μBR =
E EB hBRj j2� �

E ER hRRj j2� �
+N0

� � = EBσ
2
BR

ERσ
2
RR +N0

, ð5Þ

�μRD =
E ER hRDj j2� �

N0
=
ERσ

2
RD

N0
: ð6Þ

The data rate threshold required by the system is
recorded as T . According to the definition of channel capac-
ity and outage probability, the outage probability PRDðRÞ on
link RD is 1 − exp ð−ð2T − 1Þ/�μRDÞ. Therefore, after trans-
mitting the same data m times in the RD channel and com-
bining the received signals with the maximum ratio, the

outage probability PðmÞ
RD ðTÞ is approximately equal to

ð2T − 1Þm/m!∗ð�μRDÞm.
Figure 2 shows the system state transition diagram.

According to whether R and D receive the data packet
successfully or not, it can be divided into five types of
states:

(a) F0,0 indicates the normal transmission state and
links BR and RD transmit new data

(b) Fm,0 represents the relay retransmission state; that is,
after the relay transmits m times, the relay success-
fully receives the τ frame data, but D still does not
receive the τ‐1 frame data successfully

(c) F0,m indicates the retransmission status of the base
station; that is, D successfully receives the τ‐1 frame
data after m times of transmission, but the relay still
fails to receive the τ frame data

(d) Fm,m indicates the retransmission status of the base
station and relay; that is, the R transmits m times,
and B transmits m times, but D fails to receive the
τ‐1 frame data and R fails to receive the τ frame
data

(e) Sm,m indicates R and D successfully receive the data
after m times of transmission

The state transition probability is calculated according to
the independent event formula and conditional probability
formula:

P Fm‐1,m‐1 ⟶ Fm,mð Þ = P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

,

P Fm‐1,m‐1 ⟶ Fm,0ð Þ = P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

1‐P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

,

P Fm‐1,m‐1 ⟶ F0,mð Þ =
1‐P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �
P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

,

P Fm‐1,m‐1 ⟶ Sm,mð Þ =
1‐P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �
P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

1‐P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

:

ð7Þ
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Therefore, the state transfer equation is as follows:

P Sm,mð Þ
P Fm,0ð Þ
P F0,mð Þ
P Fm,mð Þ

2
666664

3
777775 =Hm‐1 ∗

P Sm‐1,m‐1ð Þ
P Fm‐1,0ð Þ
P F0,m‐1ð Þ
P Fm‐1,m‐1ð Þ

2
666664

3
777775, ð8Þ

where the state transition matrix is

Hm‐1 =

0 1‐ P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

 !
1‐ P mð Þ

RD Tð Þ
P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

 !
1‐ P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

 !
∗ 1‐ P mð Þ

RD Tð Þ
P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

 !

0
P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

0
P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

∗ 1‐ P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

 !

0 0
P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

1‐ P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

 !
∗

P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

0 0 0
P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ

∗
P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

2
6666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777775

:

ð9Þ

F0,0 is the initial state, and its state probability is Pð
F0,0Þ = 1 .

The probability of each state is calculated by the state
transition equation:

P Fm,mð Þ = P mð Þ
BR Tð ÞP mð Þ

RD Tð Þ,
P Fm,0ð Þ = P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ 1‐P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
,

P F0,mð Þ = 1‐P mð Þ
BR Tð Þ

� �
P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ,

P Sm,mð Þ = P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �

1‐P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
+ P m‐1ð Þ

RD Tð Þ‐P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
1‐P m‐1ð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �

+ P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

RD Tð Þ
� �

:

ð10Þ

4. Joint Normalized Throughput of
Information Transmission and
Energy Transmission

No matter whether the link BR or RD fails to decode the data
after reaching the limit of transmission times, the transmis-
sion data will be discarded. Thus, after M‐1 retransmissions
(i.e., M transmissions), the states that the system still fails
including FM,0, F0,M , and FM,M . The outage probability is
the sum of the above state probabilities. Substituting the
probabilities of each state, the outage probability of the sys-

tem is obtained as follows:

Pout = P FM,0ð Þ + P F0,Mð Þ + P FM,Mð Þ
= 1‐P Mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �

P Mð Þ
RD Tð Þ + P Mð Þ

BR Tð Þ 1‐P Mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
+ P Mð Þ

BR Tð ÞP Mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

= P Mð Þ
RD Tð Þ + P Mð Þ

BR Tð Þ‐P Mð Þ
BR Tð ÞPM

RD Tð Þ:
ð11Þ

The states of the system successfully receiving the data
from the base station include all Sm,m, that is, S1,1, S2,2,⋯,
Sm,m,⋯, SM,M . Then, the total data pass rate of the system is

Ppass = 〠
M

m=1
Sm,m

= 〠
M

m=1

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �

1‐P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
+ P m‐1ð Þ

RD Tð Þ‐P mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

� �
1‐P m‐1ð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �

+ P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ
� �

P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

RD Tð Þ
� �

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

= 1‐P Mð Þ
BR Tð Þ‐P Mð Þ

RD Tð Þ + P Mð Þ
BR Tð ÞP Mð Þ

RD Tð Þ
� �

:

ð12Þ

The transmission times of state Fm,0, F0,m, Fm,m, and
Sm,m are all m times. When the system stops retransmission,
the possible states are FM,0, F0,M , FM,M , and all Sm,m states.
Therefore, the total transmission time of each frame is

ST = FT ∗ M ∗ P FM,0ð Þ +M ∗ P F0,Mð Þ +M ∗ P FM,Mð Þ + 〠
M

m=1
m ∗ P Sm,mð Þð Þ

 !

= FT ∗

M ∗ P Mð Þ
RD Tð Þ + P Mð Þ

BR Tð Þ‐P Mð Þ
BR Tð ÞPM

RD Tð Þ
� �

+ 〠
M

m=1
m ∗

P m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

BR Tð Þ + P m‐1ð Þ
RD Tð Þ‐P mð Þ

RD Tð Þ
‐P m‐1ð Þ

RD Tð ÞP m‐1ð Þ
BR Tð Þ + P mð Þ

BR Tð ÞP mð Þ
RD Tð Þ

0
@

1
A

0
@

1
A

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA:

ð13Þ

When the system is in this state Fm,0ðm <MÞ, the relay
will be in the state of energy collection in the next frame.
In addition, the first a part of each frame of the system is also
used for energy collection, and the energy collected at this
time is FT ∗ ησ2

BRER. Therefore, the total power of relay
energy collection is

EHR = αð ÞFT ∗ ησ2
BREB 〠

M−1

m=1
P Fm,0ð Þ + 1 − αð ÞFT ∗ ησ2

BREB,

ð14Þ

where η represents the received energy conversion efficiency.
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Similarly, the total power of D energy collection in each
frame is

EHD = αð ÞFT ∗ ησ2
RDER 〠

M‐1

m=1
P F0,mð Þ + 1 − αð ÞFT ∗ ησ2

RDER:

ð15Þ

In order to better study the relationship between energy
transmission and information transmission, the energy
transmission power is normalized:

EHnorm
R =

EHR

EHmax
R

= 1‐αð Þ + α 〠
M‐1

m=1
P Fm,0ð Þ,

EHnorm
D =

EHD

EHmax
D

= 1‐αð Þ + α 〠
M‐1

m=1
P F0,mð Þ,

ð16Þ

where EHmax
R = FT ∗ ησ2

BREB and EHmax
D = FT ∗ ησ2

RDER.
Without losing generality, the JNTP (joint normalized

throughput of information transmission and energy trans-
mission) is defined as

TP =
EHnorm

R + EHnorm
D + αPpass

� �
ST

: ð17Þ

In the multi-SWIPT relay scenario, relay selection is a
very important problem, which can effectively improve the
information transmission rate and energy transmission rate
of the system [20]. The channel fading of radio wave is
related to the transmission distance of information. We
assume that the distance between B and R is dBR, the dis-
tance between R and D is dRD, and the path loss exponent
γL. According to the large-scale fading multislope model,
the relationship between the variance of channel fading
and the terminal distance is as follows: σ2BR ∼ ðdBRÞ−γL and
σ2RD ∼ ðdRDÞ−γL . Therefore, the problem of relay selection
can be solved by finding the best relay location (d∗BR, d

∗
RD):

d∗BR, d
∗
RD = arg max TP dBR, dRDð Þ: ð18Þ

5. Monte Carlo Simulations

In this section, Monte Carlo simulation is used to verify the
theoretical value. The simulation software is MATLAB, and
the general simulation parameters are as follows: the number
of transmission is limited to M = 3 (in other words, the
number of retransmission is limited to 2), and data rate
threshold T = 1, σ2BR = 1, σ2RD = 1, and σ2RR = 0:01.

F0, 1 F0, mF0, 3F0, 2

S1, 1 Sm, mS3, 3S2, 2

F1, 1 Fm, mF3, 3F2, 2

F1, 0 Fm, 0F3, 0F2, 0

F0, 0 ...

F0, M

SM, M

FM, M

FM, 0

...

Figure 2: The state transition model diagram.
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Figure 3: The JNTP of the proposed tradeoff-HARQ scheme and
the regular-HARQ scheme against EB.
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Figure 4: The JNTP with ER under different schemes.
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The JNTP of the proposed tradeoff-HARQ scheme and
the regular-HARQ scheme against EB is given in Figure 3.
The simulation condition is ER = 15dB, α = 0:5. The “+”
and “○” in this figure are the simulation curve and theoret-
ical curve of the JNTP under the tradeoff-HARQ scheme.
The unmarked curve is the regular-HARQ scheme. Compar-
ing the theoretical value with the simulation value, it can be
seen that there is a small amount of error at low SNR (less
than 10 dB), but the error can be ignored at other SNR, so
it can be considered that the theoretical value can approxi-
mate the simulation value of the JNTP. This figure shows
that the JNTP performance of the tradeoff-HARQ scheme

is better than that of the regular-HARQ scheme. At low
SNR, such as EB = 5dB, the JNTP of the tradeoff-HARQ
scheme is 0.22 higher than that of the regular-HARQ
scheme. At high SNR, such as EB > 20dB, the tradeoff-
HARQ scheme is still better than the regular-HARQ
scheme, and its advantage is reduced to 0.02.

Figure 4 describes the joint normalized throughput
under different schemes with ER. The simulation condition
is EB = 15dB, α = 0:5, and the mark is the same as
Figure 3. As shown in this figure, when ER is close to
20 dB, the JNTP of the proposed tradeoff-HARQ scheme
reaches the maximum. The self-interference signal of the
relay increase with the relay transmission power, and the
received signal to interference noise ratio of the relay
decrease with the increase of ER.

For better insights, the JNTP curved surface of different
schemes is illustrated in Figure 5. The dotted line is the
regular-HARQ scheme. As shown in this figure, the pro-
posed tradeoff-HARQ scheme is superior to the regular-
HARQ scheme in most cases of EB and ER. The advantage
is obvious in low SNR.

Figure 6 elaborates the change trend of JNTP and dis-
tance parameters of different schemes under different total
power limits. The simulation condition is that the total
power is limited to 20 dB and 30dB, and the curve mark is
shown in this figure. In order to investigate the relationship
between relay location and performance, we assume that the
distance between B and D is 1, and the distance between B
and R is normalized to the distance parameter DBR. For con-
venience of description, the simulation in Figure 6 assumes
that the R is located on the connection between B and D.
When the total power is limited to 20dB and the distance
parameter is 0.54, the JNTP of the tradeoff-HARQ scheme
and the regular-HARQ reaches the maximum of 0.95937
and 0.92054, and the performance of the tradeoff-HARQ
scheme is 0.03883 higher than that of the regular-HARQ.
When the total power is limited to 30 dB, the maximum
values are 0.99345 and 0.98694, respectively (when the dis-
tance parameter is about 0.63). The performance of the
tradeoff-HARQ scheme is 0.00651 higher than that of the
regular-HARQ scheme.
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Figure 5: The JNTP curved surface of different schemes.
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Figure 6: The trend chart of JNTP and distance parameters under
different total power limits.
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6. Conclusions

In order to develop the potential of SWIPT DF relay, this
paper proposes the tradeoff-HARQ scheme of full-duplex
SWIPT DF relay. First of all, the system model and retrans-
mission slot structure are optimized by using the character-
istics of full-duplex relay. Then, the state transition model is
established by analysing the slot structure. Furthermore, the
state probability and transition probability of each state are
calculated to obtain the total passing rate, energy collection
efficiency, and the total transmission time. Ultimately, in
order to compare the performance of various HARQ
schemes more effectively, the joint normalized throughput
is constructed. Simulation results show that the joint nor-
malized throughput of the proposed tradeoff-HARQ scheme
is better than that of the regular-HARQ scheme. When the
total power is limited to 20 dB, the performance of the
tradeoff-HARQ scheme is 0.03883 higher than that of the
regular-HARQ scheme.
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In this paper, we study a class of nonbinary LDPC (NBLDPC) codes whose parity-check matrices have column weight 2, called
NBLDPC cycle codes. We propose a design framework of ð2, ρÞ-regular binary quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC codes and then
construct NBLDPC cycle codes of large girth based on circulants and finite fields by randomly choosing the nonzero field
elements in their parity-check matrices. For enlarging the girth values, our approach is twofold. First, we give an exhaustive
search of circulants with column/row weight ρ and design a masking matrix with good cycle distribution based on the
edge-node relation in undirected graphs. Second, according to the designed masking matrix, we construct the exponent
matrix based on finite fields. The iterative decoding performances of the constructed codes on the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel are finally provided.

1. Introduction

Nonbinary low-density parity-check (NBLDPC) codes based
on modulo arithmetics were first discovered by Gallager in
1960s [1] and redefined over finite fields GF ðqÞ by Davey
and MacKay in 1998 [2]. Similar to binary LDPC codes,
NBLDPC codes also have the ability of approaching capacity
when decoded with the iterative algorithms. Moreover,
NBLDPC codes have much better performance than binary
LDPC codes for the short and moderate code lengths. As
much more low-complexity decoding algorithms were
proposed [3–8], NBLDPC codes provide a promising coding
scheme for 6G communications [9].

As shown in [10], NBLDPC codes over larger finite fields
will have much better performance for a constant code
length. However, when the finite field size is sufficiently
large, the performance improvement is little. Moreover,
when the finite field size is equal or greater than 64, the
column weights of the parity-check matrices of good
NBLDPC codes tend to 2. Since NBLDPC cycle codes per-

form well over various channels [11–13], it is worth study-
ing NBLDPC codes over large finite fields whose parity-
check matrices have column weight 2, referred to as
NBLDPC cycle codes. As an important cycle codes, ð2, ρÞ-
regular NBLDPC codes also perform well under iterative
decoding; lots of methods for constructing such codes
were proposed [14–17]. Among these works on the con-
struction of NBLDPC codes, the codes can be mainly clas-
sified into two categories: the first one is constructed by
means of computer search under the algorithms satisfying
certain rules, and the other one is constructed based on
combinatorial designs, graph theory, matrix theory, and
finite fields [18]. Simulation results show that they all have
good performance. For a given code rate and length, it is
of great interest to study which one of them has the best
error performance.

Cycle structure plays an important role in binary/non-
binary LDPC codes. Research results show that NBLDPC
codes with large girth have good iterative performance
[19]. In general, NBLDPC codes with large girth have large
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Hamming minimum distance, and it can be ensured that
NBLDPC codes have good performance in the waterfall
and error-floor region. Hence, it is interesting to construct
LDPC cycle codes with large girth.

In this paper, we focus on the construction of ð2, ρÞ-
regular quasi-cyclic LDPC (QC-LDPC) codes with large
girth. We first proposed the construction framework of
ð2, ρÞ-regular QC-LDPC codes based on the edge-node rela-
tion in undirected graphs and transfer the construction of
ð2, ρÞ-regular QC-LDPC codes into two main parts, i.e.,
circulants and exponent matrices. In the first part, we find
circulants with good cycle distribution by performing an
exhaustive search. In order to prune the search space of
circulants, isomorphism theory of circulants is proposed.
For the second part, we directly employ finite fields to con-
struct exponent matrices of QC-LDPC codes. Here, the
employed finite fields are divided two types, i.e., prime fields
and finite fields of characteristic 2. Finally, numerical results
to show the good performance of our proposed codes are
provided.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the definitions of LDPC codes and their associated
Tanner graphs. Section 3 presents the design framework of
ð2, ρÞ-regular QC-LDPC codes. Design of NBLDPC cycle
codes with large girth is proposed in Section 4, and
numerical results are also provided in this section. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. LDPC Codes. A binary ðγ, ρÞ-regular LDPC code is
generated by the null space of an m × n sparse parity-
check matrix H over GF (2), and the matrix H has the
following properties: (1) each column has γ 1’s; (2) each
row has ρ 1’s; (3) γ≪m and ρ≪ n. If the sparse matrix
H is over GF (q) for q being a prime power, then LDPC
codes generated by such H are called nonbinary codes or
q-ary codes. Binary LDPC codes are referred to as quasi-
cyclic (QC) [20], if their parity-check matrices H have
the following form

H =

I p1,1
� �

I p1,2
� �

I p1,3
� �

⋯ I p1,ρ
� �

I p2,1
� �

I p2,2
� �

I p2,3
� �

⋯ I p2,ρ
� �

I p3,1
� �

I p3,2
� �

I p3,3
� �

⋯ I p3,ρ
� �

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

I pγ,1
� �

I pγ,2
� �

I pγ,3
� �

⋯ I pγ,ρ
� �

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775
γQ×ρQ

,

ð1Þ

where for 1 ≤ i ≤ γ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ, −1 ≤ pi,j ≤Q − 1, Iðpi,jÞ is a Q
×Q circulant permutation matrix (CPM) formed by cycli-
cally shifting each row of a Q ×Q identity matrix I to the
right (or left) by pi,jðmod QÞ positions, and Ið−1Þ is a zero

matrix of size Q ×Q. Obviously, Ið0Þ is an identity matrix
of size Q ×Q. For example, if Q = 4, then

I 0ð Þ =

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

2
6666664

3
7777775
,

I 1ð Þ =

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

2
6666664

3
7777775
,

I 2ð Þ =

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

2
6666664

3
7777775
,

I 3ð Þ =

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

2
6666664

3
7777775
:

ð2Þ

We can easily see that the positions of 1’s of H in (1)
are uniquely determined by the following matrix P, called
exponent matrix (or permutation shift matrix),

P =

p1,1 p1,2 p1,3 ⋯ p1,ρ

p2,1 p2,2 p2,3 ⋯ p2,ρ

p3,1 p3,2 p3,3 ⋯ p3,ρ

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

pγ,1 pγ,2 pγ,3 ⋯ pγ,ρ

2
666666664

3
777777775
: ð3Þ

It is not hard to see that the correspondence between
P and H is one-to-one. It is noticeable that the parameter
Q is called expansion factor (or lifting degree) [21]. By
replacing 1’s in a CPM Iðpi,jÞ of H in (1) with the same
nonzero field element in finite field GF (q), the resulting
code is nonbinary QC-LDPC codes [22].

2.2. Tanner Graph. Apart from the matrix representation, an
LDPC code can be also described in a simple and intuitive
way, i.e., a graphical model called Tanner graph [23]. In fact,
the Tanner graph of an LDPC code with the parity-check
matrix H = ½hs,t� is a bipartite graph in which the two classes
of nodes are variable nodes (representing the code-bit
nodes) and check nodes (representing the constraint nodes),
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respectively. An edge in a Tanner graph connects the check
node s to the variable node t if and only if the row -s and col-
umn -t element hs,t in H is nonzero. A cycle in a Tanner
graph is a sequence of the connected check nodes and vari-
able nodes which start and end at the same node in the
graph and contain no other nodes more than once. The cycle
length is simply the number of the contained edges (or
nodes), and the length of the shortest cycle is referred to as
girth of the Tanner graph (or an LDPC code). As an exam-
ple, Figure 1 shows the Tanner graph of Hb (or Hnb) and an
associate cycle of length 6 (6-cycle for short).

It is well-known that the iterative decoding algorithm
converges to the optimal solution provided that the Tanner
graph of an LDPC code is free of cycles [24]. In other words,
short cycles, especially, the cycles of length 4, affect the
decoding performance when decoded with the iterative
algorithms based on belief propagation. In fact, there exist
many cycles in an LDPC code with finite length. Hence, in
order to avoid short cycles or obtain LDPC codes with
large girth, many construction methods and techniques
are proposed [25–33].

3. Design Framework of ð2, ρÞ-Regular
Binary QC-LDPC Codes

3.1. Edge-Node Relation in Undirected Graphs. Let G = ðV ,
EÞ be an undirected graph, where V is a set of nodes and E
is some subset of the pairs (called edges) ffa, bg: a, b ∈ V ,
a ≠ bg. A cycle of G = ðV , EÞ has distinct nodes (or edges),
and an edge in a cycle has two distinct nodes. If we treat
the nodes and edges of G = ðV , EÞ as the check nodes and
variable nodes, respectively, then a bipartite graph GB can
be obtained. Consider a cycle of length k (denoted by k
-cycle for short) in G = ðV , EÞ. This k-cycle will be turned
into a 2k-cycle in the above bipartite graph GB. In other
words, the girth of GB is double that of G = ðV , EÞ. Based
on this process, we can construct bipartite graphs (or Tanner
graphs) with large girth from an undirected graph. In order
to make it clearly, we give an example.

Consider the following 4 × 4 matrix

B4×4 =

1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1

2
666664

3
777775: ð4Þ

It is easy to plot the Tanner graph of B4×4, given in
Figure 2. By treating the nodes and edges of the Tanner
graph in Figure 2 as the check nodes and variable nodes,
respectively, we can construct a new bipartite graph, given
in Figure 3. We can see from Figures 2 and 3 that a 4-cycle
in the Tanner graph of B4×4 becomes a 8-cycle in the bipar-
tite graph.

3.2. Construction Framework of ð2, ρÞ-Regular Binary QC-
LDPC Codes. In this subsection, we will present the frame-
work for constructing ð2, ρÞ-regular binary QC-LDPC codes
by using the edge-node relation in an undirected graph in
Section 3.1. In order to design ð2, ρÞ-regular codes, the node
degree of G = ðV , EÞ should be ρ. Furthermore, to guarantee
ð2, ρÞ-regular codes are quasi-cyclic, the incidence matrix of
G = ðV , EÞ should possess quasi-cyclic structure. In conclu-
sion, the incidence matrix of G = ðV , EÞ is ðρ, ρÞ-regular
and quasi-cyclic. Hence, in order to obtain ð2, ρÞ-regular
binary QC-LDPC codes with large girth, we need to design
a ðρ, ρÞ-regular quasi-cyclic matrix with large girth. For
convenience, this ðρ, ρÞ-regular quasi-cyclic matrix is called
base matrix. Next, we will give the construction framework.

First, we design a ðρ, ρÞ-regular base matrix B of size
L × L. By employing the edge-node relation in Section 3.1,
we can transfer the Tanner graph of B into a new bipartite
graph, and the incidence matrix BM of such a bipartite graph
is obtained. It is obvious that BM is a ð2, ρÞ-regular quasi-
cyclic matrix of size 2L × ρL. Second, we construct an
exponent matrix P of size 2L × ρL, and the corresponding
expansion factor is Q. Third, we use BM to mask the expo-
nent matrix P, and a 2L × ρL array HM of Q ×Q CPMs is
constructed. The null space of HM gives a ð2, ρÞ-regular
binary QC-LDPC code of length ρLQ.
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Figure 1: Tanner graph of Hb (or Hnb): (a) Hb over GF (2); (b) Hnb over GF (4); (c) Tanner graph.
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Figure 2: Tanner graph of B4×4.
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4. Design of Nonbinary LDPC Cycle Codes with
Large Girth

In order to construct ð2, ρÞ-regular binary QC-LDPC codes
with large girth, we only design a base matrix and a corre-
sponding exponent matrix based on the construction frame-
work in Section 3.2. By replacing the nonzero element in the
parity-check matrices of binary QC-LDPC cycle codes with
the nonzero field elements, nonbinary LDPC cycle codes
can be obtained. In this paper, we do not optimize the non-
zero field elements and adopt the optimized row elements in
[34]. Next, we will provide the construction of the base
matrices and exponent matrices.

4.1. Exhaustive Search of Circulants Based on Isomorphism
Theory. In this paper, we employ the circulant as the base
matrix. It can be seen from the construction framework in
Section 3.2 that the size of the base matrix is not too large
since the code lengths of NBLDPC codes are short or
moderate. In the following, we will give the design of the
circulants.

A circulant is a square matrix whose i-th row is gener-
ated by cyclically shifting the first row to the right (or left)
by ði − 1Þ positions. Hence, the first row of a circulant is
referred to as the generator of the circulant. For a circulant
of size L × L, each row (or column) is a rightward (or down-
ward) cyclic-shift of its above (or left) row (or column), and
the first row (or column) is the rightward (or downward)
cyclic-shift of the last row (or column). Therefore, the rows
and columns of a circulant have the same weight. It is clear
that the row (or column) weight is associated with the row
weight of the generator.

Consider a circulant C of size L × L, and its generator is
G = ðg1, g2,⋯, gLÞ where gi ∈ f0, 1g for 1 ≤ i ≤ L. Let ρ be
the number of the nonzero components of G. Hence, C
is ðρ, ρÞ-regular. We select the nonzero components from
g1, g2,⋯, gL and record their subscripts in a set S, called
location set in this paper. Then, the location set S has ρ
elements. Without loss of generality, the location set S is
denoted by

S = s1, s2,⋯, sρ
� �

, ð5Þ

where 1 ≤ si < sj ≤ L for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ ρ. It is obvious that the
generator G and the location set S have a one-to-one cor-
respondence. Based on the isomorphism theory of LDPC
codes (or their parity-check matrices) in [16, 35, 36], we

can directly give the isomorphism theory of the circulants
as follows.

Theorem 1. Let S1 = fs1,1, s1,2,⋯, s1,ρg and S2 = fs2,1, s2,2,⋯,
s2,ρg be two location sets of the circulants C1 and C2 of size
L × L, respectively. Then, C1 is isomorphic to C2, denoted by
C1 ≅ C2, if S2 is derived from S1 with either of the following
two methods.

(1) For r ∈ f0, 1,⋯, L − 1g, the elements of S2 are derived
from these of S1 by adding a constant r to the elements
of S1 modulo L, i.e., s2,i = s1,i + rðmod LÞ for 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ

(2) Suppose that r and L are coprime. The elements of S2
are derived from these of S1 using s2,i = r · s1,iðmod LÞ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ

Note that in the calculation process, if the element in S1
and S2 equals 0, it actually equals L. Moreover, in the case (2)
of Theorem 1, the number of r can be determined by a well-
known function, called Euler’s phi function, i.e.,

ϕ Lð Þ = L
Y
r Lj

1 − 1
r

� 	
: ð6Þ

If C1 ≅ C2, we say S1 is isomorphic to S2, denoted by
S1 ≅ S2.

In general, the size of the employed circulants in this
paper is not large. Hence, we can make an exhaustive search
of the circulants by using the computer. The search space of
the location sets of the L × L circulants with row/column
weight ρ is

L

ρ

 !
= L!

L − ρð Þ!·ρ! : ð7Þ

Based on the case (1) in Theorem 1, we can see that all the
location sets of the L × L circulants have the following iso-
morphic form: S = fs1ð= 1Þ, s2,⋯, sρg, where 2 ≤ si < sj ≤ L
for 2 ≤ i < j ≤ ρ. Hence, the search space of such location sets
S is

L − 1
ρ − 1

 !
= L − 1ð Þ!

L − ρð Þ!· ρ − 1ð Þ! : ð8Þ

That is, an exhaustive search of such location sets (or
circulants) is feasible. Here, we do not provide the specific
exhaustive search algorithm. Combined with the cycle-
counting algorithms [37–39], the optimal L × L circulants
with row/column weight ρ can be found. In this paper, the
optimal ones are such circulants whose Tanner graphs have
fewer short cycles and larger girths. In order to facilitate the
readers, some optimal circulants are presented in Table 1.

4.2. Review of Finite Fields Based QC-LDPC Codes and Their
Exponent Matrices. In this subsection, we will review the

C1 C2 C3 C4 V1 V2 V3 V4

l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 l8 l9 l10 l11 l12

Figure 3: A new bipartite graph constructed from the Tanner
graph of B4×4.
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finite field based method for constructing QC-LDPC codes,
and provide two classes of exponent matrices of these
QC-LDPC codes [18].

4.2.1. A General Construction of QC-LDPC Codes Based on
Finite Fields of Characteristic 2. Let GF ðqÞ be a finite field
with q = 2t with t ≥ 2, and let α be a primitive element of
GF ðqÞ. For each nonzero element αi with 0 ≤ i ≤ q − 2,
we define the location vector vðαiÞ as a ðq − 1Þ-tuple over
GF (2),

v αi
� �

= v1, v2,⋯, vq−1
� �

, ð9Þ

whose components correspond to the nonzero elements
α0, α1,⋯, αq−2 of GF ðqÞ, where the i-th component vi
is set to 1 and all the other ðq − 2Þ components are 0.
Hence, based on the nonzero element αi of GF ðqÞ, we
can uniquely form a ðq − 1Þ × ðq − 1Þ square matrix MðαiÞ
whose j-th row is obtained by cyclically shifting every com-
ponent of the ðq − 1Þ-ary location vector vðαiÞðj − 1Þ places
to the right (or left) for 0 ≤ i ≤ q − 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1. The result-
ing square matrixMðαiÞ is a CPM, and it is also referred to as
the ðq − 1Þ-fold matrix dispersion (or expansion) of the non-
zero field element αi over GF (2) [18].

Consider a γ × ρ matrix P over GF ðqÞ,

P =

p1

p2

p3

⋮

pγ

2
666666664

3
777777775
=

p1,2 p1,3 ⋯ p1,ρ

p2,2 p2,3 ⋯ p2,ρ

p3,2 p3,3 ⋯ p3,ρ

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

pγ,2 pγ,3 ⋯ pγ,ρ

2
666666664

3
777777775
, ð10Þ

whose rows satisfy the following two constraints: (1) for
1 ≤ i < γ, 0 ≤ k, l ≤ q − 2 and k ≠ l, αkpi and αlpi have at
most one position where both of them have the same element
of GF ðqÞ (i.e., they differ in at least ðρ − 1Þ positions); (2) for
1 ≤ i, j < γ, i ≠ j, and 0 ≤ k, l ≤ q − 2,αkpi and αlpj differ in at
least ðρ − 1Þ positions. These constraints are called α-multi-
plied row constraints in [18]. By replacing each of its entry
pi,j with the binary matrix Mðpi,jÞ, we obtain a γ × ρ array
Hγ,ρ of ðq − 1Þ × ðq − 1Þ CPMs. Then, the null space of Hγ,ρ
gives a binary ðγ, ρÞ-regular QC-LDPC code. Moreover, the
α-multiplied row constraints ensure the Tanner graph of this
code free of cycle of length 4. Hence, the constructed
QC-LDPC codes have girth at least 6.

Table 1: Some optimal L × L circulants with row/column weight ρ and location set S.

L ρ Location set S L ρ Location set S L ρ Location set S L ρ Location set S

4 4 {0, 1, 2, 3} 5 5 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 6 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 7 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

5 4 {0, 1, 2, 3} 6 5 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 7 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 8 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

6 4 {0, 1, 2, 3} 7 5 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 8 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 9 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

7 4 {0, 1, 2, 4} 8 5 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5} 9 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6} 10 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}

8 4 {0, 1, 2, 4} 9 5 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5} 10 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6} 11 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7}

9 4 {0, 1, 2, 4} 10 5 {0, 1, 2, 3, 6} 11 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7} 12 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9}

10 4 {0, 1, 2, 5} 11 5 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7} 12 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8} 13 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9}

11 4 {0, 1, 2, 5} 12 5 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7} 13 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 9} 14 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9}

12 4 {0, 1, 3, 7} 13 5 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7} 14 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 9} 15 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10}

13 4 {0, 1, 3, 9} 14 5 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7} 15 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 10} 16 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12}

14 4 {0, 1, 4, 6} 15 5 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7} 16 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 10} 17 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12}

15 4 {0, 1, 3, 7} 16 5 {0, 1, 2, 5, 8} 17 6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 10} 18 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12}

16 4 {0, 1, 3, 7} 17 5 {0, 1, 2, 4, 12} 18 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 13} 19 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 14}

17 4 {0, 1, 3, 7} 18 5 {0, 1, 2, 5, 11} 19 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 11} 20 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 15}

18 4 {0, 1, 3, 7} 19 5 {0, 1, 2, 6, 9} 20 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 12} 21 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 16}

19 4 {0, 1, 3, 8} 20 5 {0, 1, 2, 5, 14} 21 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 12} 22 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 14, 17}

20 4 {0, 1, 3, 14} 21 5 {0, 1, 4, 14, 16} 22 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 13} 23 7 {0, 1, 2, 3, 8, 13, 17}

21 4 {0, 1, 3, 9} 22 5 {0, 1, 3, 7, 12} 23 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 15} 24 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 15, 19}

22 4 {0, 1, 3, 9} 23 5 {0, 1, 3, 8, 14} 24 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 12, 19} 25 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 12, 16}

23 4 {0, 1, 3, 10} 24 5 {0, 1, 3, 11, 20} 25 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 9, 15} 26 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 13, 18}

24 4 {0, 1, 3, 10} 25 5 {0, 1, 3, 15, 21} 26 6 {0, 1, 2, 5, 9, 15} 27 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 12, 21}

25 4 {0, 1, 3, 10} 26 5 {0, 1, 3, 7, 12} 27 6 {0, 1, 2, 5, 13, 22} 28 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 17, 21}

26 4 {0, 1, 3, 11} 27 5 {0, 1, 3, 7, 18} 28 6 {0, 1, 4, 15, 20, 22} 29 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 12, 16}

27 4 {0, 1, 4, 10} 28 5 {0, 1, 3, 13, 24} 29 6 {0, 1, 2, 4, 18, 23} 30 7 {0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 15, 25}

28 4 {0, 1, 3, 12} 29 5 {0, 1, 3, 7, 19} 30 6 {0, 1, 2, 5, 14, 24} 30 5 {0, 1, 3, 12, 25}
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Table 2: The nonzero field elements in the parity-check matrix of the proposed 64-ary ð496,248Þ LDPC cycle code in Example 1.

Row index Nonzero field elements Row index Nonzero field elements Row index Nonzero field elements

1 37 9 22 0 2 7 0 18 44 3 0 37 9 19

4 0 37 19 9 5 7 18 44 0 6 7 18 0 44

7 7 18 44 0 8 0 18 44 7 9 19 9 0 37

10 0 18 44 7 11 0 9 37 22 12 18 44 7 0

13 9 19 37 0 14 18 0 7 44 15 22 37 0 9

16 0 44 7 18 17 9 19 0 37 18 37 22 0 9

19 44 18 7 0 20 9 37 22 0 21 19 37 9 0

22 0 22 37 9 23 44 7 0 18 24 0 7 44 18

25 9 37 0 22 26 19 9 37 0 27 22 37 0 9

28 9 22 37 0 29 9 37 22 0 30 37 9 22 0

31 37 9 22 0 32 22 9 37 0 33 7 18 44 0

34 37 0 9 22 35 0 37 22 9 36 7 44 0 18

37 0 44 7 18 38 9 0 37 19 39 37 9 22 0

40 0 9 19 37 41 44 7 18 0 42 37 19 9 0

43 9 37 0 19 44 37 9 22 0 45 0 9 19 37

46 19 9 37 0 47 0 19 37 9 48 18 0 44 7

49 0 19 9 37 50 22 37 9 0 51 37 0 9 22

52 18 7 0 44 53 0 9 37 22 54 44 7 0 18

55 7 0 44 18 56 9 0 37 22 57 9 19 37 0

58 22 9 37 0 59 9 19 37 0 60 0 44 18 7

61 18 7 0 44 62 9 37 0 19 63 22 0 9 37

64 7 0 18 44 65 18 44 0 7 66 19 37 9 0

67 9 37 22 0 68 18 7 0 44 69 0 9 22 37

70 37 22 0 9 71 18 7 44 0 72 7 0 18 44

73 0 22 37 9 74 7 0 44 18 75 9 0 19 37

76 37 0 9 19 77 9 37 0 22 78 0 37 9 22

79 37 9 0 22 70 9 0 37 19 81 7 44 18 0

82 0 44 18 7 83 9 37 22 0 84 44 0 7 18

85 9 22 37 0 86 9 19 37 0 87 22 9 0 37

88 0 18 7 44 89 9 37 22 0 90 18 0 7 44

91 37 22 9 0 92 0 22 37 9 93 37 0 9 22

94 9 22 37 0 95 44 0 7 18 96 0 9 19 37

97 7 44 18 0 98 9 19 37 0 99 7 44 18 0

100 37 22 0 9 101 0 22 9 37 102 22 0 37 9

103 44 0 7 18 104 22 9 0 37 105 22 0 37 9

106 44 7 18 0 107 37 19 0 9 108 0 9 37 22

109 9 37 19 0 110 44 18 0 7 111 37 22 9 0

112 7 0 18 44 113 0 18 44 7 114 37 22 0 9

115 0 9 37 19 116 7 18 0 44 117 9 0 22 37

118 0 37 19 9 119 0 9 22 37 120 19 37 9 0

121 37 0 22 9 122 37 0 9 22 123 0 7 44 18

124 19 37 0 9 125 7 44 18 0 126 7 44 0 18

127 9 37 22 0 128 44 18 0 7 129 7 18 0 44

130 0 37 22 9 131 7 0 44 18 132 0 37 9 22

133 0 44 18 7 134 44 18 7 0 135 9 37 0 22

136 9 37 19 0 137 0 9 37 22 138 18 44 7 0

142 0 18 7 44 143 44 18 0 7 144 9 37 0 19

145 0 18 7 44 146 18 0 7 44 147 19 9 37 0
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According to the definition in Section 2, we can see that
the above γ × ρ matrix P is the exponent matrix, and the
associate expansion factor is ðq − 1Þ. A framework for con-
structing such matrix P based on two arbitrary subsets of a
finite field was proposed in [40]. Let η be a nonzero element
in GF ðqÞ and α be a primitive element. For 1 ≤ γ, ρ ≤ q, let
T1 = fαi1 , αi2 ,⋯, αiγg and T2 = fαj1 , αj2 ,⋯, αjρg be two
arbitrary subsets of elements in GF ðqÞ with ik and jl in the
set f−∞,0, 1, 2,⋯,q − 2g, i1 < i2 <⋯<iγ, and j1 < j2 <⋯<jρ.
The γ × ρ matrix P can be formed by

P ηð Þ = ηαik + αjl

 �

1≤k≤γ,1≤l≤ρ: ð11Þ

Under this framework, some well-known constructions
of QC-LDPC codes based on finite fields and combinatorial

designs are special cases [14, 41, 42]. For example, when
T1 = T2 = GFðqÞ, PðηÞ is a Latin square over GF ðqÞ [43].
4.2.2. Construction of QC-LDPC Codes Based on Prime
Fields. Let p be a prime. Consider a p × p matrix

P =

p1,1 p1,2 ⋯ p1,p

p2,1 p2,2 ⋯ p2,p

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

pp,1 pp,2 ⋯ pp,p

2
666664

3
777775, ð12Þ

where pi,j = ði − 1Þ · ðj − 1Þðmod pÞ for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ p.
We select a γ × ρ submatrix from P and replace its elements
ps,t with the CPMs Iðps,tÞ for 1 ≤ s ≤ γ and 1 ≤ t ≤ ρ. The

Table 2: Continued.

Row index Nonzero field elements Row index Nonzero field elements Row index Nonzero field elements

148 44 18 0 7 149 37 0 19 9 150 19 0 9 37

151 0 37 22 9 152 7 18 44 0 153 44 0 7 18

154 0 37 9 22 155 18 0 7 44 156 44 7 0 18

157 0 37 9 19 158 22 37 9 0 159 7 18 44 0

160 0 37 9 19 161 0 18 7 44 162 0 37 9 22

163 7 18 44 0 164 37 22 9 0 165 0 9 37 22

166 0 37 19 9 167 18 44 7 0 168 9 0 22 37

169 0 37 9 19 170 44 0 18 7 171 9 0 19 37

172 9 0 37 19 173 9 37 19 0 174 44 7 18 0

175 19 0 37 9 176 0 22 9 37 177 9 0 37 19

178 0 18 7 44 179 0 18 44 7 180 37 0 9 22

181 9 37 0 22 182 0 37 22 9 183 37 0 22 9

184 0 9 22 37 185 9 19 37 0 186 44 7 18 0

187 19 9 0 37 188 37 0 9 22 189 18 44 7 0

190 22 37 9 0 191 37 19 0 9 192 37 9 19 0

193 0 37 19 9 194 22 0 37 9 195 7 0 18 44

196 37 19 0 9 197 9 37 22 0 198 22 9 0 37

199 44 18 0 7 200 22 37 9 0 201 7 18 0 44

202 0 19 9 37 203 0 44 18 7 204 9 0 19 37

205 7 18 0 44 206 37 19 0 9 207 7 44 18 0

208 44 0 18 7 209 19 37 0 9 210 44 18 0 7

211 19 37 0 9 212 18 0 7 44 213 37 9 22 0

214 0 9 37 22 215 22 37 0 9 216 19 37 9 0

217 7 44 18 0 218 44 0 7 18 219 44 0 7 18

220 37 0 19 9 221 22 9 0 37 222 44 18 7 0

223 19 9 37 0 224 18 0 44 7 225 37 22 9 0

226 22 9 37 0 227 19 37 9 0 228 18 44 7 0

229 9 19 37 0 230 18 44 7 0 231 18 7 0 44

232 44 7 18 0 233 44 18 0 7 234 37 22 9 0

235 22 9 37 0 236 22 9 0 37 237 44 0 18 7

238 0 37 22 9 239 37 22 0 9 240 37 19 0 9

241 0 18 7 44 242 19 37 0 9 243 22 9 0 37

244 44 7 18 0 245 9 37 19 0 246 37 22 0 9

247 44 7 18 0 248 19 9 0 37
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following γ × ρ array HðPγ×ρÞ of p × p CPMs over GF (2) is
obtained.

H Pγ×ρ
� �

= I ps,t
� �
 �

1≤s≤γ,1≤t≤ρ: ð13Þ

Actually, the null space of HðPγ×ρÞ gives a ðγ, ρÞ-regular
QC-LDPC code of length pρ with girth at least 6. Notice that
the exponent matrix of this code is Pγ×ρ and the expansion
factor is p. How to select good γ rows and ρ columns of
CPMs from P in (12) can be found in [44, 45].

4.3. Nonbinary LDPC Cycle Codes and Numerical Results.
Combined with Sections 3.2, 4.1, and 4.2, we can easily con-
struct a binary QC-LDPC cycle code. Based on the replace-
ment of the nonzero elements in finite fields, nonbinary
LDPC cycle codes can be constructed. In order to show the
advantages of our proposed construction methods, we next
provide some examples.

Example 1. Consider the all-one matrix (or circulant) of size
4 × 4. It is clear that there is only one such circulant for ρ = 4
and L = 4. The following 8 × 16 matrix B8×16 can be obtained
based on the construction framework in Section 3.2.

21.510.5
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64‑ary (496, 248), PEG, BER
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Figure 4: The error performances of the proposed (496,248) LDPC cycle code over GF (64), the comparable (504,252) irregular QC-LDPC
code over GF (64) constructed from finite field GF (64) in [15], and (2,4)-regular (496,248) LDPC code over GF (64) constructed based on
the progressive edge-growth (PEG) algorithm in [46]. The transmissions on the BPSK modulated AWGN channel are assumed.

Table 3: The nonzero field elements in the corresponding CPMs of
the parity-check matrices HM,256ðP8×16,2Þ in Example 2.

Row index Nonzero field elements

1 0 182 8 172

2 173 0 182 8

3 40 167 0 127

4 40 127 0 169

5 40 169 0 128

6 172 8 182 0

7 8 172 182 0

8 40 169 128 0

7ptB8×16 =

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

: ð14Þ
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Based on the prime field GF (31), we can construct an
8 × 16 array HðP8×16,1Þ of 31 × 31 CPMs in the form of
(13) by choosing the 8 rows and 16 columns from the expo-
nent matrix P in equation (12). The indices of the chosen 8
rows and 16 columns from P are {3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 17, 24, 28}
and {1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 19, 26, 28, 29, 30},
respectively. The row and column selection method is based
on the proposed method in [45]. By employing B8×16 to
mask HðP8×16,1Þ, we can obtain an array HMðP8×16,1Þ
of 31 × 31 CPMs. By replacing the 1’s of each row in
HMðP8×16,1Þ with nonzero elements of GF (64) in the
corresponding rows of Table 2, a ð2, 4Þ-regular matrix
HM,64ðP8×16,1Þ over GF (64) is obtained. Note that the
numbers in Table 2 are the power numbers of α, where α is
a primitive element of GF (64) created by using the primitive
polynomial pðxÞ = 1 + x + x6. The null space of HM,64ðP8×16Þ
gives a ð2, 4Þ-regular (496,248) LDPC cycle code over GF
(64). The girth of this code is 16, and the number of 16-
cycles is 775. For comparison, we reconstruct the irregular
(504,252) QC-LDPC code over GF (64) based on finite field
GF (64) and the masking matrix Bmaskð4, 8Þ in [15]. The
average column and row weights in the parity-check matrix
of (504,252) QC-LDPC code over GF (64) are 2.5 and 5,
respectively. Moreover, we also design a comparable (2,4)-
regular (496,248) LDPC code over GF (64) based on the
progressive edge-growth (PEG) algorithm in [46], called
PEG-LDPC code. Note that the nonzero elements of the
parity-check matrix of the (2,4)-regular (496,248) PEG-
LDPC code over GF (64) are randomly chosen. When
decoded with the fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) based Q-ary
sum-product algorithm (QSPA) with 50 iterations, the
bit/word error rates (BERs/WERs) of these three nonbinary
LDPC codes are shown in Figure 4. In the simulations, the
transmissions on the BPSK modulated AWGN channel are

assumed. We can see that at the BER of 2 × 10−6, the pro-
posed nonbinary (496,248) LDPC cycle code outperforms
the (504,252) QC-LDPC code over GF (64) and the (2,4)-
regular (496,248) PEG-LDPC code over GF (64) about
0.45 dB and 0.1 dB, respectively.

In the above example, we can see that the constructed
nonbinary LDPC cycle code is not quasi-cyclic because of
the randomly chosen nonzero field elements in its parity-
check matrix. Hence, we next show the performances of
the proposed nonbinary QC-LDPC cycle codes.

Example 2. Consider the prime field GF (19), we can easily
construct an 8 × 16 matrix P8×16,2 over GF (19) based on
the exponent matrix P in equation (12) and the construction
framework in Section 3.2. The indices of the chosen 8 rows
and 16 columns from P are {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15} and
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19}, respec-
tively. The row and column selection method is also based on
the proposed method in [45]. By dispersing each entry of
P8×16,2 into the corresponding CPMs of size 19 × 19, an
8 × 16 array HðP8×16,2Þ of 19 × 19 CPMs is obtained. By
employing B8×16 in equation (14) to mask the array
HðP8×16,2Þ, we can construct an array HMðP8×16,2Þ of
19 × 19 CPMs. By replacing the 1’s of each CPM in
HMðP8×16,2Þ with the same nonzero element of GF (256) in
the corresponding row of Table 3, a (2,4)-regular matrix
HM,256ðP8×16,2Þ over GF (256) is obtained. It is noticeable that
the numbers in Table 3 are the power numbers of α, where α
is a primitive element of GF (256) created by using the prim-
itive polynomial pðxÞ = 1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x8. The null space
of HM,256ðP8×16,2Þ gives a (2,4)-regular (304,152) LDPC cycle
code over GF (256). The girth of this code is 16, and the num-
ber of 16-cycles is 969. Since the nonzero field elements of a
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(2432, 1216) over GF(2), WER

Eb/N0 (dB)

Figure 5: The error performances of the constructed (304,152) QC-LDPC cycle code over GF (256) and the comparable (2432,1216) LDPC
code over GF (2) constructed based on the progressive edge-growth (PEG) algorithm in [46]. The transmissions on the BPSK modulated
AWGN channel are assumed.
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CPM in HM,256ðP8×16,2Þ are the same, and the resulting
(304,152) LDPC cycle code over GF (256) is quasi-cyclic.

For comparison, we construct the (3,6)-regular (2432,
1216) LDPC code over GF (2) based on the progressive
edge-growth (PEG) algorithm in [46]. The error perfor-
mances of these two LDPC codes are shown in Figure 5. In
the simulations, the employed decoding algorithms of the
constructed (304,152) QC-LDPC cycle code over GF (256)
and the (2432,1216) LDPC code over GF (2) are the QSPA
(50 iterations) and the sum-product algorithm (SPA) with
50 iterations, respectively. The transmissions on the BPSK
modulated AWGN channel are assumed. We can see that
the constructed (304,152) QC-LDPC cycle code over GF
(256) can outperform the (2432,1216) LDPC code over GF
(2) about 0.75 dB at the BER of 10−6.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a design framework of binary QC-
LDPC cycle codes and constructed nonbinary LDPC
(NBLDPC) cycle codes based on circulants and finite fields.
The presented construction method consists of three parts.
First, the masking matrices are designed based on circulants
and the point-line relation in graph theory. Second, the
exponent matrices of binary QC-LDPC cycle codes are
constructed from finite fields and the designed masking
matrices. Third, by replacing 1’s in the parity-check matrices
of binary QC-LDPC cycle codes with the nonzero field ele-
ments, NBLDPC cycle codes are obtained. Numerical results
show that the constructed NBLDPC cycle codes have good
iterative decoding performance.
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Satellite-assisted internet of things (S-IoT), especially the S-IoT based on low earth orbit (LEO) satellite, plays an important role in
future wireless systems. However, the limited on-board communication and computing resource and high mobility of LEO
satellites make it hard to provide satisfied service for IoT users. To maximize the task completion rate under latency
constraints, collaborative computing and resource allocation among LEO networks are jointly investigated in this paper, and
the joint task offloading, scheduling, and resource allocation is formulated as a dynamic mixed-integer problem. To tack the
complex problem, we decouple it into two subproblems with low complexity. First, the max-min fairness is adopted to
minimize the maximum latency via optimal resource allocation with fixed task assignment. Then, the joint task offloading and
scheduling is formulated as a Markov decision process with optimal communication and computing resource allocation, and
deep reinforcement learning is utilized to obtain long-term benefits. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme has
superior performance compared with other referred schemes.

1. Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) plays an important role in future
intelligent society, and many techniques have been evaluated
and implemented to provide better service for the data trans-
mission in IoT network. Although the fifth generation (5G)
wireless systems can support massive machine type commu-
nication (mMTC), it mainly focuses on the terrestrial
network-based IoT. For depopulated areas where lack tele-
communication infrastructures, satellite communication
has been adopted as an important component for 5G beyond
or the sixth generation (6G) wireless systems [1, 2]. More-
over, edge computing refers to the techniques that shift the
computing units to the access nodes near the user equipment,
or the data is processed at the user equipment locally [3].
With edge computing, the access delay can be reduced, and
the radio resource can also be utilized efficiently. Benefit from
the development of satellite on-board processing techniques

[4], edge computing-enhanced satellite networks have also
become a hot topic for integrated satellite and terrestrial
networks [2, 5, 6]. Thus, edge computing-enhanced
satellite-assisted IoT (S-IoT) receives lots of attention in both
industrial and academic areas [7, 8].

For edge computing-enhanced S-IoT networks, the IoT
devices and satellites are both resource-limited. Therefore,
the joint computing and communication resource allocation
for tasks generated by users (IoT devices) is important for
improving the performance of the systems [9]. Moreover,
the characteristics of the satellite networks will also affect the
mechanisms used for the resource management [10]. Gener-
ally, the existing satellite communication systems can be
divided into three categories, which are geosynchronous earth
orbit (GEO), medium earth orbit (MEO), and low earth orbit
(LEO). Among the three categories of satellite systems, LEO
satellites with the lowest propagation delay are emerging as
an important component for future integrated satellite and
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terrestrial networks [11–13]. In this paper, we also focus on
the edge computing-enhanced LEO satellite networks, and
the advantages of LEO satellite-assisted IoT over the other sat-
ellite systems can be summarized as follows:

(1) The propagation delay introduced by the LEO satellite
is low. For example, the one-trip propagation delay is
about 5ms for LEO satellites located at the height of
1500km. While it is about 120ms for GEO satellites

(2) Though the satellite on-board processing capability
is usually limited, multiple satellites in the LEO
networks, especially the mega-constellation LEO
networks, can form a virtual resource pool, which
can be utilized to improve the performance of the
edge computing enhanced S-IoT

(3) Multiple LEO satellites can generate overlapped
coverage areas, and the communication and com-
puting resource can be allocated flexibly

From the above analysis, the LEO S-IoT can benefit from
the low propagation delay and collaborative processing among
multiple satellites. However, the edge computing-enhanced
LEO S-IoT still faces several problems. First, the varying topol-
ogy of LEO networks makes it difficult to manage the limited
communication and computing resource dynamically [14].
Second, the resource management should jointly consider
multiple types of links, such as satellite-to-ground and
satellite-to-satellite. Last but not the least, the communication
and computing resource should be jointly allocated.

In this paper, edge computing-enhanced LEO S-IoT is
considered, and the task generated by the users needs to be
handled locally or via the LEO networks collaboratively.
Different from the existing studies, collaborative computing
among multiple satellites is utilized to reduce the on-board
processing latency. Moreover, the satellite-to-ground and
satellite-to-satellite links are considered jointly for commu-
nication and computing resource allocation. The main
contributions are listed as below.

(i) A framework for collaborative computing among
multiple LEO satellites with varying topology is pro-
vided, and the effects of satellite-to-ground and
satellite-to-satellite links on the processing latency
are jointly considered

(ii) The collaborative computing and resource alloca-
tion for user tasks are formulated as a joint task
offloading, scheduling, and multidimensional
resource allocation problem to maximize the com-
pletion rate of tasks, and the complex problem is
divided into two subproblems with low complexity

(iii) Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) and max-min
fairness optimization are adopted to achieve long-
term benefits in terms of task completion rate, and
simulation results verify the performance of the
proposed algorithms

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the related works. The system model

and problem formulation are described in Section 3. In
Section 4, resource allocation based on max-min fairness
and task scheduling and offloading with DRL is analyzed,
respectively. Section 5 evaluates the proposed algorithms,
and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related Works

Joint task offloading, scheduling, and resource allocation
plays an important role in edge computing enhanced S-IoT
networks. Papa et al. evaluate the reconfigurable software-
defined network with LEO constellation and propose an
optimal controller placement and satellite-to-controller
assignment method which can minimize the average flow
setup time [15]. Liu et al. propose a task-orient network
architecture for edge computing enhanced space-air-
ground-aqua integrated networks [9]. Xie et al. analyze the
joint caching, communication, and computing resource
management for space information networks [2]. Although
the joint task offloading, scheduling, and resource allocation
for edge computing enhanced S-IoT is highlighted in the
existing works [2, 9, 15], the resource management methods
are not given in detail.

Cheng et al. propose a computing offloading method for
IoT applications in space-air-ground integrated network
with fixed data rate [16]. Cao et al. propose an edge-cloud
architecture based on software-defined networking and
network function virtualization for the space-air-ground
integrated network [17]. Wang et al. introduce the hardware
and software structure for the edge computing-enhanced S-
IoT [18]. A fine-grained resource management scheme is
introduced by Wang et al. for edge computing-enhanced
satellite networks [19]. Yan et al. propose a 5G satellite edge
computing framework based on microservice architecture
with the embedded hardware platform [5]. LiWang et al.
investigate the computing offloading methods with delay
and cost constraints for satellite-ground internet of vehicles
[20]. Jiao et al. analyze a joint network stability and resource
allocation optimization problem for high-throughput
satellite-based IoT [21]. An orbital edge computing architec-
ture is introduced by Denby and Lucia, and the power and
software optimization for the orbital edge are also analyzed
[22]. Cui et al. propose a joint offloading and resource allo-
cation for GEO satellite-assisted vehicle-to-vehicle commu-
nication [23]. A collaborative computing and resource
allocation method among multiple user pairs is given by
Zhang et al. for GEO S-IoT [24]. Song et al. propose a
mobile edge computing framework for terrestrial-satellite
IoT, and an energy-efficient computing offloading and
resource allocation method is used to minimize the weighted
sum energy consumption [25]. A learning-based queue-
aware task offloading and resource allocation algorithm is
analyzed by Liao et al. for space-air-ground-integrated
power IoT [26]. Tang et al. present a hybrid cloud and edge
computing LEO satellite network and investigate the com-
putation offloading decisions to minimize the sum energy
consumption of ground users [27].

Though some exiting works listed above investigate
the task offloading and resource allocation for edge
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computing-enhanced S-IoT, none of these works consider
the collaborative computing among multiple LEO satellites.
Moreover, the joint optimization of satellite-to-ground and
satellite-to-satellite links is not investigated either.

3. System Model and Problem Formulation

In this paper, we consider a typical scenario, as shown in
Figure 1, consisting of multiple terrestrial users and a LEO
satellite constellation. The LEO satellite constellation is
deployed with intersatellite links (ISLs) for cooperative pro-
cessing among satellites, and each satellite can exchange
information with four adjacent satellites through ISLs. With
the network topology described above, the tasks generated
by the users arrive randomly as a time series, and the tasks
can be processed locally or offloaded to satellites for process-
ing. Although the computing resource of a single satellite is
scarce due to the characteristics of the on-board devices,
computing units on multiple satellites can form a collabora-
tive computing pool, and the satellites which are overloaded
can forward the tasks that need to be handled to the other
satellites with light load. Thus, the task offloaded to the
satellites can be handled by its serving satellite or other
satellites available via ISLs. Moreover, the computing
resource available for the IoT devices is also limited, and
tasks that need to be processed locally should be handled
one by one. While for satellites, tasks from multiple users
can be handled in parallel, and the resource is shared among
tasks belong to multiple users.

Moreover, every satellite needs to maintain the satellite-
to-ground transmission queue and the on-board processing
queue. For satellite-to-ground transmission, the tasks
offloaded to satellites will be scheduled slot by slot, and the
tasks cannot be partitioned. When the task arrives at the
satellite used for data processing, it will enter the processing
queue and wait for data processing. To guarantee the effi-
ciency and reliability of transmission and data process-
ing, the communication/computing resource allocated to
user tasks will be occupied until the end of the trans-
mission/processing. After the data processing, the results
will be delivered to the users. During the task offloading
processes, the resource occupancy and mobility of the LEO
satellites will both affect the performance of the system. For
tasks handled locally, the latency is mainly composed of wait-
ing latency in queue and processing latency. While for tasks
handled by satellites, several factors, which are transmission
latency, propagation delay, and processing latency, need to
be considered. Thus, the system models adopted and prob-
lem formulation are listed in the following subsections.

3.1. Satellite Orbit Model. In earth-centered inertial (ECI)
coordinate system, the position of the satellite in space can
be described by orbital elements, namely, eccentricity e,
semimajor axis a, inclination i, right ascension of the
ascending node (RAAN) Ω, argument of periapsis ω, and
initial true anomaly φ. In this paper, we consider the satellite
orbit to be a circular orbit with e = 0 and ω = 0, so the ECI
coordinate of satellite at time t can be expressed as

x

y

z

2
664

3
775
ECI

= R + hð Þ

cos Ω cos φ′ tð Þ
� �

− sin Ω sin φ′ tð Þ
� �

cos i

sin Ω cos φ′ tð Þ
� �

+ cos Ω sin φ′ tð Þ
� �

cos i

sin Ω sin φ′ tð Þ
� �

sin i

2
666664

3
777775,

ð1Þ

where R is the earth radius, h is the height of satellite, and

a = R + h/2. φ′ðtÞ = φ + ωst, where ωs =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GMe/ðR + hÞ3

q
denotes the angular velocity of satellite, which is related to
the altitude of satellite, gravitational constant G, and mass of
the earth Me. t = ρðl − 1Þ denotes the running time of the
satellite at the beginning of time slot l, in which ρ is the length
of one time slot.

To obtain the coordinates of satellite n, the RAAN Ωn
and initial true anomaly φn also needs to be calculated. Since
the Walker constellation is symmetrical and all satellites
adopt circular orbits with the same height and the same
inclination, the orbital plane is evenly distributed along the
equator, and the satellites are evenly distributed in the
orbital plane. The phase relationship of the satellites in
different orbital planes can be expressed as

Ωn =
2π
P

Pn − 1ð Þ,

φn =
2π
S

Nn − 1ð Þ + 2π
N

F Pn − 1ð Þ,

8>><
>>: ð2Þ

where N denotes the number of satellites, P denotes the

Satellites Onboard
processing queue

Onboard
processing queue

Satellite-to-ground
transmit queue

Upcoming task
Task in progress/transmition
Queued task

User1

User2
Tasks

User3

Figure 1: Collaborative computing among multiple LEO satellites.
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number of orbits, S denotes the number of satellites in each
orbit, thus, N = P × S. Pn is the serial number of the orbit
where the satellite n is located, and Pn = bn/Sc + 1. Nn is
the serial number of satellite n in its orbit, and Nn = n −
ðPn − 1ÞS. F denotes the phase factor of orbit. With (1)
and (2), we can obtain the ECI coordinate of any satellite
in the constellation at any time slot.

3.2. Coverage Model. Generally, the users’ coordinates are
expressed with longitude, latitude, and altitude (LLA) in
the geographic coordinate system. To derive the situation
of coverage of satellite at time slot l, we first need to convert
the ECI coordinate of the satellite to earth centered earth
fixed (ECEF) coordinate with the following formula

x

y

z

2
664

3
775
ECEF

=
cos ηg −sin ηg 0
sin ηg cos ηg 0
0 0 1

2
664

3
775
−1 x

y

z

2
664

3
775
ECI

, ð3Þ

where ηg = ηg0 + ωet, in which ηg0 denotes the Green-

wich hour angle at the beginning of the first time slot, and
ωe denotes the angular velocity of the earth’s rotation. Then,
we need to convert the ECEF coordinate of the satellite to
LLA coordinate ðlon, lat, altÞ according to

lon = arctan y
x
,

lat = arctan z + Je2 sin latffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 + y2

p ,

alt = z
sin lat

− J 1 − e2
� �

,

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

where J = a/1 − e2 sin2lat. Since e = 0, J = a can be
achieved. With (3) and (4), we can obtain the LLA coordi-
nate of users and satellites, and the elevation angle σ of user
can be expressed as

σ = arctan cos Δlon cos latu cos lats + sin latu sin lats − R/R + hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − cos Δlon cos latu cos lats + sin latu sin latsð Þ2

q ,

ð5Þ

where Δlon = lonu − lons, lonu and latu denote user’s lon-
gitude and latitude, respectively, and lons and lats denote
satellite’s longitude and latitude, respectively. We consider
user m is covered by satellite n when σm

n is larger than the
minimum elevation angle σmin. At the beginning, user m will
select the satellite na with the smallest elevation angle for
association, and when σmn is less than σmin as the associated
satellite moves, the user will select the satellite nh according
to the elevation angle at the current time slot for handover.

3.3. Channel Model. In the scenario shown in Figure 1, two
kinds of links should be considered, which are satellite-to-
ground (StG) and satellite-to-satellite (StS) links. For StG
links, line-of-sight (LOS) channel is assumed to be always
existing between satellites and users on ground. Since we

focus on the resource management for the satellite systems,
only the path loss affected by the distance between satellites
and users is considered in this paper, and the free space path
loss (FSPL) model is adopted. Moreover, the channel quality
of the users on ground, which are indicated by signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), will be quantified and transmitted to the
satellites via the control channels. For StS links, point-to-
point optical links are assumed to be implemented, and the
channel capacity of the StS links is assumed to be large
enough for the data transmission between satellites.

3.4. Task Arrival Model. Generally, LEO satellite-assisted
IoT is suitable for multiple kinds of services, such as
object identification and tracking and assets monitoring.
In this paper, the tasks of each user are assumed to arrive
continuously, and the task arrival follows Poisson distribu-
tion. The probability of κ tasks arriving in l time slots can
be expressed as

P T lð Þ = κð Þ = λlð Þκe−λl
κ!

, ð6Þ

where λ denotes the rate of task arrival. And the time
interval of task arrival follows the exponential distribution
with parameter λ. Moreover, multiple tasks belong to one
single user can only be handled with a first-in-first-out
policy, and a single task cannot be scheduled until the
processing results of its previous task are sent back to
the user. More complicated scenarios, where multiple tasks
of a single user are scheduled simultaneously, will be con-
sidered in future work.

3.5. Latency Model. Since the task can be handled locally or
offloaded to satellites, the latency τmk of task k generated by
user m will be analyzed with three possible cases.

If task k is handled locally by user m, the latency τmk can
be expressed as

τmk = τwaitk,m + τprocessk,m , ð7Þ

where τwaitk,m denotes the waiting latency in queue and waiting
latency due to the local resources being occupied by the task
being processed. τprocessk,m = Tm

k /Xm denotes the processing
latency, Tm

k is the number of bits in task k of user m, and
Xm is the local computing resource of user m.

If task k is handled by satellite na associated with user m,
the latency τmk can be expressed as

τmk = τoffk,m + τprocessk,m + τreturnk,m , ð8Þ

where τoffk,m is the latency of offloading task k from user m to
its associated satellite na, and it consists of waiting latency
τw trans
k,m for transmission, transmission latency τtransk,m , and
propagation latency τpropk,m . Moreover, τtransk,m = Tm

k /Cm
na
, where

Cm
na

denotes the data rate allocated by satellite na to task k
of user m, and Cm

na
is affected by the available communica-

tion resource, such as power, bandwidth. τpropk,m = dm,na/c,
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where c is the speed of light, and dm,na is the distance from

user m to satellite na. τ
process
k,m composed of waiting latency

in processing queue τw pro
k,m and processing latency τprok,m, and

τprok,m = Tm
k /Xm

na
, where Xm

na
denotes the computing resource

allocated to task k of user m by satellite na. τ
return
k,m is the

latency caused by sending the results back to user. Note that
the transmission latency of return link is omitted, because
the number of bits of computing results is usually very small.
If the result can be returned to user within the coverage time
of satellite na, τ

return
k,m = dna ,m/c, otherwise, τ

return
k,m = dna ,nh +

dnh ,m/c, and dna ,nh denotes the routing distance from satellite
na to satellite nh, and dnh ,m denotes the routing distance from
satellite nh to user m.

If task k is offloaded to satellite np through satellite na for
processing, the latency τmk can be expressed as

τmk = τoffk,m + τISLk,m + τprocessk,m + τreturnk,m , ð9Þ

where τoffk,m is the latency of offloading task k from user m to
its associated satellite na. τ

ISL
k,m is the propagation latency of

task k routing from satellite na to satellite np through ISLs.
Suppose that optical links are adopted for intersatellite com-
munication, and the ISLs data rate is high enough, the trans-
mission latency of ISLs can be omitted. Therefore,
τISLk,m = dna ,np /c, in which dna ,np denotes the routing distance

from satellite na to satellite np, and the routing strategy based
on minimum distance is adopted. τprocessk,m is composed of
waiting latency τw pro

k,m in processing queue and processing
latency τprok,m on satellite np. τ

pro
k,m = Tm

k /Xm
np
, where Xm

np
denotes

the computing resource allocated to task k of user m by
satellite np. τ

return
k,m is the propagation latency of returning

the result back to user. First, the result will be routed from
satellite np to satellite nh, which is the serving satellite of user
m. And then, the result will be sent by satellite nh to user m.
Thus, τreturnk,m = dnp ,nh + dnh ,m/c.

3.6. Problem Formulation. In this paper, we intend to
achieve the collaborative computing among multiple satel-
lites through ISLs and maximize the completion rate of user
tasks under latency constraints. Thus, the problem can be
formulated as

max
�Ωl ,

�Ψl ,
�Ol,Cl ,Xl

∑l ∑m ∑k v
m
k

∑l ∑m ∑k w
m
k

s:t: 〠
m∈ �Φn,l

Cm
n,l ≤ �Cn,l,

〠
m∈ �Θn,l

Xm
n,l ≤ �Xn,l,

ð10Þ

where wm
k = 1 when new task k arrives at user m, and

vmk = 1 when τmk ≤ τmax, otherwise, vmk = 0. τmax is the
maximum latency constraint for the task k of user m.

�Ωl = f�Ω1,l, �Ω2,l,⋯,�ΩM,lg and �Ωm,l ∈ f0, 1g, �Ωm,l = 1 denotes
that the task of user m will be handled locally at time
slot l. �Ψl = f�Ψ1,l, �Ψ2,l,⋯,�ΨM,lg and �Ψm,l ∈ f1, 2,⋯,Ng,
�Ψm,l = n denotes that the task k of user m will be offloaded
to satellite n at time slot l for processing. �Ol = f�O1,l, �O2,l,⋯,
�OM,lg and �Om,l ∈ f0, 1g, �Om,l = 1 denotes that the task k of
usermwill be scheduled to be transmitted or processed at time
slot l. Cl = fC1,l, C2,l,⋯,CN ,lg and Cn,l = fC1

n,l, C2
n,l,⋯,CM

n,lg
denote the communication resource allocated by satellite n
to task k of user m at time slot l. Xl = fX1,l, X2,l,⋯,XN ,lg and
Xn,l = fX1

n,l, X2
n,l,⋯,XM

n,lg denote the computing resource allo-
cated by satellite n to task k of user m at time slot l. �Cn,l and
�Xn,l are the available communication resource and computing
resource of satellite n at time slot l, respectively. �Φn,l and �Θn,l
denote the tasks scheduled in transmission queue and process-
ing queue of satellite n at time slot l, respectively.

From (10), we can see that the completion rate of tasks
is affected by the offloading decision, scheduling decision,
and resource allocation at each time slot. In addition, the
offloading decision, scheduling decision, and resource allo-
cation at the current time slot l will affect the states of
time slot l + 1. For instance, if the task cannot complete
the transmission from user to satellite at time slot l, it can-
not be processed at time slot l + 1, and the communication
resource occupied cannot be released to other tasks. Thus,
the problem formulated in (10) can be seen as a dynamic
programming problem based on joint offloading decision,
scheduling decision, and resource allocation, which is dif-
ficult to be solved with traditional methods. To tackle
the problem, we will decompose the complex problem into
two subproblems.

4. Task Completion Rate Optimization Based
on Deep Reinforcement Learning

According to Section 3, task offloading and scheduling deci-
sion indicators are discrete, while the resource allocation
variables are continuous. Therefore, the problem formulated
in (10) is a dynamic mixed-integer problem, which is non-
convex and difficult to find the optimal solutions. To solve
this problem, we decompose the problem into two subprob-
lems to reduce its complexity. The first subproblem is com-
munication and computing resource allocation with fixed
offloading decision and scheduling decision, which will be
solved based on max-min fairness. The second subproblem
is the joint offloading decision and scheduling decision,
which will be solved with a DRL-based algorithm. The two
subproblems are analyzed in the following subsection A
and subsection B, respectively.

4.1. Resource Allocation Based on Max-Min Fairness with
Fixed Task Assignment. With the fixed offloading decision
�Ωl, �Ψl, and scheduling decision �Ol at time slot l, the commu-
nication and computing resource allocation of satellite n can
be formulated as two separated max-min fairness problems,
which are listed as
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P 1 : min
Cm
n,l

max
∀m

τtransn,m ,

s:t: 〠
m∈ �Φn,l

Cm
n,l ≤ �Cn,l,

ð11Þ

P 2 : min
Xm
n,l

max
∀m

τpron,m,

s:t: 〠
m∈ �Θn,l

Xm
n,l ≤ �Xn,l,

ð12Þ

where τtransn,m is the transmission latency for a given task of
user m associated with satellite n, and it can be calculated
after the task being scheduled from transmission queue
and assigned with communication resource. τpron,m is the pro-
cessing latency a given task of user m processed at satellite n,
and it can be obtained after task being scheduled from pro-
cessing queue and assigned with computing resource. Here,
minimize the maximum latency is adopted as an optimiza-
tion objective, and it is helpful to guarantee the latency con-
straints of every task.

Take (11) as an example, introduce auxiliary variable χ,
the problem can be rewritten as

min
Cm
n,l ,χ

χ,

s:t: χ ≥
Tm

Cm
n,l
,∀m,

〠
m∈ �Φn,l

Cm
n,l ≤ �Cn,l:

ð13Þ

Obviously, the objective function and the second con-
straint of (13) are both convex. Thus, we only need to prove
that the first constraint is convex to prove that this problem
is convex.

Let F = Tm/χCm
n,l, the constraint can be rewritten as F

≤ 1, ∀m. Find the second partial derivative of F, and the
Hessian matrix of F can be expressed as

HF =

2Tm

Cm
n,lχ

3
Tm

Cm
n,l

� �2χ2

Tm

Cm
n,l

� �2χ2
2Tm

Cm
n,l

� �3χ

2
66664

3
77775: ð14Þ

With (14), we can easily get that all the principal minor
of HF are nonnegative, and HF is a positive semidefinite
matrix. Thus, the first constraint of (13) is convex, and prob-
lem (13) is a convex problem, which can be solved by the
dual ascent method.

Construct Lagrangian functions L as

L Cm
n,l , μm, ν

� �
= χ +〠

M

μm
Tm

Cm
n,l

− χ

� �
+ ν 〠

m∈ �Φn,l

Cm
n,l − �Cn,l

0
@

1
A,

ð15Þ

where μm ≥ 0 and ν ≥ 0 are Lagrangian multipliers. Then, the
dual function of L will be

D μm, νð Þ =L Cm∗

n,l μm, νð Þ, μm, ν
� �

, ð16Þ

where Cm∗

n,l = arg min
Cm
n,l

LðCm
n,l, μm, νÞ. Since the problem

defined in (13) is convex, the maximum value of the D is
equivalent to the minimum value of the problem defined
in (13). Thus, we can find the optimal solution of problem
defined in (13), which is also the solution of problem defined
in (11), via the method proposed in Algorithm 1.

In this paper, μm and ν are seen to be converged when
the value difference is less than 0.001 for 100 consecutive
iterations. By continuously iterating the independent vari-
able and Lagrangian multipliers alternately, we can find the
optimal solution Cm

n,l for communication resource allocation.
Similarly, Xm

n,l can be obtained.

4.2. Joint Task Offloading, Scheduling, and Resource
Allocation. With Algorithm 1, we can obtain the resource
allocation solution for each time slot. However, the joint off-
loading decision and scheduling decision is still a nonconvex
problem with integer programming problem, which cannot
be tackled directly with traditional methods based on opti-
mization theory. To address the problem with affordable
complexity, we model it as an Markov decision process
(MDP) problem and propose a DRL-based method to
achieve long-term rewards in terms of task completion rate.

The MDP corresponding to the problem defined in (10)
can be expressed as

(1) State. The states are defined for every time slot,
because the scheduling and resource allocation for
tasks are managed slot by slot. The state at time slot
l can be defined as hl = fPUðlÞ, PSðlÞ, Tl, ~Ξl, ~XU ,l, ~Cl,
~Xl,Qtrans,l,Qpro,lg. PUðlÞ and PSðlÞ denote the loca-
tion of users and satellites, respectively. Tl = fT1,l,
T2,l,⋯,TM,lg denotes the bits of tasks currently wait-
ing to be scheduled. ~Ξl = f~Ξ1,l, ~Ξ2,l,⋯,~ΞM,lg, and
~Ξm,l ∈ f1, 2,⋯,Ng denotes the satellite associated
with user m at time slot l. ~XU ,l = f~X1,l, ~X2,l,⋯,~XM,lg
and ~Xm,l ∈ f0, 1g, ~Xm,l = 1 denotes that the local
computing resource is occupied at time slot l. ~Cl =
f~C1,l, ~C2,l,⋯,~CN ,lg denotes the communication
resource of satellites occupied by users at time slot l.
Similarly, ~Xl = f~X1,l, ~X2,l,⋯,~XN ,lg denotes the com-
puting resource of satellites occupied by users at time
slot l. Qtrans,l = fQ1

trans,l,Q2
trans,l,⋯,QN

trans,lg and Qpro,l
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= fQ1
pro,l,Q2

pro,l,⋯,QN
pro,lg denote the total bits of tasks

that wait for transmission and processing in the queue
of satellites, respectively

(2) Action. For each time slot l, the action consists of off-
loading decision, scheduling decision, and resource
allocation of user’s current tasks. Since we can obtain
the resource allocation with Algorithm 1, we only
need to define the action space for offloading deci-
sion and scheduling decision with lower dimensions.
Thus, the action at time slot l can be defined as al
= f�A1,l, �A2,l,⋯,�AM,lg. �Am,l = fAoff , Aexeg, in which
Aoff ∈ f0, 1,⋯,Zg denotes the satellite that will han-
dle the current task of user m at time slot l, and
Aexe ∈ f0, 1g, Aexe = 1 denotes that the current task
of user m will be scheduled from the queue at time
slot l. Otherwise, the task will be kept on waiting in
the queue for scheduling. With a specific action al,
the offloading decision and scheduling decision of
all current tasks at time slot l can be obtained
correspondingly

(3) Transition Probability. For MDP, the transition
probability from one state to another is needed for
any action al. However, it is difficult to get the accu-
rate probability for all of states hl and actions al,
because the states space and action space are too
large. In this paper, a method based on model-free
DRL is considered

(4) Reward. To maximize the completion rate of tasks,
the reward Rðhl, alÞ at time slot l with state hl and
action al is defined as

R hl, alð Þ = 〠
k∈ �Ol

Rp − τk
� �

+ dRd , ð17Þ

where τk denotes the latency defined in (8) or (9) for task k
at time slot l. Rp is a constant value that makes the Rp − τk

positive. Rd is a positive completion reward, and d denotes
the number of tasks which are completed within the latency
constraints in time slot l.

Given the action policy π, value function Vðh ∣ πÞ, which
can be used to evaluate the long-term performance of the
policy π, is defined as

V h ∣ πð Þ = E 〠
l

γlR hl, alð Þ ∣ h0 = h, π
" #

, ð18Þ

where γ denotes the discount factor, and the value func-
tion can be seen as an expectation of completion rate
defined in (10) with γ = 1. Thus, the optimal policy π∗

can be expressed as

π∗ hð Þ = arg max
a

R h, að Þ +〠
�h

γV �h ∣ π∗� �" #
: ð19Þ

where state �h can be obtained with action a and state
h. In this paper, deep Q-network (DQN) [28, 29], which
is composed of target network and main network, is
adopted to obtain the target Q-value Q∗ðh, aÞ. Moreover,
the approximated Q-function Qðh, a ; θÞ will approach Q∗

ðh, aÞ via training process by minimizing the loss function,
which can be defined as LðθÞ = E½ðQ∗ðh, aÞ −Qðh, a ; θÞÞ2�.
And θ is the weight of network. The detailed description
and analysis for the processes of DQN can be found in
[23]. The proposed joint task offloading, scheduling, and
resource allocation (JTOSRA) approach for collaborative
computing among LEO satellites is shown in Algorithm 2,
where G denotes maximum of training step, and ζ denotes
the experience replay buffer. ε-greedy policy is utilized to
balance the exploration and utilization of models [29],
and ε will decay from 1.0 to 0.001 through 20000 steps.

Generally, it is hard to obtain the accurate computational
complexity of a DRL-based algorithm. In Algorithm 2, the
computational complexity of the DQN network mainly
depends on the number of users and the network structure

Input:
Lagrangian multipliers: μm, ν

Output:
Resource allocation: Cm

n,l
1: Initialize μm, ν.
2: Repeat
3: Find Cm∗

n,l ⟵ arg min
Cm
n,l

LðCm
n,l , μm, νÞ.

4: Update χ⟵max
∀m

ðTm/Cm∗

n,l Þ.
5: Compute dD/dμm = ðdL/dλmÞðCm∗

n,l , λm, νÞ,
dD/dν = ðdL/dνÞðCm∗

n,l , λm, νÞ.
6: Update λm ⟵ λm + αðdD/dμmÞ,

ν⟵ ν + αðdD/dνÞ.
7: Until μm, ν converge.

Algorithm 1: Resource allocation based on maximum latency minimization (MLMRA).
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of neural network utilized by DQN. All layers of the neural
network used in this algorithm are fully connected layers,
and the number of input parameters of the network is deter-
mined by the state space, which can be represented as n0.
Assuming that the number of neural network layers is J ,
and the number of neurons in the j-th layer is expressed
by nj, the computational complexity for the DQN network

can be expressed as OðG × ð∑J
j=0 njnj+1ÞÞ [30].

5. Simulation Results

5.1. Simulation Configurations. Simulation parameters are
listed in Table 1. In the simulation, we focus on the users
located in a specific area covered by the LEO satellites.
The simulation time starts at 0 : 00 on October 1, 2020,
and the Greenwich hour angle θg0 at this moment is 10.2.
The communication capacity of satellite is set to 10Gbps.
The CPU cycle needed for processing is set to 1000 cycle/-
bit [31]. And we set the satellite computing capacity and
local computing capacity to 10 GC/s [32] and 1.5 GC/s
[33], respectively.

5.2. Convergence of JTOSRA. Figure 2 shows the convergence
of the loss function. It can be seen that the loss function
defined in LðθÞ will converge when the training steps
increase. As shown in Figure 3, the completion rate of tasks
will also increase during the training processes. Figures 2
and 3 demonstrate that the JTOSRA based on DQN is appli-
cable for the problem formulated in Section 3. Though a
large amount of training steps is needed to achieve conver-
gence, the training processes will only be implemented in
the initial phase of the LEO network. Once the convergence
is achieved, joint task offloading and scheduling decisions
can be made step by step with low complexity. Moreover,
the training processes can be implemented offline via
pretraining processes to decrease the complexity further.

Input:
IoT terminal information: PU ðlÞ, ~XU ,l , Tl

Satellite information: PSðlÞ, ~Ξl , ~Cl , ~Xl
Queue information: Qtrans,l , Qpro,l

Output:
Offloading and scheduling decisions: �Ωl , �Ψl , �Ol
Resource allocation: Cl , Xl

1: Initialize network with γ, ε and ζ.
2: Initialize state hl
3: While l < G
4: Select an action al according to ε-greedy policy.
5: Allocate resource according to Algorithm 1.
6: Calculate reward Rðhl , alÞ.
7: Update next state hl+1.
8: Save ðhl , al , Rðhl , alÞ, hl+1Þ, and update ζ.
9: Update θ.
10: l ++.
11: End while

Algorithm 2: Joint task offloading, scheduling, and resource allocation based on DQN.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Scene parameters

Task size Tm
8 × 104-1.2 × 105

bit

Rate of task arrival λ 0.05

Latency constraint of task τmax 200ms

Length of time slot ρ 10ms

Number of satellite orbits P 18

Number of satellites per orbit S 40

Height of LEO satellite H 1200 km

Inclination of satellite orbit i 87.9°

Phase factor of orbit F 1

Minimum elevation angle of user σmin 20°

Greenwich hour angel θg0 10.2°

CPU cycle needed for processing ξ 1000 cycles/bit

Satellite communication capacity C 10Gbps

Satellite computing capacity XS 10 GC/s

Local computing capacity XU 1.5 GC/s

Algorithm parameters

Step size of dual ascent α 0.001

Maximum training episode G 150000

Size of replay buffer ζ 20000

Observation size Ob 5000

Discount factor γ 0.95

Positive reward Rp 5

Completion reward Rd 15

Learning rate ι 0.001
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5.3. Performance Analysis. To analyze the performance of
MLMRA with fixed task assignment, two reference schemes
are adopted and compared in terms of completion rate. The
referred resource allocation scheme is listed as

(i) Average Resource Allocation (ARA). The resource
will be allocated evenly to tasks

(ii) Resource Allocation Based on Latency Minimization
(LMRA). The resource will be allocated to tasks by
minimizing the sum latency of tasks

Figure 4 shows the influence of the number of tasks on the
completion rate with different resource allocation method. It
can be seen that the completion rate of the task will decrease
along with the increase of the number of tasks. Moreover,
the MLMRA performs better than the LMRA, and the ARA
algorithm performs the worst. This shows that the MLMRA
can allocate resources more equitably and minimize the max-
imum latency of the task. This is because that the LMRA
focuses on reducing the sum latency of tasks, while the
MLMRAwill allocate more resources to tasks that are difficult
to be completed within the limited latency. In general, the
proposed MLMRA algorithm can effectively improve the
completion rate of the task with fairness among tasks.

To evaluate the performance of the JTOSRA, the follow-
ing two algorithms are introduced for task assignment:

(i) Random. Tasks will be offloaded and scheduled
randomly, and resources will be allocated according
to LMRA and MLMRA. And in Figures 5–7, the
methods are labeled as random-LMRA and
random-MLMRA, respectively

(ii) Simulated Annealing (SA). Tasks will be offloaded
and scheduled through the SA algorithm, and
resources will be allocated by LMRA and MLMRA.
In Figures 5–7, the methods are labeled as SA-
LMRA and SA-MLMRA, respectively

In addition, in order to ensure the validity of simulation
results, each point in the figures is obtained by taking the
average value over multiple tests, and each test lasts for
200000 slots. Figure 5 shows the completion rate perfor-
mance of the algorithms as the number of users increases.
With the increase of the number of users, the number of
tasks waiting for scheduling will increase, and the shortage
of resources will lead to the decline of the task completion
rate. Obviously, the proposed JTOSRA algorithm performs
better than the SA algorithm. And for the JTOSRA, the task
completion rate decreases slower than that of the SA algo-
rithm as the number of users increases. This is because the
SA algorithm tends to fall into local optimal solutions,
resulting in poor algorithm performance. On the other hand,
traditional algorithms such as the SA algorithm can only
optimize the decision for a specific time slot, but cannot con-
tinuously optimize the offloading and scheduling decisions
for multiple time slots, and the algorithm needs to iterate
at each step, which brings high time cost. However, the
proposed JTOSRA algorithm can continue to accumulate
experience in the decision-making process to optimize the
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completion rate of tasks. In addition, MLMRA performs bet-
ter than LMRA.

In Figure 6, satellite communication capability is
adopted as variable to investigate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. It can be seen that the increase of satel-
lite communication resources, which means that more com-
munication resource can be allocated to tasks, will lead to
the increasing of completion rate. But the increasing rate
of the curve decreases with the rise of satellite communica-
tion resources. This is because that communication resource
is the main factor influencing the latency of tasks when the
amount of communication resources is small. When the
amount of communication resources of satellites increases

to a certain value, the computing resources of satellites will
become the dominant factor, which will mainly affect the
latency of tasks. In addition, the performance of the JTOSRA
algorithm is still better than that of the other two algorithms,
and the performance of the MLMRA algorithm is better
than that of the LMRA algorithm. Similarly, the completion
rate with respect to satellite computing capability is shown
in Figure 7. The variation trend of each curve in the figure
is close to that in Figure 6.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, collaborative computing and resource alloca-
tion for LEO satellite networks are investigated. A frame-
work for collaborative computing among LEO satellites
with varying topology is proposed, and the joint task off-
loading, scheduling, and multidimensional resource alloca-
tion problem is divided into two subproblems with low
complexity. JTOSRA based on DRL and max-min fairness
is proposed to solve the problems, and simulation results
demonstrate that the JTOSRA outperforms the referred
schemes in terms of task completion rate.
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Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) for wireless networks has emerged as a promising future transmission technique to create
smart radio environments that improve the system performance by turning the wireless channel into an adjustable system block.
However, transceivers come with various hardware impairments, such as phase noise and in-phase/quadrature-phase imbalance
(IQI). Hence, for robust configuration of RIS-based communication under practical conditions, assuming the identical
performance analysis when subject to IQI, will lead to inaccurate analysis. In this paper, the implementation of this novel
transmission technique is thoroughly investigated under intensive realistic circumstances. For this purpose, based on the
maximum likelihood (ML) detector, a novel analytical expression of average pairwise error probability under IQI is proposed
and compared to the standard ML detector. Further, the proposed analytical approaches are confirmed by numerical simulations.

1. Introduction

Many attempts have been done in recent years to deliver new
deployment models with high speeds, superior reliability,
and negligible latency to meet the requirements of 5G stan-
dards. To achieve these goals, several transmission tech-
niques have been used such as millimeter wave (mmWave),
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), and
massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) [1].
Although the successful launch of the first 5G service, the
introduced technologies suffer from high energy consump-
tion and uncontrolled propagation environments effects.
Therefore, for the sixth-generation (6G) mobile communica-
tion systems with very-high frequency bands and more
power efficiency, researchers are already exploring new
methods [2] such as reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS)
[3]. RIS, also known as large intelligent surface (LIS) [4],
has attracted a significant amount of attention from
researchers as a promising future transmission technique to
create a smart propagation environment [5, 6]. Convention-
ally, only the source and the destination are controlled with

coding, encoding, and many processing operations to
enhance the quality of the signal. By putting a RIS between
the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx), an additional
propagation path appears. Thus, the created channel behav-
ior can be software-controlled in order to achieve a smart
programmable wireless environment that provides more
freedom degrees and boost the performance [6].

The announced technique has been compared with the
massive MIMO [7], amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying [8],
backscatter communication [9], mmWave communication
[10], and network densification [11]. Although it is similar
to other existing technologies, the RIS is based on a large
number of thin passive reflectors without buffering and pro-
cessing any incoming signals [4]. These reflectors are
designed based on two-dimensional meta-surfaces [12, 13].
In addition, RIS is equipped with a programmable microcon-
troller that modifies the phase of the incident electromag-
netic waves in a way that can enhance the signal quality at
the Rx and improve the network coverage. Hence, RIS
improves the quality of the received signal by simply reflect-
ing and adjusting the incident signal phase shifts favorably
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with low cost and low energy consumption [3]. The novel
proposed concept presents important theoretical and electro-
magnetic design challenges [14, 15].

However, the use of RIS poses several new challenges for
the transceiver design, and it is paramount to analyze the
system performance under practical conditions [16]. Accord-
ingly, RIS-aided communication performance can be signifi-
cantly degraded by different types of realistic imperfections,
including noise signal, imperfect channel state information
(CSI), and transceiver hardware impairments. The effect of
the hardware impairments general model on the achievable
rate of RIS has been studied in [17]. In [18, 19], an asymptotic
analysis of the uplink data rate in a RIS-based communication
system affected by channel estimation errors and interference
was investigated. The design and the implementation of RIS
were also detailed in [20].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, RIS under in-
phase and quadrature imbalance (IQI) has not been
highlighted yet. However, for robust configuration, modeling
the transceiver radio frequency (RF) front-end hardware as
perfect will lead to inaccurate analysis [21]. Indeed both in-
phase (I) and quadrature (Q) modulator and demodulator at
the Tx and Rx may introduce phase and/or amplitude mis-
match [22]. Additional harmful effects could degrade the sys-
tem performance such as crosstalk and frequency interference
[23–25]. Hence, taking into account IQI effects is a crucial fac-
tor for RIS effective design policies.

Motivated by the aforementioned limitations of the exist-
ing literature, this paper explores the design of an optimal Rx
detector which is compared to the performance of the classi-
cal ML in the presence of IQI. Accordingly, novel error prob-
ability analytical expressions are derived and proved with
simulation results.

2. System Model and Signal Detection

2.1. System Model. In this section, we have adapted a general
RIS-assisted single-input single output (SISO) wireless com-
munication system as presented in Figure 1. The direct signal
path between the source and the destination is ignored in the
rest of the paper [4], and the RIS is deployed to relay the scat-
tered signal. Indeed, this assumption holds in the case of
unfavorable propagation conditions that might be caused
by an obstacle or a long distance, for example, [26–28].

First, the information is conveyed from the source to the
RIS. Then, the RIS software controls the amplitude and the
phase of the received signal to combat the propagation envi-
ronment’s harmful effects and reflect it to the destination.

Although RIS is based on small passive elements and does
not need any signal processing power, the font-ends of both
Tx and Rx could be affected by the IQI which limits the sys-
tem performance. Actually in practical conditions, due to the
local oscillator (LO), filters, analog components, and up-and-
down-conversion steps at Tx and Rx sides, the generated sig-
nals present a mismatch between the I and Q parts [29].
Accordingly, the Tx and Rx sides IQI parameters are
introduced, respectively, using (G1, G2) and (K1, K2) which
can be expressed while based on the complex LO signals
[24, 30] as

G1 =
1
2 1 + ξte

jφt
� �

,G2 =
1
2 1 − ξte

−jφt
� �

, ð1Þ

K1 =
1
2 1 + ξre

−jφr
� �

, K2 =
1
2 1 − ξre

jφr
� �

, ð2Þ

where ðξt , φtÞ and ðξr , φrÞ denote, respectively, Tx and Rx
amplitude and phase imbalances. In the ideal case, where
the IQ branch is perfectly matching these parameters that
are reduced to ξt = ξr = 1 and φt = φr = 0∘. Consequently, we
have G1 = K1 = 1 and G2 = K2 = 0. The up-converted signal
modulated over M-ary mapper at the source affected by IQI
can be written as

xIQ =G1x + G2x
∗, ð3Þ

where ðÞ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
Using RIS with N reflectors, the signal is firstly transmit-

ted from the source antenna to the RIS then it is conveyed
from the RIS to the destination through, respectively, the flat
fading channels hk and gk for the k

th reflecting meta-surface
(k = 1, 2,⋯,N). Note that hk, gk follow zero-mean complex
Gaussian distribution with unit variance.

In such case, an intelligent RIS software is deployed to
adjust the reflection phases based on the channel phases in
order to maximize the received SNR. Hence, the adjustable
signal received at the destination is given as

y =
ffiffiffi
P

p
〠
N

k=1
hke

jφkgk

" #
xIQ + n, ð4Þ

where φk characterizes the adapted phase for the kth RIS
reflector, P is the average of the transmitted power symbol,
and n is a complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with zero mean and N0 variance. Using (3), the received sig-
nal becomes

y =
ffiffiffi
P

p
〠
N

k=1
hke

jφkgk

" #
G1x +G2x

∗½ � + n: ð5Þ

Taking into account the Rx IQI and the adjusted phases,
the resulting signal at the destination can be expressed as

yIQ = K1y + K2y
∗

=
ffiffiffi
P

p
K1G1〠

N

k=1hke
jφkgk + K2G

∗
2〠

N

k=1h
∗
k e

−jφkg∗k
h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

S

x

+
ffiffiffi
P

p
K1G2〠

N

k=1hke
jφkgk + K2G

∗
1〠

N

k=1h
∗
k e

−jφkg∗k
h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

I

x∗

+ K1n + K2n
∗ =

ffiffiffi
P

p
Sx +

ffiffiffi
P

p
Ix∗

� �
+ η =

ffiffiffi
P

p
χ + η,

ð6Þ

where χ = Sx + Ix∗ and η = K1n + K2n
∗.
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Note that due to Tx and Rx IQI, the baseband signal x is
interfered by its complex conjugate x∗. Hence, Ix∗ represents
the self-interferences.

Analogous to [4], with the assistance of a software com-
munication, the following derived expressions are analyzed
based on the knowledge of the channel at the RIS in function
of amplitudes and phases as hk = εke

−jθk , gk = βke
−jψk . In such

case, the RIS adjusts the phases in order to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such as φk = θk + ψk.

Moreover, the noise can be expressed as η = nI + jðKcn
I

+ Kdn
QÞ where nI and nQ note, respectively, the real and

imaginary parts of n, Kc = KQ
1 + KQ

2 , and Kd = KI
1 − KI

2 [23].
Accordingly, stating that η = ηI + jηQ where ηI and ηQ

note, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of η, it is
worth noting that η is an improper Gaussian noise with
unequal real and imaginary parts variances such as

σ2ηI =
σ2
n

2 = N0
2 , ð7Þ

σ2ηQ = K2
c + K2

d

� �σ2
n

2 = N0
2 ξ2r : ð8Þ

Further, thecorrelationfactorbetweenthenoisecomponents
is ρ = cov ðηI , ηQÞ/σηIσηQ = Kcðσ2

n/2Þ/ξrσ2n/2 = −sin ðφrÞ [25].
It is important to emphasize the IQI effects in changing the
behavior of the noise from proper to improper. Thus, the
received signal has correlated IQ components. Considering
the presence of improper noise is a critical factor in analyzing
the RIS performance.

The received signal expression in (6) can be analyzed
under several scenarios taking into account the possible
values of IQ parameters:

(1) Perfect IQ Matching. In this scenario, Tx and Rx sides
are assumed to be perfect and IQI parameters are

defined as G1 =K1 = 1,G2 = K2 = 0. The received
signal in (6) can be expressed as the following well
known expressed used for all previous studies:

y =
ffiffiffi
P

p
〠
N

k=1
εkβk

" #
x + n: ð9Þ

(2) Tx Impaired by IQI. Taking into account the destruc-
tive effects of only the Tx side with perfect IQI
parameters on the destination, i.e., K1 = 1 and K2 =
0, the resulting signal is given as

yIQTx =
ffiffiffi
P

p
〠
N

k=1
εkβk

" #
G1x +G2x

∗½ � + n: ð10Þ

(3) Rx Impaired by IQI. Considering ideal Tx IQI param-
eters and stating that G1 = 1,G2 = 0, (6) can be
rewritten as

yIQRx =
ffiffiffi
P

p
〠
N

k=1
εkβk

" #
K1x + K2x

∗½ � + K1n + K2n
∗: ð11Þ

It can be observed from the above expressions that Tx
impaired with IQI causes self-interference from the conju-
gate of the transmitted signal. On the other side, Rx suffering
from IQI affects both the signal and the noise.

As previously mentioned, with the presence of IQI, a new
derived received signal expression is required which shows
the presence of self-interference and new noise behavior.

hk
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Figure 1: RIS under IQI system model.
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Figure 2: SIR values variation of RIS under IQI in function of phases with fixed gains εt = εr = ½0:8,0:9,1�.
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Hence, for an effective performance study of RIS-based com-
munication systems, a novel design of optimal ML detector
that incorporates the IQI effects is obligatory.

2.2. Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR). The average SIR is cal-
culated as follows to illustrate the harmful effects of the
caused self-interference

SIR = E Sj j2� 	
E Ij j2� 	 : ð12Þ

Note that the image rejection ratio IRR which denotes the
measure of image frequency band attenuation can be defined
for Tx and Rx sides, respectively, as IRRTx = jG1j2/jG2j2 and
IRRRx = jK1j2/jK2j2 [31]. IRR has a typical value in the range
of 20-40dB for practical analog RF front-end electronics [32].
Based on (2), the following relation can be defined K1 = 1 −
K∗

2 . It can be depicted that for high IRRRx values K1 ⟶ 1
and, K1K

∗
2 = K1 − K2

1 ⟶ 0 [33]. Supposing γk = εkβk, an
approximate widely used in the literature [31–34] is obtained
by assuming

E 〠
N

k=1
γk

" #2( )
K1j j2 G1j j2 + K2j j2 G2j j2� �

> >E 2R K1G1K
∗
2G2 〠

N

k=1
γk

" #2 !( )
E 〠

N

k=1
γk

 !2( )

� K1j j2 G2j j2 + K2j j2 G1j j2� �
> >E 2R K1G2K

∗
2G1ð 〠

N

k=1
γk

" #2( )
:

ð13Þ

Hence, the averaged SIR can be tightly approximated as

SIR ≃
K1j j2 G1j j2 + K2j j2 G2j j2
K1j j2 G2j j2 + K2j j2 G1j j2 : ð14Þ

It is obviously seen that even small values of IQI degrade
the system performance. Further, the SIR expression is inde-
pendent of N. Hence, increasing the reflector number cannot
mitigate the interference caused by the IQI. In the ideal case
of perfect IQ matching SIR =∞.
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Figure 4: RIS APEP of optimal and traditional ML detector under IQI in function of phases with fixed gains εt = εr = 3dB using N = 32
and 4-QAM.
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2.3. Signal Detection

2.3.1. Optimal ML Detector. In the attempt to cover the pres-
ence of an improper Gaussian noise, an optimal ML detector
is designed based on the received signal expression in (6).

Hence, the bivariate Gaussian random variable (RV) dis-
tribution of the real, yIIQ, and imaginary, yQIQ, correlated
components of the received signal vector y is described
as follows:

where χI and χQ represent, respectively, Rfχg and Ifχg
components.

Regarding that the transmitted symbols are assumed
equally distributed, the optimal ML detector is given by max-

imizing the argument of the conditional joint probability
density function (PDF) defined in (15) which is equivalent
to the following expression:
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Figure 5: RIS APEP of optimal and traditional ML detector under IQI in function of gains with fixed phases ϕt = ϕr = 10∘ usingN = 32 and 4-
QAM.
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Q
IQ

yIIQ, yQIQ ∣ x
� �

= 1
2πσηIσηQ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ρ2

p
 !

exp −
1

2 1 − ρ2ð Þ
yIIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χI




 


2
σ2
ηI

+
yQIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χQ




 


2
σ2ηQ

−
2ρ yIIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χI

� �
yQIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χQ

� �
σηIσηQ

2
64

3
75

0
B@

1
CA,

ð15Þ

x̂f gMLop
= arg min

x

yIIQ −
ffiffiffi
P

p
χI




 


2
σ2
ηI

+
yQIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χQ




 


2
σ2ηQ

−
2ρ yIIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χI

� �
yQIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χQ

� �
σηIσηQ

8><
>:

9>=
>;: ð16Þ
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2.3.2. Traditional ML Detector. The traditional ML detector is
the classical ML detector used in the previous performance
analysis of RIS in which the presence of IQI in the received sig-
nal expression is neglected. Indeed, it is simply expressed as the
following well-known expression used for all previous studies
of RIS performance:

x̂f gMLtra
= arg min

x
yIQ −

ffiffiffi
P

p
χ




 


2� �
: ð17Þ

3. Performance Analysis

3.1. Conditional Error Probability

3.1.1. Optimal ML Detector. Assuming χ is transmitted,
the pairwise error probability (PEP) of deciding in favor
of ~χ is given from the optimal ML detector expression
in (16) as
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Figure 8: RIS APEP of optimal and traditional ML detector in the presence of joint Tx and Rx IQI with εt = εr = 5dB, ϕt = ϕr = 20∘, and
N = ½16,32,64� using 4-QAM.
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= Pr β > 0f g,
ð18Þ
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where ~χ = S~x + I~x∗ and β is obtained after simple mathemat-
ical operations as

β = 2ρ
ffiffiffi
P

p
χI − ~χI� �

ηQ + χQ − ~χQ� �
ηI

� 	
σηIσηQ

−
2
ffiffiffi
P

p
χI − ~χI� �

ηI

σ2ηI

−
2
ffiffiffi
P

p
χQ − ~χQ� �

ηQ

σ2ηQ
−
E χI − ~χI� �2

σ2
ηI

−
E χQ − ~χQ� �2

σ2ηQ

+ 2ρE χI − ~χI� �
χQ − ~χQ� �� 	

σηIσηQ
:

ð19Þ
Without loss of generality β, conditioned on χ, is a

Gaussian RV with the following mean and variance values

μβ =
E χI − ~χI


 

2

σ2ηI
+ E χQ − ~χQ


 

2

σ2ηQ
−
2ρE χI − ~χI� �

χQ − ~χQ� �
σηIσηQ

,

ð20Þ

σ2β = 4E 1 − ρ2
� � E χI − ~χI



 

2
σ2
ηI

+ E χQ − ~χQ


 

2

σ2ηQ
−
2ρ χI − ~χI� �

χQ − ~χQ� �
σηIσηQ

( )
:

ð21Þ

Using (18) and (20), the conditional PEP (CPEP)
can be written as in (22) on the top of the page, where
QðxÞ denotes the Q-function defined as QðxÞ = 1/2πÐ∞x
exp ð−u2/2Þdu.

3.1.2. Traditional ML Detector. Note that the improper behav-
ior of the noise is not considered for the traditionalML detector.
Thus, assuming x is transmitted, the PEP of deciding in favor of
~x is given from the classical ML detector expression in (17) as

PEPtra = Pr yIQ −
ffiffiffi
P

p
χ




 


2 > yIQ −
ffiffiffi
P

p
~χ




 


2� �
= Pr D > E χ − ~χk k2� 	

,
ð23Þ
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where D = −2Rf ffiffiffi
P

p ðχ − ~χÞη∗g which has zero mean and

σ2D = 4PðχI − ~χIÞ2σ2ηI + 4PðχQ − ~χQÞ2σ2ηQ + 8ρσηIσηQPðχI −

~χIÞðχQ − ~χQÞ as variance. Hence, the CPEP using Q function
is presented in (24).

3.2. Average Error Probability

3.2.1. Optimal ML Detector. To derive the average PEP
(APEP), (22) should be averaged over the PDF of Y which
can be depicted as:

APEPopt =
ð∞
0
Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PY

4 1 − ρ2ð Þ

s !
f Y Yð ÞdY : ð25Þ

However, note that Y =Ψ2
1 +Ψ2

2 − 2ρΨ1Ψ2 where Ψ1 =
ðχI − ~χIÞ and Ψ2 = ðχQ − ~χQÞ/ξr . Indeed, Ψ1 and Ψ2 depend
on real and imaginary parts of S and I given in (6). Thus,
based on central limit theorem (CLT) and for large number
of reflectors N , Y is considered as a combination of corre-
lated noncentral chi-squared random variables. The determi-

nation of the APEP using the Y PDF is very hard. Hence, the
APEP is numerically computed by averaging PEP over large
number of channel realization.

3.2.2. Traditional ML Detector. Traditional ML detector
APEP based on (24) is difficult and even impossible to deter-
minate. However, it will be numerically calculated with the
same method used for the optimal ML detector.

4. Numerical Results and Discussions

In this part, the APEP performance of the optimal and tradi-
tional ML detector for RIS under IQI based on the proposed
analytic scenarios will be presented and proved with simula-
tion results.

First, the determined expression of SIR is evaluated in
Figures 2 and 3 for different values, respectively, of gains εt ,
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εr and phases ϕt , ϕr of IQI and IRR = 20 dB. It can be depicted
that a considerable SIR value degradation occurs even for
small imbalance values which highlight the importance of tak-
ing into account the IQI in RIS performance analysis.

Figures 4 and 5 are presented to show the effects of,
respectively, amplitudes and phases of Tx and Rx IQI on
APEP performance. Indeed, in Figure 4, the APEP is
analyzed for fixed amplitudes values εt = εr = 3dB and for
variable values of phase imbalance ϕt = ϕr = ½10∘, 15∘, 25∘�.
Accordingly, the effects of increasing the amplitude imbal-
ance from 1dB to 5dB with fixed phases values ϕt = ϕr = 25∘
is given in Figure 5. It can be depicted that increasing the
phases and amplitudes of IQI cause a considerable perfor-
mance loss. Further, the analytical analysis matches perfectly
the simulation results for both ML detectors, which validates
the proposed analysis. Additionally, it is observed that the
proposed ML detector outperforms the classical ML detector
for all IQI values and a considerable gain is achieved by using
the optimal detector.

Figure 6 shows APEP simulation results of standard ML
and optimal ML under only Tx imbalance for different values
of εt , ϕt with N = 32. In such case, εr = ϕr = 0∘. It is worth
mentioning that the optimal design improves the system per-
formance and decreases the IQI effects. The destructive
effects of Tx imbalance degrade the performance of perfect
RIS. Actually, comparing the ideal RIS with the optimal ML
detector performance, the system degrades about 6 dB when
εt = 5dB and ϕt = 25∘, while the degradation is about 1 dB
when εt = 2dB and ϕt = 15∘ at APEP=10−2 .

In Figure 7, the impact of Rx IQI on RIS with perfect Tx
IQI parameters (εt = 0, ϕt = 0∘) is carried for different εr , ϕr
and fixed N = 32. For comparison reasons, the case of ideal
IQ is also presented. It can be seen the harmful effects of
increasing the IQI values on the system performance. Indeed,
a 2 dB performance degradation is shown when εr = 5dB and
ϕr = 25∘ for optimal ML compared to the ideal case at
APEP=10−2. It can be noticed that there is a performance
gain of the designed ML detector compared with the tradi-
tional one.

In order to put in evidence the impact of RIS reflector
number, Figure 8 presents the numerical and simulation
results of optimal and traditional ML detectors under joint
Tx and Rx IQI when the number of reflectors changes among
16, 32, and 64. This figure shows the accuracy of the pre-
sented analysis for various reflectors numbers. A remarkable
performance gain is achieved by using the optimal ML detec-
tor. However, even if we increase the number of reflectors,
IQI will harm the system performance. For instance,
Figure 8 illustrates that if the system has 16 reflectors, the
optimal performance degrades by 12 dB when εt = εr = 5dB
and ϕt = ϕr = 20∘ compared with the perfect IQ matching
system at 10−3 APEP. This degradation has less impact when
increasing the number of reflectors. Hence, it can be con-
cluded that increasing the SNR or the number of reflectors
enhances the system performance.

Figure 9 shows the effects of changing IQI parameters at
joint Tx and Rx on optimal and standard ML detector perfor-
mances. The results are carried for fixed IQI parameters at

the Tx and Rx εt = εr = 5dB, ϕt = ϕr = 10∘ and for different
values such as εt = 5dB, εr = 3dB and ϕt = 20∘, ϕr = 10∘ with
N = 32. It can be depicted that the optimal ML detector under
equal Tx and Rx IQI parameters outperforms the optimal ML
under different values due to the additional mismatch.

Figure 10 validates the derived expressions of optimal and
traditional ML detectors for a variable number of modulation
order with fixed RIS-IQI parameters εt = εr = 3dB, ϕt = ϕr =
10∘, and N = 32. It can be shown that RIS using conventional
ML detector with increased modulation order suffers from an
error floor in the high SNR region due to the fact of ignoring
the noise behavior. Consequently, in the presence of IQI, RIS
with a traditional ML detector could not support high order
modulation which is not acceptable in practice. A careful study
for high data rate RIS-aided communication systems in the
presence of IQI is required. However, the designed optimal
ML detector prevents the error floor and decreases the
IQI impairments.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigates the harmful effects of IQI on RIS-
aided communication. Hence, novel analytical expressions
of PEP and the APEP for optimal and traditional ML detec-
tors are derived. Consequently, the behavior of the designed
detectors is analyzed in function of Tx and Rx IQ parameters
to further characterize the effects of IQI. Finally, numerical
results are illustrated to prove the efficiency of the proposed
analysis. The carried results highlight RIS performance deg-
radation’s with the presence of IQI even in high SNR regions
and an increased number of reflectors. It was proved for the
different carried cases that optimal ML detector performs
far better than conventional detection method. However, it is
worth noting that an optimal detector presents a significant
computational complexity. Hence, studying IQI compensa-
tion algorithms with low complexity for RIS systems could
be potential future works. Moreover, we intend to analyze
the performance of RIS under IQI with the presence and
absence of direct links between the source and the destination.
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User-centric network (UCN) is regarded as a promising candidate to approach the challenges of more radio link failures (RLFs) due
to the ultradense deployment of small base stations (SBSs) and meet the requirements of ultrahigh throughput, ultrahigh reliability,
and ultralow latency for the 6G system. In this paper, soft mobility is proposed for UCN with the split of control and user plane
(C/U-plane) and shared physical cell identifier (PCI) to achieve the goal of zero handover failure (HOF) probability, where
transparent handover (HO) within a cell is realized with user configuration duplication and measurement enhancement.
Specifically, the cell is composed of several SBSs around the user, where one anchor SBS is selected for controlling, and others
act as slave SBSs for transmission with duplicated UE configuration from the anchor SBS. Based on the proposed architecture,
the user measures downlink channel quality for cells and SBSs distinguishingly, via SS/PBCH Block (SSB) and channel-state
information-reference signal (CSI-RS), respectively, and then makes the HO decision. Results show that soft mobility can reduce
the number of HOF by about 50% over the current system, and the HOF probability is lower than 1% for TTT = 40ms and
offset = −1 dB.

1. Introduction

Ubiquitous wireless access is one of the prominent features in
six-generation (6G) wireless communication networks, so
the number of Femto Access Points (FAPs) will grow expo-
nentially in order to address the high traffic demands caused
by more and more smart devices [1]. Ultradense networks
(UDNs) are regarded as one of the most significant technol-
ogies for the fifth-generation and beyond. However, the
increasing number of small cells may cause frequent hand-
overs and degraded mobility robustness [2]. So the crucial
topic is proposed in the 6G network which is user-centric
network (UCN).

The philosophy of UCN is introduced to deal with the
strong interference and frequent handover (HO) in UDN
[3–5]. UCN breaks through the network-centric cellular
architecture and consequently provides senseless movement
for user equipment (UE), which is regarded as a promising
candidate to meet the requirements of ultrahigh throughput,
ultrahigh reliability, and ultralow latency for the 6G system

[6–8]. However, the mobility management requires more
considerations for UCN when a cluster of cooperating small
cells appears to UE as a single cell.

The proposed soft mobility for UCN is aimed at reducing
radio link failures (RLFs) due to the ultradense deployment
of small base stations (SBSs) and reducing the HOF probabil-
ity to zero. Through user configuration duplication and mea-
surement enhancement, transparent HO within SBSs groups
is realized, where the configuration of physical (PHY) layer
parameters is transparent between a set of SBSs; thus, no
reconfiguration is needed for HO. In this paper, the architec-
ture of UCN with the split of control and user plane (C/U-
plane) is proposed, and the concepts of the anchor SBS and
the slave SBS are introduced, and SBS-level mobility proce-
dure and cell-level mobility procedure are also designed cor-
respondingly. The main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

(i) The architecture of UCNwith anchor and slave SBSs
is proposed for providing transparent handover.
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Compared to 5G system where the responsibilities of
each SBSs are independent and roughly the same, in
this work, a certain number of SBS sets will be
formed and divided into anchor SBSs and slave SBSs
which have different responsibilities in the process of
handover and transmission. Anchor SBS with strong
capability acted as a handover anchor and its neigh-
boring SBSs are slave SBSs

(ii) Mobility management procedures are redesigned for
SBS-level and cell-level handover. Different from the
mobility procedure in the 5G system, it is needed to
redesign the handover procedure separately when
UE changes the slave SBS and anchor SBS, including
SBS-level mobility procedure and cell-level mobility
procedure, and transparent handover between slave
SBSs is realized with user configuration duplication
and measurement enhancement

(iii) UE-controlled mobility management is applied for
its scalability instead of network-controlled mobility
management. That is because UE can get better
aware of the surrounding wireless communication
environment, and fewer measurement reports are
needed

(iv) The simulation results verify the superiority of the
proposed architecture and mobility management
procedures. Furthermore, the effect of system
parameters (such as UE velocity, BS densities,
time-to-trigger, and offset) on handover, handover
failure, and throughput is analyzed, which could
provide guidance for actual network planning in
6G systems

This paper proposes a soft mobility model for UCN to
reduce the number of HOs and handover failures (HOFs)
without extra resource occupancy of dual connectivity
(DC), where multiple SBSs around UE form a cell for trans-
parent handover. Simulation results showed that better per-
formance on delay, signal overheads, and HOF reduction is
achieved in the soft mobility scheme proposed.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces the previous related work and compares the
scheme proposed in this paper with the previous work. Sec-
tion 3 illustrates the network architecture and mobility man-
agement events. Section 4 describes the formulation models
involved in the handover process. Section 5 explains new
designs for soft mobility which are needed to support the
procedures. And mobility procedures are detailly presented
in Section 6. Numerical results and explanations are shown
in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.

2. Related Works

Considering the dense deployment of BSs, [4, 9, 10] analyze
the handover performance theoretically. The negative effect
of channel fading and the overhead of handover on mobility
performance in UDN are analyzed in [9, 10], respectively.
Poor mobility performance under dense SBSs deployment

and performance gain of UCN architecture is confirmed in
[4, 9] through theoretical results without specific network
architecture design. HOmanagement strategies are proposed
in [11–14] to reduce HO and HOF in UDN at the cost of
spectrum resources [11] or high computational complexity
[12–14], which lack implementability. The specific mobility
implementation scheme for UCN needs to be designed.

Recent studies investigate the mobility performance
with the formation of cooperating SBSs, which shows that
the HO reliability is improved. A softer HO scheme is pro-
posed in [15] with DC for cell-edge users, which enables
fast HO by duplicating control messages. However, the
mobility improvement comes at the expense of more signal
overheads between each serving-target cell pair. Further,
local anchor-based DC is applied in UCN in [5], which
achieves a remarkably decreased HOF rate without increas-
ing control overheads. By synchronizing the multiple SBSs
in the same cluster, the selected anchor SBS will manage
the HO within the cluster which only requires few proce-
dures. However, DC will occupy extra resources of the SBSs,
which reduces resource utilization rate and causes more fre-
quent HO events due to the additional transmission link for
robustness. How to design a low signaling overhead mobility
management scheme in UCN is still an open problem.

It would be useful to generalize the anchor-based archi-
tecture and the method of configuration duplication to
mobility enhancement in UCN. However, in UCN, the mea-
surement for SBSs and cells should be distinguished [16].
Especially, SBS-level and cell-level measurements and deci-
sions are implemented with channel-state information-
reference signal (CSI-RS) and SS/PBCH Block (SSB),
respectively.

3. Network Architecture for Soft
Mobility Enhancement

UCNmakes the user feel like the network is always following
it, and the network intelligently recognizes the user’s wireless
communication environments and then flexibly organizes
the required cell group and resource to serve the user.
Inspired by this, a UCN architecture that supports soft
mobility is presented in this section to realize transparent
handover.

3.1. Network Architecture. In this section, the architecture of
UCN with the split of control and user plane (C/U-plane) is
introduced, as shown in Figure 1, which naturally supports
the features of soft mobility in terms of transparent hand-
over [16]. Several SBSs around a user form a cell to provide
user-centric coverage. The anchor SBS is selected for the C-
plane, which in a way operates as a gateway in the system by
terminating the signaling and data plane between other SBSs
(terms as slave SBS) and the core network. The number of
SBSs in a cell is set by the network operator, and the SBS
with the largest load capacity in the cell is selected as the
anchor SBS because the anchor SBS is expected higher
capacity. The other SBSs around the user provide the U-
plane as slave SBSs.
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3.2. Protocol Stack. The design of U-plane protocol stack 3C
is applied for the two-layer UCN architecture, shown in
Figure 2, where the anchor SBS and its slave SBSs share the
protocol data unit (PDU) of packet data convergence proto-
col (PDCP) layer, while the radio link control (RLC) and
medium access control (MAC) are independent as men-
tioned above. With the downlink measurement result on
CSI-RS, the proper SBS for transmission can be selected
dynamically.

On the other hand, one of the slave SBSs provides data
service for the UE acted as the transmission node and the
RLC, MAC, and PHY layers of the slave SBS and the anchor
SBS are independent. So when the service transmission node
changes, the terminal only needs to reconfigure the parame-
ters of the RLC and MAC layers.

3.3. Mobility Management for Soft Mobility. Under the pro-
posed architecture, mobility management events should be
redesigned for soft mobility. As shown in Figure 1, there is
an example of the user moving trajectory and 3 types of
mobility management events are included.

(i) Initialization. In the beginning, the UE is at the
beginning of the trajectory; then, the SBS with the
largest load capacity among the SBSs around the
user is chosen as the anchor SBS, and then, a certain
number SBSs are chosen as the slave SBSs, and
anchor SBS provides data service at the beginning
as it provides maximum reference signal receiving
power (RSRP) among the slave SBSs.

(ii) SBS-Level Handover. A SBS-level handover is trig-
gered when the RSRP from another SBS is stronger
than serving SBS due to the user’s movement and
the SBS is in the set of slave SBSs.

(iii) Cell-Level Handover, As the UE moves, it became
farther from the anchor SBS. When the signal from
SBSs in the current cell is unable to satisfy the A3
entering condition, cell-level handover is needed.

The proposed soft mobility model is aimed at achieving
transparent HO and senseless movement for mobile users.
With duplicated UE configuration, the slave SBSs share phys-
ical cell identifier (PCI) with the anchor SBS within the same
cell, so that there is no sense of changing cells for the user
when the slave SBS is changed within the same cell.

4. Formulation Models

This section presents formulaic models for the soft mobility
handover (HO), signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR),
throughput, spectrum efficiency (SE), and handover failure
(HOF).

4.1. Model for HO. As motioned above, several SBSs and a
SBS near UE form slave SBS and anchor SBS service UE
together, and the soft mobility scheme is different from the
traditional scheme in the current system. A novel scheme
for the soft mobility architecture is discussed in this
subsection.

Control link

U-plan

UE moving trajectroy

Anchor SBS

UE

Slave SBS

Cell-level mobility

Target cell

C-plane

Serving cell

SBS-level mobility

Figure 1: Soft mobility model and network architecture.
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The UE needs to select a target SBS for SBS-level mobility
and a target cell with a target SBS for cell-level mobility. Sim-
ilar to event A3 [17], the HO decision should consider the
RSRP and is made at t0 if the following condition is fulfilled.

PΘ
t,u > PΘ

s,u + OffsetΘ for t0 − TΘ < t < t0, ð1Þ

where Θ ∈ fSBS, cellg denotes the SBS-individual or cell-
individual parameters, PΘ

t,u and PΘ
s,u are the measured RSRPs

of a neighboring SBS (or cell) and the serving SBS (or cell),
respectively, OffsetΘ is the offset, and TΘ is the time-to-
trigger (TTT). It is worth noting that the PSBS

s,u is only mea-
sured from the slave SBS in the cell in order to achieve sense-
less movement.

Similar to the 5G system, the offset and TTT are designed
to improve mobility robustness and reduce unnecessary hand-
over and ping-pong (PP) effect. At the same time, the offset
and TTT should not be configured too big, which may lead
to not timely handover trigger and cause RLF afterward.

4.2. Model for SINR, Throughput, and SE. The RSRP from the
neighbor SBS is measured periodically, in order to make
handover decisions in time. A universal path loss-plus-
fading model is used to describe the received signal power.
So the RSRP received by UE u from SBS t is given by

Pn
t,u d, tð Þ = pnt gt dð Þht tð Þ, ð2Þ

where pnt denotes the transmit power of SBS t at the subchan-
nel n, gtðdÞ denotes the pathloss gain that only depends on
the distance d between UE and SBS t, and htðtÞ is the multi-
plicative channel gain at time t modeling the multipath fad-
ing effect.

Although slave SBSs logically serve UE together, the
bandwidth is reused among the slave SBS in order to achieve
high spectrum efficiency. So the UE will still be interfered by
the other slave SBS. Then, the corresponding SINR of the UE
u which connects with SBS s can be calculated as

SINRn
s,u tð Þ = Pn

s,u d, tð Þ
∑j∈Ψ\ sf gP

n
j,u d, tð Þ + η

, ð3Þ

where Pn
s,uðd, tÞ denotes the signal received by the UE u from

the serving slave SBS at the subchannel n, Pn
j,uðd, tÞ denotes

the interference received by UE u from other SBS at the sub-
channel n, and η is the white noise power.

By using (3) and Shannon capacity theory, the achievable
data rate of UE u at the subchannel n is shown as follows:

Cn
u =W log2 1 + SINRn

s,u
� �

, ð4Þ

where SINRn
s,u is the SINR of UE u at the subchannel n calcu-

lated by (4) and W is the bandwidth at the subchannel n.
Therefore, the SE of UE u is calculated as follows:

SEu =
∑nC

n
u

BWu
, ð5Þ

where BWu is the total bandwidth allocated to UE u. And
after averaging the spectrum efficiency on all of the subchan-
nel, we can get the SE of UE u.

4.3. Model for HOF. The SINR can evaluate the link quality,
so it can be used to judge the HOF. According to the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) specification, the
handover failure model in state 2 can be summarized as
follows:

(i) The link quality becomes worse after the handover is
triggered because of the user’s moving, and the SINR
decreases at the same time

(ii) When the SINR is below a certain threshold, that is,
Qout during the TTT, handover failure is caused

So the HOF model can be expressed by

SINRs,u tð Þ <Qout for t0 − TΘ < t < t0, ð6Þ

where handover is triggered at t0 − TΘ, and TΘ is the TTT.

5. Design for Soft Mobility

Given the above architecture, in order to support the proce-
dures to be mentioned later, we have introduced some special
designs for soft mobility. In this section, we explain the main
three points of the design in detail.

5.1. UE Configuration Duplication. The process of the UE
configuration can be expressed as follows:

(i) The anchor SBS transfers both UE static configura-
tion and UE running-time configuration to the slave
SBS, so that slave SBS could act as a transmission
point of the anchor SBS from the UE point of view.
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Figure 3: An example for the maintenance of CSI-RS set.
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That is because the anchor SBS and the slave SBS
have the same PCI

(ii) Both the anchor SBS and the slave SBS transfer the
same L2 data to UE in a redundant way

(iii) UE performs combination in L2 RLC layer

5.2. Measurement and Reference Signal. In order to make the
decision on target SBS and target cell for intracell and inter-
cell mobility, measurement configurations and related signal-
ing are needed. Since a cell is composed of densely deployed
SBSs, the set of SBSs within one cell and the set of neighbor-
ing cells to be measured should be different. The UE needs to
obtain measurement results by measuring candidate cells and
candidate SBSs wherein each cell includes multiple SBSs that
share a common cell ID (see Figure 3).

For the proposed soft mobility model, the downlink mea-
surements can be classified into two types:

(i) SBS-Level Measurement. The UE measures downlink
channel quality via CSI-RS and later reports to the
anchor SBS after the UE makes the HO decision with
proper SBS for SBS-level mobility.

(ii) Cell-Level Measurement. It is based on the SSB which
is sent to UE only when the serving SBS is changed to
an edge SBS, or the UE is moving between edge SBSs.

In addition, adjacent UE transmits the UE-specific
orthogonal uplink sounding reference signal (SRS) num-

ber, for the uplink channel estimation which can be mea-
sured by arbitrary slave SBSs. The slave SBSs are informed
by the anchor SBS to monitor the SRS and then send the
feedback to the anchor SBS. Based on the uplink measure-
ment, in order to handle the SRS conflict, the slave SBS
chooses its serving UE for SRS reconfiguration before the
HO process.

5.3. Uplink and Downlink Channel. Different from the cur-
rent system, the key characteristics of channel design are
described as follows:

(i) Enhanced physical downlink/uplink control chan-
nel (ePDCCH/ePUCCH) is applied instead of
PDCCH/PUCCH for frame control/uplink control

(ii) For the uplink channel, anchor-assisted physical
random access channel (PRACH) takes over
PRACH

(iii) For downlink channel, anchor-assisted physical
broadcast channel is applied for system information
bearer

6. Procedures

Base on the proposed architecture, the handover manage-
ment would be different from the current system. As both
anchor SBS and slave SBS exist in the proposed architecture,
two types of mobility management are correspondingly
designed, which are SBS-level mobility procedure and cell-
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level mobility procedure. This section gives detailed explana-
tions of the procedures, which are described in Figures 4 and
5, respectively.

There are two places that can decide to change the serving
SBS which are the UE and the network and are termed UE-
controlled mobility management and network-controlled
mobility management.

(i) In UE-controlled mobility management, the UE esti-
mates the channel quality from the neighboring SBSs
or cells and determines mobility events

(ii) In network-controlled mobility management, the
SBSs decide and initiate the processes based on the
measurement feedback information assisted by UE

This paper is concerned about UE-controlled mobility
management for its scalability. When UE moves across the
adjacent cells, cell-level mobility is needed, where not only
a target cell but also a specific SBS in the cell needs to be
identified.

6.1. SBS-Level Mobility Procedure. The key procedure of the
SBS-level mobility procedure is shown in Figure 4. In the pre-
paring phase, before the HO procedures, the UEmust already
have a radio resource control connection with the anchor
SBS in C-plane and a SBS in U-plane which could be either
the anchor SBS or slave SBS. The main procedure of the
SBS-level mobility procedure is described as follows:

(i) First, the RSRPs of the neighboring SBSs are
obtained periodically by UE, and UE makes the
handover decision when condition (1) is satisfied

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Carrier frequency 2GHz

Bandwidth 10MHz

SBS transmit power 30 dBm

Area of simulation 500 ∗ 500m2

UE antenna height 1.5m

Variance of white Gaussian noise -174 dBm/Hz

UE density 1000 users/km2

SBS density
180, 320, 500, 720, 980,
1280, 1620 SBSs/km2

Number of SBSs in a cell 5

TTT TSBS = Tcell = 320ms

Offset OffsetSBS = 1 dB, Offsetcell = 3
dB

Qin -8 dB

Qout -6 dB

TRLF 200ms

Trecovery 100ms
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and holds for a certain time TTT. The target slave
SBS is selected from the SBSs which are under the
same anchor SBS’s control as the serving slave SBS

(ii) Second, the serving slave SBS sends an uplink grant
(UL grant) to the UE periodically in order to obtain
the measurement report. Then, the UE sends the
measurement report to serving slave SBS and anchor
SBS to inform the anchor SBS that SBS-level hand-
over is needed

(iii) Third, the anchor SBS sends the handover request
to the target slave SBS, and the handover request
acknowledge character (ACK) is sent by target
slave SBS to the anchor SBS. Then, the anchor
SBS sends a handover command to both target
slave SBS and UE in order to prepare and execute
the handover

(iv) Finally, handover execution is carried out, and the
UE is synchronized with the target slave SBS. After
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that, the anchor SBS informs the serving slave SBS to
release the resource

It is important to note that compared with the handover
procedure in the current system, the main differences of the
SBS-level mobility management of soft mobility can be sum-
marized as follows:

(i) The SSBs are shared by SBSs within the same cell,
while CSI-RS patterns are used for downlink mea-
surement and target SBS selection

(ii) The UE makes the HO decision, which achieves bet-
ter flexibility than the current system by selecting the
optimal SBS based on the user-centric decision

(iii) The RSRP from SBSs, the load condition of SBSs,
and the context information of UE can be taken into
consideration of HO decision under the UE-
controlled mobility

6.2. Cell-Level Mobility Procedure.When a UE moves to the
edge of the cell, and the signal from SBSs in the current
cell is unable to satisfy the A3 entering condition, the
cell-level mobility from the current cell to another will
be executed. The anchor SBS will trigger the downlink
measurement, and UE will search for a new cell with a
new SBS for providing high-quality continuous service.
The main procedure of the cell-level mobility procedure
is described as follows:
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(i) First, the RSRP of the neighboring SBSs are obtained
periodically by UE, and UE makes the handover
decision when condition (1) is satisfied and holds
for a certain time TTT

(ii) Second, the serving slave SBS sends an UL grant to
the UE periodically in order to obtain the measure-
ment report. Then, the UE sends the measurement
report to serving slave SBS and original anchor SBS
to inform the anchor SBS that cell-level handover
is needed

(iii) Third, the anchor SBS sends the handover request to
the target slave SBS and the target anchor SBS; then,
the handover request ACK is sent by target slave SBS
to the original anchor SBS and target anchor SBS.
Then, the original anchor SBS sends a handover
command to both target slave SBS and target anchor
SBS, and the target anchor SBS sends a handover
command to the UE

(iv) Finally, handover execution is carried out, and the
UE is synchronized with the target slave SBS and tar-
get anchor SBS. After that, the target anchor SBS
informs the serving slave SBS and original anchor
SBS to release the resource

And the main differences between SBS-level and cell-level
mobility procedures can be concluded as follows:

(i) Cell-level mobility will be executed between SBSs
when slave SBSs in the current cell are unable to pro-
vide high-quality service, and slave SBSs in the adja-
cent cell may be more appropriate to provide data
service instead

(ii) For cell-level mobility, other than the SBS-level mea-
surement based on CSI-RS, an extra layer of mea-
surement which is the cell-level measurement
based on SSB should be triggered by the connection
to edge SBSs

(iii) The context of the UE is stored in the anchor SBS,
and additional mobility procedures, e.g., path
switch, are executed among the core network, the
serving anchor SBS, and the target anchor SBS

(iv) In the cell-level mobility scenario, not only the U-
plane packet transmission path but also the C-
plane RRC connection is reconfigured

(v) The target SBS sends the HO command to the UE
instead of the serving SBS for a better radio link

7. Performance Evaluation

The simulation parameters are configured according to the
3GPP [18, 19], as shown in Table 1. It is assumed that the ini-
tial position of SBSs and UEs obeys the Poisson point process
(PPP), and the Random Waypoint (RWP) model proposed
in [20] is adopted to simulate user’s random motions.

The normalized HO count for SBS density is shown in
Figure 6. Since path switching is not required for SBS-level
mobility in the soft mobility model, the HO delay and signal
overheads are reduced. Because of an extra connection, the
DC scheme consequently results in a more HO number. Com-
pared with the number of HO in the LTE system, the number
of cell-level mobility achieves a decrease of about 50%.

Figure 7 describes the effect of different TTT/offset param-
eters on the HOF probability where HOFprobability = the
number of HOF events/the total number of HOattempts .

Using Shannon capacity theory, the average user
throughput and the spectrum efficiency (SE) are given by
(4) and (5), shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The SE
decreases with the SBS density as the utilized resource blocks
increase with the shorter UE-to-SBS distance. The average
throughput and average user SE in the soft mobility model
are better than those in the LTE system and the DC scheme.
This is because, in the soft mobility model, the wasted
resources of the SBS brought by the extra connection in the
DC scheme are utilized.

Figure 10 compares the normalized HOF number in the
soft mobility model with that in the LTE system and DC
scheme. The HOF number for DC is detected and counted
during the HO process of any of the two serving SBSs. It is
shown that the soft mobility model reduces the normalized
HOF count; thanks to the design for transparent handover.
Specifically, we can see a significant improvement in the
HOF number of soft mobility with a maximum decrease of
more than 50% over the LTE system and a decrease of 45%
over the DC scheme.

Figure 11 compares the HOF rate between the proposed
scheme and the conventional scheme as a function of UE
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velocity. It is shown in Figure 11 that the HOF rate linearly
increases with the UE density, approximately. This can be
explained by that the HO rate linearly increases with UE
velocity, thus the HOF rate increase with the HO rate corre-
spondingly. What is more, the simulation results showed that
the HOF rate under our proposed scheme keeps decreasing
by about 50% at different UE velocity compared with the
LTE system.

Setting lower TTT and lower offset can decrease HOF
probability; however, it will introduce high PP rate on the
other hand. To trade off the HOF probability and PP rate,
offset = 1dB and TTT = 320ms are the preference parameter
configurations in the soft mobility model. Based on above fig-
ures, although the HOF probability under the DC scheme
almost performs the same as that of soft mobility, it has a
larger HO number.

8. Conclusion

This paper proposes and evaluates the soft mobility model as
a solution to tackle mobility challenges in future dense net-
works. Soft mobility is aimed at minimizing the number of
HOFs by achieving transparent mobility. The UCN is intro-
duced to eliminate the cell edges where multiple SBSs in
UE’s vicinity serve the UE in the form of a single cell. Further,
feasible mobility procedures are provided, where UE makes
the decision and target SBS sends the HO command message
instead of serving SBS. Simulation results showed that the
soft mobility scheme gives better performance on HOF
reduction than the LTE system.
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In this paper, we investigate how to incorporate intelligence into the human-centric IoT edges to detect arrhythmia, a heart
condition often associated with morbidity and even mortality. We propose a classification algorithm based on the intrapatient
convolutional neural network model and the interpatient attention residual network model to automatically identify the type of
arrhythmia in the edges. As the imbalance categories in the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database which needs to be used in the
algorithm, we slice and overlap the original ECG signal to homogenize the heartbeat sets of different types, and then the
preprocessed data was used to train the two proposed network models; the results reached an overall accuracy rate of 99.03%
and an F1 value of 0.87, respectively. The proposed algorithm model can be used as a real-time diagnostic tool for the remote E-
health system in next generation wireless communication networks.

1. Introduction

It is reported by TheWorld Health Organization that cardio-
vascular diseases are the primary cause of the world’s highest
mortality, and arrhythmias are the most common [1].
Arrhythmias are caused by abnormalities in the conduction
system of the heart. They can be slowly, rapidly, or irregular
heartbeats and can be life-threatening or nonlife-threatening.
Nonlife-threatening arrhythmias need to be tested for a long
period of time to ensure that the pathologic causes of the
arrhythmia can be detected early. ECG signal is a kind of
physiological signal that can record and reflect the condition
of the heart, and its simple and noninvasive advantages are
widely used in the diagnosis of arrhythmia. In the early stage
of cardiovascular diseases, arrhythmias are often accompa-
nied by the appearance of arrhythmia. Therefore, early diag-
nosis and prevention are very important for the intervention
treatment of patients.

Traditionally, the diagnosis of arrhythmias relies on a
cardiologist’s ability to identify specific types of arrhythmias
by analyzing the waveform of electrical signals collected from

the heart. However, due to the complexity and suddenness
characteristics of arrhythmia, the ECG signals detected in a
short time may not accurately reflect the real cardiac activity
of the patient. For the ECG signal recording that needs to be
monitored for a long time, the identification of arrhythmia
type by artificial means is time-consuming and laborious,
and it is easy to miss detection. To improve the reading effi-
ciency of arrhythmia, real-time monitoring through auto-
matic analysis technology can play a great auxiliary role in
the diagnosis of arrhythmia. 6G wireless communication net-
works are believed that it should be ubiquitous, human-cen-
tric, full band, strongly secure, and intelligent [2, 3], which
offers distributed, low latency, and reliable machine learning
at the wireless network edge [4, 5].

In the machine learning method, the process of the
arrhythmia diagnosis algorithm usually includes three main
steps: preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification.
Feature extraction has dominated the diagnosis field of
arrhythmia for decades, including feature extraction based
on wavelet, morphology, and statistics [6]. Wavelet trans-
form decomposes the signal into components of different
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scales [7], and the time positioning of spectral components
can be obtained through wavelet analysis. Some studies on
the analysis of ECG signal using extracted by wavelet feature
[8]. In literature [9], a random matrix was selected to extract
the morphological features of heartbeat, in which each col-
umn was normalized, and each row was extracted by discrete
cosine transform as the projection matrix. For the statistical
characteristics of ECG, signal analysis usually is the use of
ECG signal of time-domain characteristic value calculation,
such as energy, mean, kurtosis, skewness, maximum, and
minimum [10, 11], these features provide an effective method
to analyze the complexity, and different types of the time
series of ECG signal can help distinguish the types of
arrhythmia patients, to obtain better classification perfor-
mance. However, the advantages and disadvantages of
such arrhythmia diagnosis algorithms usually depend on
the feature extraction stage, and the robustness of the
diagnosis model is still limited due to the complex feature
extraction process.

In recent years, the end-to-end deep learning method has
shown outstanding performance in automatic feature extrac-
tion, and the trend of using convolutional neural network
models for arrhythmia diagnosis has become more and more
obvious. Paper [12] proposes a 34-layer neural network
model that does not take any complex preprocessing or fea-
ture extraction steps. The data set used is 500 times that of
the open data set. The classification of arrhythmias has a high
diagnostic performance similar to that of cardiologists.
Although existing work has laid a solid foundation for this
field, due to the long recording time of ECG signals, low sig-
nal quality, diversity of pathological reasons, and extremely
scarce data sets, how to improve the robustness of arrhyth-
mia diagnosis results remains is a challenge.

One of the most effective tools for arrhythmia diagnosis is
the detection of ECG signal, and the morphological charac-
teristics and frequency spectrum of a single heartbeat can
provide meaningful clinical information about the automatic
identification of ECG. However, the shape and time charac-
teristics of the ECG signal between different patients are very
different under different physical environments, which leads
to the problem of ECG signal classification that has not been
fully solved. The main problem of using ECG to diagnose
arrhythmia is that different patients have different ECG
shapes although they suffer from the same disease, and two
different diseases may have roughly the same characteristics
in the ECG signal. These problems bring some difficulties
to the diagnosis of heart disease [13]. Most of the algorithms
in the literature are evaluated based on intrapatient para-
digms rather than interpatient programs. Although these
algorithms can obtain good accuracy by evaluating intrapati-
ent programs [14, 15], due to individual differences, sexuality
exists objectively, and the result is not particularly reliable.
So, it is the most consistent with the actual application sce-
nario to avoid the training data and the test data coming
from the same sample. In addition, when the amount of sam-
ple data in the arrhythmia database is scarce and the number
of categories is unbalanced, the existing arrhythmia diagnosis
algorithms show poor performance when identifying catego-
ries with relatively small amounts of data and whose sensitiv-

ity and accuracy are both very low [16]; so, the automatic
classification of ECG signals is still a difficult problem.

In order to cope with the above challenges, we use the
data in the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [17] to propose
based on intrapatient with the convolution neural network
model to simulate the ECG records within the normal beat
(N), ventricular premature beat (V), right bundle branch
block (R), left bundle branch block (L), and based on the
interpatient with attention residual network model [18, 19]
for normal (N), ventricular ectopic (S), ventricular ectopic
(V), the fusion (F), and unknown beat (Q) five types of clas-
sification. Compared with the results in the existing litera-
ture, our method can obtain relatively good results. The
main contributions of this work are listed as follows:

(a) We propose a one-dimensional convolutional neural
network model to classify the heartbeat intrapatient
in four categories

(b) We propose to combine the residual network module
with the attention mechanism with interpatient abla-
tion study on the proposed network model

(c) By adopting slice and overlap processing to enhance
the original ECG signal, the amount of data of vari-
ous types can be balanced

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2
introduces the work related to the study of arrhythmia. Sec-
tion 3 describes the data set used and the preprocessing of
the data. Section 4 describes the proposed two network
model structures. Section 5 introduces the evaluation indica-
tors of training network model and analyzes the results. Sec-
tion 6 summarizes the whole thesis and prospects.

2. Related Work

The algorithm process of arrhythmia diagnosis based on the
deep neural network can be roughly divided into the follow-
ing steps: ECG data preprocessing and arrhythmia classifica-
tion. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Preprocessing. The ECG signal is usually a low-frequency
weak signal collected by an electrocardiogram machine with
electrodes attached to the surface of the human body. The
signal frequency is usually between 0.05 and 100HZ, which
is extremely susceptible to external noise. The purpose of
data preprocessing steps is to reduce these noises. Typical
noise types are as follows:

(a) Baseline drift: it belongs to low-frequency noise
(0.15-0.3Hz), which is the noise caused by the
change of electrodeposition caused by movement
artifact or the patient’s respiration

(b) Power interference: it is mainly a noise signal with a
frequency of 50/60HZ generated by the interference
of the power system, and its bandwidth is lower than
1HZ
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(c) EMG interference: high-frequency noise signals (30-
300Hz) generated by muscle contractions other than
the heart

In the classification process of arrhythmia, noise signals
of different degrees will have a great impact on the diagnosis
of patients and reduce the accuracy of diagnosis. Therefore, it
is necessary to select an appropriate preprocessing method
for noise removal [18].

2.2. Based on Existing Methods of Deep Learning. In the deep
neural network method, a classifier that can automatically
extract features is needed to identify the types of arrhythmia
after the ECG data preprocessing step. At present, probabilis-
tic neural network, fuzzy clustering neural network, and
recursive neural network are used to classify arrhythmia.
The probabilistic neural network is a feed forward network,
which is derived from the Bayesian network and Fisher dis-
criminant analysis. Literature [19] believes that the probabi-
listic neural network model is more robust and effective in
calculation than the traditional model. In the structure of
the fuzzy clustering neural network, the neural network layer
composed of a fuzzy clustering layer and a multilayer percep-
tron works in turn. When the fuzzy layer performs the initial
operation of the classification task, the neural network layer
serves as the final classifier, and finally the fuzzy clustering
is used to improve the performance of the neural network
classifier [20]. In recent years, the fuzzy clustering neural net-
work has been applied in some studies [21, 22]. However, in
literature [23], a hybrid fuzzy neural network method is pro-
posed to minimize the problem of multilayer perceptron,
improve its generalization ability, and reduce training time.
The recurrent neural network is a neural network structure
with closed-loop connections between neurons [24]. This
neural network can achieve highly nonlinear dynamic map-
ping and has been used in some ECG signal classification
studies [25, 26].

3. Arrhythmia Data Preprocessing

3.1. Arrhythmia Dataset. This study uses the MIT-BIH
arrhythmia data set [27]. The benchmark database was cre-
ated by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Beth
Israel Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts, USA, in 1980 and
started to release. It is the first data set used to evaluate the
performance of arrhythmia detectors and has been widely
used in some famous studies [28, 29]. Each record in the data
set is independently annotated and confirmed by two or
more cardiologists, and the R wave peak value or local
extreme value of the heartbeat is indicated.

3.2. Segmentation of Intrapatient Heartbeat. The QRS wave
in the ECG signal data is located, and then a single heartbeat
beat is extracted. First, use the 15-25HZ band-pass filter to
obtain the QRS band and then perform the double-slope pro-
cessing [30] to become a signal composed of single-mode
peaks. After the preprocessing is completed, the ECG signal
is located by the QRS wave through an adaptive threshold.
Taking the QRS wave as the central reference, 100 and 150
sampling points are selected forward and backward, respec-
tively, for the rough interception. At this time, the length of
the heartbeat beat obtained by interception is 250 sampling
points. The ECG signal is divided into normal heartbeat
(74962), premature ventricular contraction (7034), right
bundle branch block (7254), and left bundle branch block
(8068). Since the number of four heartbeat types is extremely
unbalanced, each type selects only 7000 heartbeats after seg-
mentation and interception during model training and then
randomly divides them into a training set and test set in half.
Finally, the samples corresponding to the first 14,000 indexes
in the cut sample are the training set, and the rest are used as
the test set.

3.3. ECG Sequence Processing for Interpatient. In this paper,
four records containing rhythmic ECG signals have been
deleted from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia data set. The division
method adopts interpatient, and the remaining ECG signal
data is divided into training set DS1 and test set DS2. DS1
and DS2 contain 22 records of mixed conventional and com-
plex arrhythmia, each data set with about 50,000 heartbeats
[6, 31].

Due to the serious class imbalance in the data set used in
this paper, especially the imbalance of training set data is very
likely to cause the network model to learn invalid or even fail

Data
augmentation

ECG signals

Classification
result

Deep neural
network

Test set 

Train &
valid set

: Data set

: Preprocessing

: Classifier

: Result

Figure 1: ECG arrhythmia algorithm flow chart.

Table 1: The number of data in each category after slice
interception and overlap processing.

Dataset DS1 DS2 DS1′
N 5907 5874 5907

S 344 477 5847

V 1633 1468 5884

F 54 118 6060

Q 4 5 3303

Total 7942 7942 27001
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to converge. To solve this problem, this paper adopts the
method of slice and interception of ECG signal data, with
the length of each interception segment being 5 s, and the
amount of data is increased by overlapping between seg-
ments to alleviate the impact of category imbalance. Taking
the most nonoverlapping category as the benchmark, the
overlapping length of the remaining slices can be estimated
by the following formula:

ol = round L ∗ 1 −
n
N

� �� �
, ð1Þ

where ol represents the length of the ECG signal overlap,
round represents rounding, L represents the length of each
slice, n represents the number of samples in the current cate-
gory, and N represents the number of samples in the largest
category. After training set, DS1 is processed as DS1′ accord-
ing to formula (1). The number of different types of data in
DS1′ basically reaches a balance with the N types. The num-
ber of each type after slice interception and overlap process-
ing is shown in Table 1. Finally, the intercepted ECG signal is
subjected to wavelet transform based on the db6 wavelet sys-
tem [30] and Z-score standardization before resampling. The
test set DS2 does not do overlap processing.

4. Architecture of the Deep Learning
Network Model

4.1. Structure of the Convolutional Network Model for
Intrapatient Paradigm. This paper proposes a five-layer con-
volutional neural network model for the classification of
arrhythmia with normal beat (N), premature ventricular beat
(V), right bundle branch block (R), and left bundle branch
block (L) based on intrapatient. The local connection and
weight sharing of convolutional neural networks reduce the
number of network parameters, decrease the complexity of
the model, and alleviate the problem of model overfitting,
which has achieved great success in many fields such as com-
puter vision. The structure of the network model is shown in
Figure 2.

This paper proposed that the one-dimensional convolu-
tional neural network model is composed of 2 convolutional
layers, 2 pooling layers, and 1 fully connected layer, in which
the convolutional layer of each layer will pass through a
RELU activation function after the convolutional operation.
The first layer of the convolution layer performs convolution
operation on the input single heartbeat beat to extract local
features. The size of the convolution kernel is set as 31 × 1,
and the number of feature maps starts from 4. The size of
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the convolutional network model.

Table 2: Convolutional neural network model parameter settings.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Input 250 Learning rate 0.01

Number of convolution kernels 2 Optimizer SGD

Kernel size 31 × 1, 8 × 1 Iteration 50

Activation function RELU Batch 12

Pooling method Average pooling Output 4
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the convolution kernel of the third convolution layer is set to
6 × 1, and the number of feature maps is 8. When the convo-
lution operation is performed in the convolution layer, the
movement step of the convolution kernel is set to 1. In the
second and fourth layers, the average pooling operation is
performed, the key feature information is extracted from
the local features, and redundant features are discarded.
The pooling step size is set to 5 and 3, respectively. The spe-
cific parameters of the network model are shown in Table 2.

4.2. Structure of the Attention Residual Network Model for
Interpatient Paradigm. In this paper, the residual network
module and attention mechanism are combined to form
the attention residual unit, and the attention residual net-
work model stacked by the attention residual unit is used to
conduct the ablation study for interpatient paradigm. The
structure of the network model is shown in Figure 3.

This paper uses the deep learning framework Keras and
TensorFlow as the backend to build the model [32]. The size
of the convolution kernel in the residual network is 32 × 32,
the number of feature maps starts from 12, the weight of each
layer is added with L2 regularization, the dropout probability
value is set to 0.5 [33], and the value for small batch process-
ing set to is 128, the initial value of the learning rate is set to
0.1, and the subsequent stepwise changes. Because the
momentum optimizer has strong generalization ability in
the ECG signal classification problem, to optimize the loss
function, this paper uses stochastic gradient descent and
momentum optimizer. The size of the convolution kernel of
the attention module introduced in the network model is 7
× 7. The network model is optimized by adjusting the num-
ber of convolutional layers in the residual network and the
number of convolution kernels in the attention module.

4.2.1. Residual Network Model. The residual network is com-
posed of the stack of residual module, and shows superior
performance in the application of computer vision and other
fields. The schematic diagram of the residual module is

shown in Figure 4. The process can perform the following
mathematical calculation:

Y = F X,Wð Þ + X, ð2Þ

where X is the input of the residual module, FðX,WÞ is the
residual function, W is the weight parameter corresponding
to the residual function, and Y is the output of the residual
module.

For the arrhythmia diagnosis algorithm, a traditional
neural network will more or less have information loss and
waste when transmitting the information. It also maybe
causes gradients to disappear or explode that making the
deep network models unable to train. And the residual block
inside the residual network uses the jump connection to
directly pass the input information to the output by bypass-
ing, protecting the integrity of information, and optimizing
the problem of gradient disappearance caused by increasing
the network depth in the neural network.

4.2.2. Attention Mechanism. The attention mechanism is a
method of data processing in machine learning. It can be
understood as a mechanism to redistribute resources based
on the importance of the attention object to the originally
allocated resources. The core idea is to find data based on
the original data and then focus on some important features
that inhibit unnecessarily. Because of the advantages of the
attention mechanism, this paper proposes to introduce a spa-
tial attention module into the residual network.

The spatial attention module [34, 35] uses the spatial
relationship between features to generate a spatial attention
map. The focus of attention is on the “where” of the feature
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map that is the information part. The schematic diagram of
the module is shown in Figure 5. The feature map X ′ is used
as the input of the spatial attention module, and after
Figure 5, the two-dimensional spatial attention map Ms can
be obtained. The process can be summarized as

Ms X ′
� �

= σ f 7×7 AveragePool X ′
� �

; MaxPool X ′
� �h i� ��

,

ð3Þ

X ′′ =Ms X ′
� �

⊗ X ′ ð4Þ

where AveragePoolðX ′Þ means average pooling, MaxPoolð
X ′Þmeans maximum pooling, f 7×7 means convolution oper-
ation with a convolution kernel size of 7 × 7, σ is the sigmoid
activation function, ⊗ represents element-wise multiplica-
tion, and X ′′ is the precise output obtained after passing
through the spatial attention module.

4.2.3. Ablation Study. In this section, we conduct ablation
experiments to better understand the effect of adding an
attention module [36]. This paper uses the 18-layer residual
network as the backbone architecture. By adding the atten-
tion module to the residual module, the network can more
efficiently concentrate on the important information part of
the ECG signal. Finally, analyze and compare the results of
ablation experiments, and all experiments are performed on
the same machine with the same parameter settings.

5. Experiments and Result Analysis

5.1. Model Evaluation Metrics. In this paper, we follow the
classification standards of the American Association for the
Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) [37]
and refers to other literature on the evaluation methods of
the ECG signal classification in the MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database, using accuracy (accuracy) and sensitivity (sensitiv-
ity), prediction rate (precision+), recall rate (recall), F1 value,
and confusion matrix to evaluate the network model [35].

The final evaluation indicators are as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, ð5Þ

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
, ð6Þ

Precision+ =
TP

TP + FP
, ð7Þ

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, ð8Þ

F1 = 2 ×
Presision × Recall
Precison + Recall

, ð9Þ

where TP is a true positive sample, TN is a true negative sam-
ple, FP is a false positive sample, FN is a false negative sam-
ple, and TP + TN + FP + FN is the total number of samples.

6. Result Analysis

6.1. Intrapatient Model Performance. The network modeled
by the end-to-end deep learning method avoids manual
extraction of data features, and the network can perform
automatic feature extraction for classification. The center
beat of the ECG signal is passed through a 5-layer convolu-
tional neural network model. After continuous hyperpara-
meter adjustments, the overall accuracy of the four types of
classification is 99.03%, and the normal beat of the specific
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Table 3: Test results of model ablation study.

Type
Resnet Resnet+attention

Se P+ Se P+

N 0.91 0.83 0.91 0.93

V 0.92 0.79 0.85 0.79

S 0.27 0.31 0.43 0.46

F 0.35 0.36 0.66 0.55

Q 0 0 0 0

Accuracy 0.86 0.87

F1 0.84 0.87
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four types (N) is as follows: 99.88%, premature ventricular
beats (V): 97.83%, right bundle branch block (R): 99.12%,
and left bundle branch block (L): 99.29%; the results are
shown in Figure 6:

The model algorithm puts all the extracted heartbeats
together and then divides the training set and the test set,
without considering the differences between individuals,
but this seems to be somewhat inconsistent with the actual
scene. The labeled data that has been obtained in the actual
scene comes from some old patients, and the model algo-
rithm needs to predict new patients based on the rule of these
data. At this time, the influence of individual differences will
be reflected, making it difficult for the model we trained on
old patient data to effectively generalize to the data of new
patients, and individual differences will cause the deteriora-
tion of model performance.

6.2. Model Performance Interpatient. Through the ablation
study on the MIT-BIH arrhythmia data set, the results of
the two network models are shown in Table 3. Table 3 shows
that the model that introduces the attention mechanism in
the residual network has higher accuracy than the residual
network model, and the F1 value has increased by 3%. In
the residual network model, the sensitivity of the classifica-
tion results for the two categories of normal heartbeat and
supraventricular ectopic heartbeat is both above 90%. Com-
paring the attention residual network model with the residual
network model, the prediction rate in the classification
results of normal heartbeats has increased by 10%, but the
sensitivity of the classification of supraventricular ectopic
heartbeats has decreased. The sensitivity and prediction rate
of the classification results of ventricular ectopic heartbeat
and fusion heartbeat increased by 16%, 31%, 15%, and 19%,
respectively, but neither model can classify unknown heart-
beats. From the results of the ablation study, it can be seen
that the introduction of the attention mechanism into the
residual network greatly improves the diagnostic results of

a normal heartbeat, supraventricular ectopic heartbeat, and
fusion heartbeat and also increases the robustness of the net-
work model.

The confusion matrix of the twomodels after the ablation
study is shown in Figure 7. Observation shows that after the
introduction of the attention mechanism in the residual net-
work model, the predictions of N , S, and F categories in
arrhythmia have been greatly improved. Among them, there
are numerous mutual wrong predictions among N , V , and S
types. So, it can be guessed that the waveform graphs of these
three categories of the heartbeat are more similar.

Since the amount of original data in the Q category in the
MIT-BIH data set used in this paper is very small, the Q cat-
egory cannot be distinguished. In many literatures that use
this dataset, it is basically indistinguishable. The accuracy
rate in some literatures exceeds 90%, but the balance of the
categories is not good. For example, in the literature [34],
the accuracy rate reached 94.61%, but the Se of the S category
was only 20%, the P+ was only 0.16%, and the P+ of the F
category was only 0.52%. In the literature [9], the accuracy
rate reached 93%, but in the five categories, F and Q catego-
ries could not be distinguished, the V category Se was only
70.8%, and the S category Se and P+ were 29.5% and
38.4%, respectively.

7. Conclusion

Due to the data set used in this paper is extremely unevenly
distributed among categories, overlap processing is used
when preprocessing the data, which increases the amount
of data in each class and optimizes the overfitting problem
of the proposed network model. In addition, compared with
a single heartbeat, the sample obtained after arbitrary seg-
ment interception of a limited amount of data is much more
complex, which enables the network model to get rid of the
coupling problem with the QRS detection algorithm and
makes the ECG signal diagnosis process more simple and
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generalized. The attention residual network model proposed
in this paper greatly improves the N , S, and F types of
arrhythmia, optimizes the performance of the network
model, and increases the robustness of the model. The
research results presented in this paper have positive signifi-
cance for improving the accuracy of arrhythmia diagnosis,
but limited by the small amount of data, it has a certain
impact on the research. It is necessary to increase the number
of data sets and try to combine other neural network struc-
tures to explore the arrhythmia diagnosis algorithm. Note
that we will consider our further work into the device-to-
device (D2D) and index modulation systems [38–40], which
might automatically and adaptively monitor the arrhythmia
situation.
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In this paper, we study the resource allocation for simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) systems with the
nonlinear energy harvesting (EH) model. A simple optimal resource allocation scheme based on the time slot switching is proposed
to maximize the average achievable rate for the SWIPT systems. The optimal resource allocation is formulated as a nonconvex
optimization problem, which is the combination of a series of nonconvex problems due to the binary feature of the time slot-
switching ratio. The optimal problem is then solved by using the time-sharing strong duality theorem and Lagrange dual
method. It is found that with the proposed optimal resource allocation scheme, the receiver should perform EH in the region of
medium signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), whereas switching to information decoding (ID) is performed when the SNR is larger or
smaller. The proposed resource allocation scheme is compared with the traditional time switching (TS) resource allocation
scheme for the SWIPT systems with the nonlinear EH model. Numerical results show that the proposed resource allocation
scheme significantly improves the system performance in energy efficiency.

1. Introduction

In traditional energy-constrained wireless networks, the
wireless devices normally use batteries as energy source and
require periodically recharging or replacing the batteries,
which is difficult for a large number of wireless devices and
even hazardous or impossible in some circumstances [1],
resulting limited lifetime of the wireless devices and the
networks.

Energy harvesting (EH) that allows the energy-limited
wireless devices to harvest energy from the ambient environ-
ment is a promising solution for extending the lifetime of
energy-constrained wireless networks. Among the EH tech-
nologies, simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer (SWIPT) takes advantage of the radio frequency
(RF) signal’s ability of carrying both information and energy
at the same time, providing great convenience of recharging
to energy-constrained devices by harvesting energy from
the RF signals. SWIPT is especially suitable for the wireless
terminals with low-power consumption whereas hard to
access.

The SWIPT technique has gained wide attention from
both researchers and engineers since Varshney proposed
the idea in 2008 [1]. In [2], the trade-off between the amount
of the harvested energy and the achievable rate is studied for
the SWIPT systems in the frequency selection channel with
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In [3], two kinds
of SWIPT receivers, namely, time switching (TS) and power
splitting (PS) receivers, are, respectively, proposed. Since they
were proposed, the TS and PS receivers have attracted a lot of
interest due to the simplicity of realization [4–8]. Specifically,
the trade-off between the information and energy transmis-
sion is studied for the point-to-point single-input single-
output (SISO) systems with a PS receiver in [4], which is
extended to the point-to-point multiple-input single-output
(MISO) systems with a TS receiver in [5]. In [6], the system
throughput maximization is proposed for the MISO systems
with TS and PS receivers. The TS and PS ratios are optimized
to maximize the weighted sum rate of all receivers for the
multiuser SISO orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) systems in [7]. Aiming at the minimization for
the transmission power, the power allocation problem for
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the multiuser MISO downlink system is studied, and the
optimal PS ratio is obtained in [8].

Besides the receiver design and the trade-off between the
energy harvesting and information decoding, one of the
other key issues in the implementation of SWIPT is efficient
resource allocation [9–15]. In [9], the authors study the
power and subcarrier allocation schemes for energy-
efficient SWIPT in multicarrier systems. In [10], the secrecy
rate maximization is studied in an OFDM secrecy communi-
cation system. A multiuser OFDM system for maximizing
the sum rate with a minimum transmit power constraint is
designed in [11]. In [12], an optimal resource allocation pol-
icy is derived in a generalized WPCN where the devices can
harvest energy from both multiple-antenna power station
and ambient energy harvesting. In [13], the energy efficiency
maximization is considered in large-scale multiple-antenna
SWIPT systems. In [14], the authors propose an energy effi-
ciency maximization optimization scheme for the multiuser
multicarrier energy-constrained amplify-and-forward (AF)
multirelay network. In [15], a robust energy-efficient optimi-
zation is designed for MIMO two-way relay networks with
SWIPT.

Most of the aforementioned works about SWIPT sys-
tems consider the linear EH model, where the power con-
version efficiency factor of the EH receiver is assumed to
be a constant. However, it is found that the power conver-
sion efficiency of the practical RF to direct current (DC)
converter is affected by the input power, i.e., when the
input power is greater than a certain threshold, the output
power changes nonlinearly with the input power and
shows a saturation characteristic [16]. Hence, the linear
EH model cannot properly model the practical EH imple-
mentations and may lead to the resource mismatch in the
resource allocation or the overestimation in the system
performance evaluation [17]. In [16, 18], the parametric
and logistic function-based nonlinear EH model and the
piece-wise linear EH model are, respectively, proposed to
capture the nonlinear saturation input-output characteris-
tic of the practical EH circuit, which are further exploited
for the various scenarios [19–23]. Specifically, in [19], the
authors study the joint transmit power allocation and
receive power splitting for SWIPT systems with the realis-
tic nonlinear EH model. Considering a Nakagami-m chan-
nel, the authors investigate the outage probability and
reliable throughput of a multiuser wireless-powered
SWIPT system in [20]. In [21], the analytical results on
outage probability performance are presented for a cooper-
ative relay-aid network with spectrum sensing and energy
harvesting. In [22], the power split factor is optimized to
minimize the outage probability for the AF relay system
with PS receiver and the nonlinear EH model. In [23],
considering imperfect channel state information (CSI)
conditions, the authors analyse the outage probability for
the multirelay SWIPT systems with PS receivers and the
nonlinear EH model.

In this paper, we consider the single-input single-
output (SISO) point-to-point SWIPT communication sys-
tems with TS receiver. The piece-wise linear EH model is
considered to model the nonlinear saturation input-

output characteristic for the EH circuit. We propose a
simple optimal resource allocation scheme based on the
time slot-switching strategy to maximize the average
achievable rate for the systems. The information transmis-
sion block time T is divided into N time slots. Each time
slot is used for information decoding (ID) or EH accord-
ing to the optimal scheme. The optimal problem is formu-
lated as a nonconvex optimization, which is first proved to
satisfy the time-sharing condition and then solved by
using the time-sharing strong duality theorem and
Lagrange dual method.

Compared with work [24] where the linear EH model is
considered, the major contribution of our work is that we
consider the effect of the saturation characteristic of the prac-
tical nonlinear EH model and derive a more realistic optimal
resource allocation scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. “System
Model” introduces the system model. The optimal resource
allocation design is proposed and the optimal problem is
solved in “Design of Resource Allocation Optimization Algo-
rithm.” In “Numerical Results,” the numerical results and
discussion are presented. “Conclusions” concludes this
paper.

2. System Model

We consider a SISO point-to-point SWIPT communication
system as shown in Figure 1, where both the receiver Rx
and the transmitter Tx have single antenna and Rx is assumed
to be energy-limited and could harvest energy from the
received signals with a TS scheme. We assume that the chan-
nel between the transmitter and receiver is subjected to fre-
quency flat and the block Rayleigh fading. The channel
coefficient is denoted as h, which is a random variable follow-
ing the complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance σ2. Without loss of generality, we assume that each
time slot is normalized transmission time. In each time slot,
the TS ratio β is equal to 0 or 1, indicating that the receiver
implements EH or ID operations, respectively. The received
signal can be expressed as

y =
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
θP

p
hx + na, ð1Þ

where P is the transmit power, x is the data symbol with unity
power, i.e., E½jxj2� = 1 where E½ � means the mathematical
expectation, na ~ CNð0, σ2Þ is the channel noise, θ = d−m rep-
resents the path loss where d is the distance between the
source and the destination nodes, andm represents the path-
loss exponent. The achievable rate of the system based on the
TS scheme can be expressed as

R βð Þ = β log2 1 + θPH
σ2

� �
, ð2Þ

where H= jhj2 is the channel power gain.
We use the piece-wise linear function to model the non-

linear saturation input-output characteristic of the EH
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receiver. The harvested power at the EH receiver is then given
as [17, 18]

Po =
ηθPH, ηθPH < Ps

Ps, ηθPH ≥ Ps

(
ð3Þ

where ηð0 < η < 1Þ is the energy conversion efficiency of the
energy harvester in the linear region, Ps is the maximum sat-
uration harvested power of the EH receiver. As shown in (3),
when the conversion power of the energy receiver ηθPH
exceeds the saturation output power Ps, the output power
of the energy receiver remains unchanged and some of the
power is wasted, which means that in such case, the time slot
should be switched to the ID receiver rather than EH receiver
to avoid the waste of the power. Hence, the resource alloca-
tion scheme should be redesigned for the practical SWIPT
system considering the nonlinear input-output characteristic
of the EH circuit.

3. Design of Resource Allocation
Optimization Algorithm

In this section, we propose an optimal resource allocation
scheme based on the simple time slot-switching strategy to
achieve the balance between the maximum average achiev-
able rate and the maximum average harvested energy.

From (3), the harvested energy can be expressed as

Q βð Þ = 1 − βð ÞPo: ð4Þ

We consider maximizing the average achievable rate for
the SISO SWIPT systems as shown in Figure 1. The optimi-
zation problem is formulated as

max
β

E R βð Þ½ �, ð5Þ

s:t: E Q βð Þ½ � ≥ �Q

β ∈ 0, 1f g,
ð6Þ

where �Q is the minimum amount of the harvested energy
required to maintain the normal operation of the EH
receiver.

In general, it is difficult to solve the optimal problem (5)
directly since it is the combination of a series of nonconvex
problems due to the binary feature of β. In addition, the com-
plexity of solving the optimization problem using a numeri-
cal calculation method increases exponentially with the

number of the time slots. In this section, to solve the optimi-
zation problem (5), we use the time-sharing strong duality
theorem proposed in [25], which is given as follows.

We first prove that the optimization problem (5) satisfies
the time-sharing condition (for more detail about the defini-
tion of time-sharing condition, the reader is referred to Ref.
[25]).

Proposition 1. Let βx and βy be the optimal solutions of (5)

with �Q =Qx and �Q =Qy, respectively. Then, for any γ ∈ ½0, 1�
, there exists a feasible solution βz to the optimization problem
(5) such that

E R βzð Þ½ � ≥ γE R βxð Þ½ � + 1 − γð ÞE R βy

� �h i
, ð7Þ

E Q βzð Þ½ � ≥ γQx + 1 − γð ÞQy, ð8Þ

and hence, the optimization problem (5) satisfies the time-
sharing condition.

Proof. Let βx be the feasible solution to the optimization
problem (5).

(1) When γ = 0, let βz = βy. Since βy is the optimal solu-

tion of the problem (5) when �Q =Qy, the feasible
solution βz obviously satisfies Equations (7) and (8)

(2) When γ = 1, let βz = βx. Since βx is the optimal solu-
tion of the problem (5) when �Q =Qx, the feasible
solution βz also satisfies Equations (7) and (8)

(3) When 0 < γ < 1, let Hk denote the channel power
gain of the kthð1 ≤ k ≤NÞ time slot. The average
achievable rate and the average harvested energy
can be, respectively, expressed as

E R βj

� �h i
= lim

N⟶∞

1
N
〠
N

k=1
Rk βj,k

� �
,

E Q βj

� �h i
= lim

N⟶∞

1
N
〠
N

k=1
Qk βj,k

� �
,

ð9Þ

where j ∈ fx, y, zg, βj,k is the value of βj in the kth time slot.
Define an integer M such that M = dγNe, where d·e means
ceiling round operation. Let

Tx Rx

na

h

y

Information
receiver

Energy
receiver

Figure 1: The SISO point-to-point SWIPT system.
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βz,k =
βx,k, k = 1, 2,⋯,M
βy,k, k =M + 1,M + 2,⋯,N:

(
ð10Þ

When N ⟶∞, it can be obtained that M⟶∞ and
ðN −MÞ⟶∞. Then, for any γ ∈ ð0, 1Þ, it can be derived
that

E R βzð Þ½ � = lim
N⟶∞

1
N
〠
N

k=1
Rk βz,k
� �

= lim
N⟶∞

γ

M
〠
M

k=1
Rk βx,k
� �

+ 1 − γ

N −M
〠
N

k=M+1
Rk βy,k

� �" #
,

= lim
M⟶∞

γ

M
〠
M

k=1
Rk βx,k
� �

+ lim
N−M⟶∞

1 − γ

N −M
〠
N

k=M+1
Rk βy,k

� �
= γE R βxð Þ½ � + 1 − γð ÞE R βy

� �h i
,

ð11Þ

which means that the feasible solution βz satisfies the equa-
tion (7). Similarly, it can be derived that

E Q βzð Þ½ � = lim
N⟶∞

1
N〠

N

k=1
Qk βz,k

� �

= lim
N⟶∞

γ

M〠
M

k=1
Qk βx,k

� �
+ 1 − γ

N −M 〠
N

k=M+1
Qk βy,k

� �" #

= lim
M⟶∞

γ

M〠
M

k=1
Qk βx,k

� �
+ lim

N−M⟶∞

1 − γ

N −M 〠
N

k=M+1
Qk βy,k

� �
,

= γE Q βxð Þ½ � + 1 − γð ÞE Q βy

� �h i
≥ γQx + 1 − γð ÞQy

ð12Þ

which means that the feasible solution βz satisfies Equation
(8). From (11) and (12), Proposition 1 is proved.

Since the optimization problem (5) satisfies the time-
sharing condition, according to the Time-Sharing Strong
Duality Theorem, the primal problem (5) has the same opti-
mal solution as its dual problem and can be solved by the
Lagrange dual method.

The Lagrange function of (5) can be expressed as

L β, λð Þ = E R βð Þ½ � + λ E Q βð Þ½ � −Qð Þ, ð13Þ

where λ ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with E½Rð
βÞ� ≥Q. Accordingly, the Lagrange dual function can be
expressed as

g λð Þ = max
β∈ 0,1f g

L β, λð Þ: ð14Þ

The dual problem is then given as

min g λð Þ
s:t: λ ≥ 0,

ð15Þ

In order to effectively solve the above dual problem, we
first decouple the optimization problem (14) into parallel N
subproblems that has the same structure as (14). The kth
(k = 1, 2,⋯N) subproblem can be expressed as

max
β∈ 0,1f g

Lk βð Þ, ð16Þ

where LkðβÞ = RðβÞ + λQðβÞ. In order to solve the optimiza-
tion problem (16), we compare the value of the objective
function LkðβÞ when β = 1 or β = 0, which can be expressed
as

Lk β = 1ð Þ = log2 1 + θPH
σ2

� �
,

Lk β = 0ð Þ = λPo,
ð17Þ

respectively. Hence, in the optimal solution of problem (14),
β∗ can be expressed as

β∗ =
1, log2 1 + θPH

σ2

� �
> λPo

0, else

8><
>: : ð18Þ

Then, for a given value λ, β∗ can be obtained from (18)
according to the channel state in each time slot. Let λ∗ be
the optimal dual variable, which is associated with the
required minimum harvested energy value �Q in the inequal-
ity constraint term in (5). The optimal dual variable λ∗ can be
obtained by iterative search and updating until the average
energy collection meets the minimum energy constraint,
i.e., E½QðβÞ� = �Q, for which the detailed iterative search algo-
rithm will be discussed later.

The proposed resource allocation scheme is based on the
optimal TS strategy according to the channel state in each
time slot. To describe the optimal switching strategy (18)
more clearly, from (3) and (18), we define two functions G1
and G2 with respect to the channel power gain

G1 Hð Þ = log2 1 + θPH
σ2

� �
− λ∗ηθPH, ð19Þ

G2 Hð Þ = log2 1 + θPH
σ2

� �
− λ∗Ps: ð20Þ

Equation (19) is not easy to solve because the first and
second terms for G1ðHÞ are, respectively, logarithmic and
linear functions of H. In this paper, we solve it by traversing
the value of H from 0, when the difference between the value
of the first and second terms is close (we set it as 10−5), we
consider the values of the two terms to be equal, i.e., G1ðHÞ
= 0; then, we can obtain an approximate nonzero real root
H1. Next, it can be found by derivation that G1ðHÞ is a func-
tion that increases first and then decreases, and the position
of the point that changes its monotonicity is related to the
value of λ. Obviously, we can find a λ that takes the position
in ð0,H1Þ. At this time, since G1ð0Þ = 0, G1ðH1Þ = 0,
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whenH ∈ ð0,H1Þ, G1ðHÞ > 0, from (3) and (18), log2ð1 + ðθ
PH/σ2ÞÞ > λ∗P0 = λ∗ηθPH, and hence, β∗ = 1. Similarly, it
can be obtained by derivation that G2ðHÞ is an increasing
function, when H ∈ ðH2,∞Þ, log2ð1 + ðθPH/σ2ÞÞ > λ∗P0 =
λ∗Ps, β

∗ = 1, where H2 is the nonzero real root of equation
G2ðHÞ = 0. Then, it can be deduced that when H ∈ ½H1,H2�,
β∗ = 0. Therefore, the optimal TS strategy can be expressed as

β∗ Hð Þ =
1, H <H1 orH >H2

0, H1 ≤H ≤H2:

(
ð21Þ

In (21), the optimal TS thresholds H1 and H2 depend on
the optimal dual variables λ∗, which is determined by the
inequality constraints �Q in (5) and should be chosen so that
E½QðβðHÞÞ� = �Q. The average energy collection can be
expressed as

E Q β Hð Þð Þ½ � =
ðHth

H1

ηθPxf H xð Þdx +
ðH2

Hth

Ps ∗ f H xð Þdx, ð22Þ

where f HðxÞ is the probability density function (pdf) of H,
Hth = Ps/ηθP. The iterative search algorithm for the optimal
dual variables λ∗ is summarized as follows in Algorithm 1.
The initial value of λ0 is set as 1:0, and Δλ is set as 0.01.

The optimal resource allocation scheme can then be
described as follows. Firstly, the information transmission
block time T is divided into N time slots. Then, for each time
slot, say, the kthð1 ≤ k ≤NÞ time slot, the optimal TS thresh-
olds H1 and H2 are determined by using Algorithm 1.
Finally, the channel power gain Hk is compared with H1
and H2 in the kthð1 ≤ k ≤NÞ time slot; if Hk <H1 or Hk ≥
H2, the receiver switches to information decoding or else
switches to energy harvesting. The optimal resource alloca-
tion scheme is summarized as follows in Algorithm 2.

Remark. It is shown in (21) and Algorithm 2 that for the
SWIPT systems with nonlinear EH model, the optimal
resource allocation scheme based on the time slot-switching
strategy requires that the receiver switches to information
decoding when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is larger or
smaller, whereas switching to energy harvesting is performed
in the region of medium SNR.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, we present simulation results for the proposed
optimal resource allocation scheme for the SWIPT systems
with nonlinear EH model. In order to validate the proposed
scheme, we compare the proposed resource allocation
scheme with the traditional TS resource allocation scheme
[26] in the energy efficiency performance for the SWIPT sys-
tems with nonlinear EH model, where the energy efficiency
for the traditional TS scheme is obtained by sweeps, the time
switching factor from 0 to 1 with a step 0.01, and the energy
efficiency is defined as

ηE = R βð Þ/ P − E Q βð Þ½ �ð Þ: ð23Þ

Unless otherwise specified, the transmission power is set
to P = 1W, and the required minimum harvested energy is
set to �Q = 5mW. The energy conversion efficiency in the lin-
ear region and the saturation output power of the nonlinear
EH receiver are set to η = 0:8 and Ps = 24mW [17], respec-
tively. The variance of the additive white Gaussian noise is
σ2 =N0, and the SNR is defined as SNR = P/N0. The infor-
mation transmission block time T is divided into N = 105
subslots, and in each subslot, the channel obeys the Rayleigh
distribution and is independent of each other. The distance
between the source node and the destination node is set to
d = 5m, and the pathloss exponent m is 2.0.

Figure 2 shows the energy efficiency versus the transmit
power P for the SISO SWIPT systems with nonlinear EH
model under various SNRs. It is shown that when the trans-
mit power increases, the energy efficiency decreases in the
region of middle and higher SNRs (i.e., SNR = 15 or 25 dB),
whereas it keeps almost invariant when the SNR is smaller,
i.e., SNR = 5 dB. It can be observed that compared with tradi-
tional TS resource allocation scheme, the proposed resource
allocation scheme significantly improves the system perfor-
mance in energy efficiency. Furthermore, it can be also
observed that the gap of system performance between the
proposed scheme and traditional TS scheme becomes more
obvious as the SNR increases, indicating that the proposed
performs better in the region of higher SNR. The reason is
that, when the SNR increases, the EH receiver is more likely
to work in the nonlinear region. Due to the saturation char-
acteristic of the nonlinear EH model, the traditional TS
scheme is more likely to waste the received power in such
case, thus resulting in the larger performance gap.

In Figure 3, the energy efficiency of the SISO SWIPT sys-
tems with nonlinear EH model under various SNRs is plotted
against the distance d between the source and the destination
nodes. It can be observed that the energy efficiency decreases
when the distance d increases. It shows similar results in
Figure 2 that the proposed resource allocation scheme substan-
tially outperforms the traditional TS resource allocation scheme
and that the performance gap gets larger when SNR increases.
Moreover, it can be observed that as the distance d increases,
the energy efficiency of both schemes and the performance
gap between the two schemes tend to be zero in the lower
SNR region, since as the distance d increases, the received
power of the signal becomes very weak; thus, the achievable rate
is very small in the lower SNR region for both the schemes.

Figure 4 shows the energy efficiency versus the pathloss
exponent m for the SISO SWIPT systems with the nonlinear
EH model under various SNRs. Similar results can be
observed in Figure 3 that the energy efficiency decreases
when the pathloss exponent m increases. The reason is that
a larger value of m means more transmit loss of the power
of the signal, which brings a lower received SNR and smaller
achievable rate for the system. It can be also observed that
compared with the distance d, the system performance is
more susceptible to the variation of the pathloss exponent
m, since the pathloss exponent m has a greater impact on
pathloss than the source-destination distance d. Also, it is
shown that the proposed resource allocation scheme sub-
stantially outperforms the traditional TS resource allocation
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1: Initialize: i⟵ 0, λ0, Δλ, δ, imax
2: repeat
3: Obtain G1ðHÞ and G2ðHÞ using (19) and (20), respectively
4: Obtain H1i and H2i by solving G1ðHÞ = 0 and G2ðHÞ = 0, respectively
5: Obtain E½QðβðHÞÞ� using (22), then mut⟵ E½QðβðHÞÞ� − �Q
6: ifjmutj ≤ δthen
7: return Optimal dual variable λ∗ = λi and optimal TS threshold H∗

1 =H1i , H
∗
2 =H2i

8: else
9: i⟵ i + 1, λi+1 ⟵ λi + Δλ
10: end if
11: untiljmutj ≤ δ or i = imax

Algorithm 1: Iterative search algorithm for λ∗:.

1: Initialize:N , k⟵ 0
2: repeat
3: ifH∗

1 ≤Hk ≤H∗
2 then

4: β∗ = 0, and let the kth subslot do energy harvesting
5: else
6: β∗ = 1, and let the kth subslot do information decoding
7: end if
8: k⟵ k + 1
9: untilk =N

Algorithm 2: Resource allocation algorithm for the SWIPT systems with nonlinear EH model.
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scheme for smaller pathloss exponent m, whereas the energy
efficiency of both schemes and the performance gap between
the two schemes tend to be zero in lower SNR region when
the pathloss exponent m increases.

In Figure 5, the energy efficiency versus the minimum
required harvested energy �Q is shown for the SISO SWIPT sys-
tems with the nonlinear EHmodel under various SNRs. Not sur-
prisingly, the proposed scheme substantially outperforms the
traditional TS scheme despite the variation of the minimum
required harvested energy. In fact, the energy efficiency of the sys-
tem with the traditional TS scheme decreases with the increases
of the minimum required harvested energy �Q , whereas for the
proposed time slot-switching scheme, the system energy effi-
ciency keeps almost unchangeable when the minimum required
harvested energy �Q increases from 1mW to 10mW.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the resource allocation scheme
for the point-to-point SISO SWIPT systems with the nonlin-
ear EH model. We have proposed an optimal resource alloca-
tion scheme based on the time slot switching to maximize the
average information rate for the systems, with which the
receiver performs information decoding in the region of
higher or lower SNRs, whereas switching to energy harvesting
is performed in the region of medium SNR. Compared to the
traditional TS resource allocation scheme, the proposed
scheme significantly improves the system performance in
energy efficiency, and the system performance improvements

gets larger when the SNR is higher. We have investigated the
impacts of the source-destination distance d and the pathloss
exponent m on the energy efficiency performance. Results
have demonstrated that the system performance is more sus-
ceptible to the variation of the pathloss exponent m than the
distance d. We have also investigated the impacts of the min-
imum required harvested energy �Q on the energy efficiency
performance. It is demonstrated that for the traditional TS
scheme, the system energy efficiency decreases with the
increases of the minimum required harvested energy �Q ,
whereas for the proposed time slot-switching scheme, the sys-
tem energy efficiency is hardly affected by the variation of the
minimum required harvested energy �Q. In our setup, we con-
sider the SISO SWIPT systems and Rayleigh channels for the
proposed optimal scheme. MIMO systems and other more
complex channel models for the proposed scheme can be fur-
ther studied in future work.
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Cell-free massive distributed antenna system (CF-MDAS) can further reduce the access distance between mobile stations (MSs)
and remote access points (RAPs), which brings a lower propagation loss and higher multiplexing gain. However, the
interference caused by the overlapping coverage areas of distributed RAPs will severely degrade the system performance in
terms of the sum-rate. Since that clustering RAPs can mitigate the interference, in this paper, we investigate a novel clustering
algorithm for a downlink CF-MDAS with the limited-capacity backhaul. To reduce the backhaul burden and mitigate
interference effectively, a semidynamic bidirectional clustering algorithm based on the long-term channel state information
(CSI) is proposed, which has a low computational complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can
efficiently achieve a higher sum-rate than that of the static clustering one, which is close to the curve obtained by dynamic
clustering algorithm using the short-term CSI. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm always reveals a significant performance
gain regardless of the size of the networks.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and Related Work. Recently, with the wide-
spread adoption of smartphones and the popularity of multi-
media services, mobile data traffic is exploding. As current
cellular networks are reaching their breaking point, there is
an urgent need to develop new innovative solutions [1]. In
cell-free massive distributed antenna systems (CF-MDASs),
the antennas are distributed over the intended coverage area.
Meanwhile, it has a very large number of remote access
points (RAPs) which can use a direct measurement of chan-
nel characteristics to serve all mobile stations (MSs) in the
same frequency band [2]. It is expected to be a key technol-
ogy enabler of the sixth generation (6G) mobile communica-
tion systems [3]. In CF-MDAS, a large number of MSs in the
whole area will be served simultaneously by a large number
of separately distributed RAPs, which coordinate with the
central processing unit (CPU) [4].

In contrast to the traditional DAS [5], CF-MDAS can fur-
ther reduce the access distance between MSs and RAPs,
which brings low path loss and high spatial multiplexing

gain. However, CF-MDAS brings more serious inter-RAP
interference, especially in the overlapping area than that of
the conventional DAS. Due to the collaboration among
RAPs, the system performance based on the sum-rate can
be optimized effectively in this way. Nevertheless, it requires
the complete channel state information (CSI) of all RAPs
processed jointly, a strict synchronization across RAPs, and
strong information exchange backhaul capability. Thanks to
RAP clustering, which is rated as one of the promising tech-
niques to combat inter-RAP interference for CF-MDAS [6,
7], the scale of collaboration can be reduced and backhaul
burden by sharing full CSI between a limited number of
RAPs can be diminished as well.

Generally, the clustering algorithms are classified into
static clustering and dynamic clustering. Static clustering is
formed according to the geographic locations of the BSs
without any CSI [8, 9]. The number of the selected BSs in
the cluster is fixed, which does not change over time. Though
static clustering is simple enough and does not rely on fast
backhaul, MSs at the edge of clusters still suffer from serious
intercluster influence. Several studies on dynamic clustering
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have investigated to overcome the above mentioned prob-
lems, Shi et al. proposed a dynamic user-centric cell cluster-
ing algorithm [10], which can not only cancel the joint
intracluster interference but also effectively alleviate the over-
all and per-BS cooperation cost. However, it can only count
on short-term CSI. In [11], the authors proposed a clustering
algorithm based on maximum coordination gain which
focuses on minimizing the intercell interference to the cell-
edge MS. Nevertheless, the clustering algorithm ignores the
bidirectional cooperation gain between RAPs. The authors
in [12] proposed a bidirectional dynamic network (BDN) to
improve efficiency in achieving better spectral efficiency
(SE) performance. It is worth noting that even dynamic clus-
tering can be exploited to achieve higher cooperative gains
than static clustering, but its complexity is very high.

It is also noted that most of the existing clustering algo-
rithms are unidirectional. One cluster chooses the best clus-
ter freely that can bring high channel gain to itself. At the
same time, the dynamic forming cooperative clusters will
result in frequent changes of clusters and lead to a large sig-
naling overhead, which is based on the short-term CSI. Fur-
thermore, in the CF-MDAS, owing to the limited-capacity
backhaul, sharing the short-term CSI and data information
of all RAPs is difficult.

1.2. Motivation and Contributions. In the existing literature,
we investigate the clustering problem of the CF-MDAS with
limited-capacity backhaul, aimed at maximizing the system
sum-rate. Since traditional dynamic clustering algorithms
cannot be applied to the CF-MDAS directly, it can only con-
sider unidirectional clustering and depend on the short-term
CSI. To this end, we propose a semidynamic bidirectional
clustering algorithm using long-term CSI. The main idea of
the algorithm is to cluster RAPs according to the bidirec-
tional average rate gain among clusters. Our novelties and
contributions can be summarized as follows:

(i) We develop a network model where each MS is ran-
domly placed into the network. Compared to most
bibliographies where the number of MSs in each
RAP is fixed, we consider the number of MSs is dif-
ferent in each cluster

(ii) We derive a closed-form expression for the average
rate per MS based on some approximation tech-
niques, which can be computed with a low computa-
tional complexity

(iii) Based on the derived expression, we proposed that
the process of the semidynamic bidirectional cluster-
ing algorithm can be approximately equivalent to
combining two clusters with the maximum bidirec-
tional average rate gain per MS in each iteration

(iv) We propose a semidynamic bidirectional clustering
algorithm for the downlink cell-free CF-MDAS.
The proposed algorithm can reduce the backhaul
burden and obtain a higher sum-rate with long-
term CSI. Simulation results show that our proposed
algorithm can achieve a higher sum-rate than the

static clustering. Furthermore, our proposed algo-
rithm achieves a performance very close to the opti-
mum curve obtained by dynamic clustering
algorithm with the short-term CSI

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the system model used in this study is described.
A semidynamic bidirectional clustering algorithm is pro-
posed in Section 3. Then, we discuss the simulation assump-
tions and compare the performance of different RAP
clustering algorithms in Section 4. Finally, the paper is con-
cluded in Section 5.

For notations, matrices and column vectors are denoted
by bold capital letters X and bold letters x, respectively. The
transpose and Hermitian transpose are denoted by ð·ÞT and
ð·ÞH , respectively. The F × F identity matrix is denoted by
IF . The vector 2-norm of x is represented by kxk. The space
of all M ×N matrices with complex entries is represented by
ℂM×N . A combination of k elements taken from n different

elements is presented by
n

k

 !
. A complex Gaussian distri-

bution function with mean 0 and variance σ2 is given by C

N ð0, σ2Þ. The Gamma distribution function with the shape
parameter μ and the scale parameter θ is given by Γðμ, θÞ.
The cardinality of a set U is denoted by jUj. The expectation
operation is denoted by Eð·Þ.

2. System Model

In this section, the general systemmodel for the CF-MDAS is
introduced including the network model, channel model,
and signal model descriptions, respectively. Then, the ergodic
achievable sum-rate is given.

2.1. Network Model. We consider a 2-dimension downlink
CF-MDAS which consists of M = f1, 2,⋯,Mg RAPs and K
= f1, 2,⋯,Kg MSs as shown in Figure 1. RAPs are located
at the center of each hexagon, where each RAP is equipped
with Nt antennas. Define R1 as the distance between one
RAP and any vertex of its hexagon. Therefore, the distance
between two nearest RAPs is

ffiffiffi
3

p
R1. MSs are distributed ran-

domly in the network, and each MS is equipped with a single
antenna. We define the number of RAPs along each dimen-
sion is the size of network, and it can be changed. A simple
illustration of clustering is given in Figure 1, the RAPs in
the same color hexagons form a cluster. If a RAP is associated
with no MS, it is assumed to be sleeping.

Let V = fV1, V2,⋯,VLg, ∀Vi ∩ V j = ϕ be the set of clus-
ters, where L is the number of clusters. All MSs choose the
best RAP with the maximal large-scale fading. Denote the
set of MSs in cluster i as Ui, where Ui = f1, 2,⋯,jUijg. Then,
the set of MSs can be finally defined as U = fU1,U2,⋯,ULg.
2.2. Channel Model. The channel vector between RAP m in
cluster i and MS k in cluster i is noted as

hmiki =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmiki

q
gmiki, ð1Þ
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where gmiki denotes the small-scale fading with CN ð0, 1Þ
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) elements,
and βmiki denotes the large-scale fading, which can be mod-
eled as

βmiki = f mikid
−η
miki, ð2Þ

where f miki is a log-normal shadow fading variable between
RAP m and MS k, η is the path loss exponent, and dmiki is
the distance between RAP m and MS k.

2.3. Signal Model. The received signal vector of MS k in clus-
ter i is

yki =
ffiffiffi
P

p
hHkiwkiski|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

usefulsignal

+〠
m∈Ui\k

ffiffiffi
P

p
hHkiwmismi|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

intraclusterinterference

+〠L

j=1,j≠i〠b∈U j

ffiffiffi
P

p
hHjkiwbjsbj|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

interclusterinterference

+ zki|{z}
noise

,

ð3Þ

where hki is the composite channel vector from all RAPs in
cluster i to MS k in cluster i noted as hki = ½h1iki, h2iki,⋯,
hjVijiki�, hjki is the composite channel vector from all RAPs
in cluster j to MS k in cluster i, wki is the beamforming vector

assigned for MS k in cluster i defined as hjki =

½hT1jki, hT2jki,⋯,hTjV jjjki�
T
, and sk is the data symbol with unit

variance destined to for MS k. zki is the noise following the
distribution CN ð0, σ2Þ. P is the average transmit power of
each RAP.

2.4. Ergodic Sum-Rate. The intracluster interference can be
cancelled by using zero forcing (ZF) beamforming, that is,

wki =
~wki

~wkik k , ð4Þ

where ~wki ∈ℂjV ijNt×1 is the kth column of HiðHH
i HiÞ−1, and

Hi = ½h1i, h2i,⋯,hjUiji� ∈ℂjV ijNt×jUij is the compound channel
matrix between RAPs in cluster i and MSs within the cluster.

Therefore, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) of MS k is

γki =
P hHkiwki

�� ��2
P∑L

j=1,j≠i∑b∈U j
f Hjkiwbj

��� ���2 + σ2
: ð5Þ

Then, the downlink rate of MS k can be expressed as

Rki = E log2 1 + γkið Þ½ �: ð6Þ

With above observations, the ergodic achievable sum-
rate of the system can be presented as

R = 〠
L

i=1
〠
k∈Ui

E log2 1 + γkið Þ½ �: ð7Þ

3. Semidynamic Bidirectional
Clustering Algorithm

As stated previously, dynamic clustering based on short-term
CSI will lead to a large signaling overhead among RAPs and
MSs, making it infeasible in practical systems. Therefore, we

…

……

…

…

……

Figure 1: A 2-dimension CF-MDAS.
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propose to form clusters based on long-term CSI. In this sec-
tion, we first derive the asymptotical average rate per MS
associated with long-term CSI, which will be used in the fol-
lowing clustering algorithm design. In what following, we
analyze the bidirectional cooperation willingness and the
complexity of the optimal clustering by exhaustive search
(ES) algorithm. Finally, a semidynamic bidirectional cluster-
ing algorithm is proposed.

3.1. Average Rate per MS. In this subsection, we first employ a
Gamma approximation technique pioneered in [13, 14] to
obtain the distributions of both the signal and the interfer-
ence terms. Based on the distributions, we derive the asymp-
totical average rate per MS in the high-SINR regime.

The useful channel strength can be denoted as

hHkihki = 〠
m∈V i

βmikigHmikigmiki, ð8Þ

where gHmikigmiki = kgmikik2 is distributed as a chi-square ran-
dom variable (RV) with 2Nt degrees of freedom scaled with
1/2 [14], thus βmikigHmikigmiki ~ ΓðNt , βmikiÞ. Therefore, hHkihki
is a sum of independent Gamma RVs which does not yield
a mathematically tractable expression. Fortunately, the sum
of independent nonidentically distributed Gamma RVs can
be well approximated by employing the second-order match-
ing technique shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 (see [13]). Assume fxig are independent Gamma
RVs with shape and scale parameters μi and θi, the sum ∑i
xi can be approximated as another Gamma distributed RV
Y which has the same first- and second-order moments, Y ~
ðμ, θÞ, where μ = ð∑iμiθiÞ2/ð∑iμiθ

2
i Þ and θ =∑iμiθ

2
i /∑iμiθi.

As the consequence of Lemma 1, the approximate distri-
bution of the useful channel strength can be presented as the
Γðμki, θkiÞ distribution, wherein

μki =Nt

∑m∈V i
βmiki

� �2
∑m∈V i

β2
miki

,

θki =
∑m∈V i

β2
miki

∑m∈V i
βmiki

:

ð9Þ

Similarly, the interference channel strength can be noted
as

hHjkihjki = 〠
t∈V j

βt jkigHtjkigt jki, ð10Þ

and its approximate distribution is Γðμkj, θkjÞ, where

μkj =Nt

∑t∈V j
βt jki

� �2
∑t∈V j

β2
t jki

,

θkj =
∑t∈V j

β2
t jki

∑t∈V j
βt jki

:

ð11Þ

From (11), it is easy to see that μki ≤ jV ijNt , where the
upper bound becomes exact, when β1iki = β2iki =⋯βjV ijiki.
In order to get tractable distributions, in [13], the authors
used (9) and (11) to obtain an equivalent i.i.d. channel vector
of MS k, i.e., approximate the nonisotropic channel vector hki
as an isotropic vector with i.i.d. CN ð0, θkiÞ elements and the
nonisotropic channel vector hjki as an isotropic vector with
i.i.d. CN ð0, θkjÞ elements. Besides, the authors in [12] pro-
posed that each spatial dimension contributes μki/jV ijNt
and μkj/jV ijNt to the shape parameters of the distribution
of the signal term and interference term, respectively. Noting
that each signal beam lies in a ðjVijNt − jUij + 1Þ dimen-
sional space and each interference beam spans a one-
dimensional [14–16], the shape parameter associated with

the distribution of the signal term jhHkiwkij
2
becomes ðjVijNt

− jUij + 1Þðμki/jVijNtÞ, and the shape parameter associated

with the distribution of the interference term jhHjkiwbjj
2
turns

into μkj/jV jjNt . Therefore, the distributions of the signal and
interference terms can be written as, respectively,

hHkiwki

�� ��2 ~ Γ
μki Vij jNt − Uij j + 1ð Þ

Vij jNt
, θki

	 

, ð12Þ

hHjkiwbj

��� ���2 ~ Γ
μkj
V j

�� ��Nt

, θkj

 !
, ð13Þ

with μkl , θkl , μkj, and θkj as the ones defined in (9) and (11).
In [14], the authors assumed the ZF beams designed at

each interfering cluster are orthogonal and verifies the accu-

racy of this approximation. Based on this, ∑b∈U j
jhHjkiwbjj

2
is a

sum of jU jj independent Gamma RVs which have the same
scale parameters. Therefore, the total interference power pro-
duced by cluster j follows that

〠
b∈U j

hHjkiwbj

��� ���2 ~ Γ
Uj

�� ��μkj
V j

�� ��Nt

, θkj

 !
: ð14Þ

Proposition 2. Based on (12) and (14) and in the high-SINR
regime, the average rate of MS k in cluster i can be approxi-
mated as

Rki ≈ log2 1 +
�βiki Vij jNt − Uij j + 1ð Þ

∑L
j≠l U j

�� ���βjki

 !
, ð15Þ

where �βiki = ð∑m∈V i
βmikiÞ/jV ij, and �βjki = ð∑t∈V j

βt jkiÞ/jV jj.
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For proof, see Appendix A.

3.2. Bidirectional Cooperation. As shown in Figure 2(a), there
are two RAPs and two MSs, and each of the RAPs belongs to
one cluster. The solid line denotes the useful signal, and the
dashed line represents the interference signal. For cluster i,
whether it wants to cooperate with cluster j depends on the
SINR of MS k. For cluster j, whether it wants to cooperate
with cluster i depends on the SINR of MS b. We define γki
as the SINR of MS k in cluster i, γbj is the SINR of MS b in
cluster j. Due to the intracluster, interference can be elimi-
nated by ZF beamforming. Thus, γki and γbj are, respectively,
given by,

γki =
P hHkiwki

�� ��2
P ∑b∈U j

f Hjkiwbj

��� ���2 +∑L
r≠i,j∑c∈Ur

hHrkiwcr

�� ��2	 

+ σ2

,

γbj =
P hHbjwbj

��� ���2
P ∑k∈Ui

f Hibjwki

��� ���2 +∑L
r≠i,j∑c∈Ur

hHrkiwcr

�� ��2	 

+ σ2

:

ð16Þ

γki and γbj are all small, both cluster i and j want to coop-
erate with each other. γki is small and γbj is large, cluster i
wants to cooperate with cluster j but cluster j does not want
to cooperate with cluster i. γki is large and γbj is small, cluster
i does not want to cooperate with cluster j but cluster j wants
to cooperate with cluster i. γki and γbj are all large, neither
cluster i nor j wants to cooperate with each other.

In general, γki ≠ γbj, which means cooperation in differ-
ent directions making a huge difference. As shown in
Figures 2(a)–2(d), there are four different cooperation sce-
narios according to the locations of MSs.

In Figures 2(b) and 2(c), the cooperation desire of one
side is strong, without loss of generality, the other side is cor-
respondingly weak. If only considering the unidirectional
cooperation desire of one side, it will not be able to obtain
optimal clustering results. To this end, we should consider
the bidirectional cooperation between cluster i and j.

3.3. The Problem of Clustering. Due to the limited-capacity
backhaul, the maximum number of RAPs in a cluster is
defined as Q. By restricting the value of Q, the information
exchange of intracluster RAPs can be reduced. To maximize
the system sum-rate, the objective problem of clustering can
be described as

max 〠
L

i=1
〠
k∈Ui

Rki, s:t:
Vij j + V j

�� �� ≤Q∀Vi ⊆ V

Vi ∩V j = ϕ∀i, j

(
: ð17Þ

The above problem is a combinatorial optimization prob-
lem, and the optimal solution can be obtained by exhaustive
search (ES) algorithm. All possible clustering results are

defined as a set G that satisfies the cluster size no more than
Q. Then, jGj can be written as

Gj j =
M

V 1j j

 !
·

M − V 1j j
V 2j j

 !
⋯

V Lj j
V Lj j

 !
, s:t:

∀Vi ⊆V ,

〠
L

i=1
V ij j =M:

8><
>:

ð18Þ

Clustering RAPs requires two steps. The first step is to
determine the cluster size jV ij,i = 1, 2,⋯, L. The second step
is to calculate the number of RAP combination jGj. Assume
the size of each cluster is same, i.e., jV 1j = jV 2j =⋯ = jV Lj
= ½M/L�, the possible number of RAP cluster combination

scheme is
M

jV 1j

 !
·

M − jV 1j
jV 1j

 !
⋯

jV 1j
jV 1j

 !
. Therefore,

the complexity of clustering by ES algorithm is OðM ·M!Þ.
For a large M, this method is not feasible. Alternatively, we
propose a low-complexity semidynamic bidirectional clus-
tering algorithm using greedy algorithm which will be dis-
cussed in the next subsection to find a good suboptimal
solution.

3.4. Semidynamic Bidirectional Clustering Algorithm. Con-
sider the bidirectional cooperation, we use the rate gain per
MS of the cluster i after cooperating with cluster j to measure
its unidirectional cooperation desire to cooperate with cluster
j. Assume cluster i and j cooperate as a new cluster l, then we
define αði, jÞ and αðj, iÞ as the rate gain per MS of cluster i
and j after cooperating, where

α i, jð Þ =
�Rl
�Ri

, α j, ið Þ =
�Rl
�Rj

, ð19Þ

where �Ri = ð∑k∈Ui
RkiÞ/jUij is the average rate per MS of clus-

ter i. Analogously, �Rj and �Rl are the average rate of each MS
of cluster j and l.

Using the greedy algorithm, the problem of clustering to
maximize the system sum-rate while considering the bidirec-
tional cooperation can be translated into combine two clus-
ters with the maximum bidirectional average rate gain per
MS in each iteration as

max α i, jð Þ + α j, ið Þ
2

,

s:t:
Vij j + V j

�� �� ≤Q∀Vi ⊆V ,

Vi ∩V j = ϕ∀i, j:

( ð20Þ

According to the analysis above, the proposed semidy-
namic clustering algorithm (the large-scale fading coeffi-
cients change slowly compared to the small-scale fading
and can be easily tracked, e.g. in a few minutes. Thus the
period of updating the cluster depends on the change of
large-scale fading.) is summarized in Algorithm 1.

In step 1, each MS is associated with one RAP, which can
be determined by the large-scale fading channel factors. Step
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MS k
MS b

RAP BRAP A

𝜈i 𝜈j

(a) γki and γbj are all small, both clusters i and j

want to cooperate with each other

MS k
MS b

RAP BRAP A

𝜈i 𝜈j

(b) γki is small and γbj is large, cluster i wants to cooperate

with cluster j but cluster j does not want to cooperate with cluster i

MS k MS b

RAP BRAP A

𝜈i 𝜈j

(c) γki is large and γbj is small, cluster i does not want to cooperate

with cluster j but cluster j wants to cooperate with cluster i

MS k MS b
RAP BRAP A

𝜈i 𝜈j

(d) γki and γbj are all large, neither cluster i nor j

wants to cooperate with each other

Figure 2: Four different cooperation scenarios.

Initialization: RAPs set M = f1, 2,⋯,Mg, MSs set K = f1, 2,⋯,Kg, cluster set V = fV1, V2,⋯,VLg, ∀Vi ∩V j = ϕ. MSs set U = fU1,
U2,⋯,ULg.
Step 1: associate MSs with their respective RAP according to the maximum large-scale fading.

for k = 1, 2,⋯, K do
m∗ = argmaxβm_k_, for m = 1, 2,⋯,M.

end for
Step 2: calculate the average rate gain per MS of cooperation cluster between any two clusters.

for i = 1 ; i < L ; i + + do
for j = i + 1 ; j < = L ; j + + do
calculate αði, jÞ and αðj, iÞ based on (19),
�αði, jÞ = αði, jÞ + αðj, iÞ/2:

end for
end for

Step 3: merge cooperation cluster.
while �αði, jÞ > 1 do

ði∗,j ∗Þ = arg max
i,j

�αði, jÞ,
c = i∗, d = j∗:
if jVcj + jVdj ≤Q then
update V and L, Vc =Vc ∪Vd , Vd = ϕ, Uc =Uc ∪Ud , Ud = ϕ, L = L − 1, go to step 2.

end if
if jVcj + jVdj >Q then
update �αðc, dÞ = 0, go to step 3.

end if
end while

Algorithm 1: Semidynamic Bidirectional Clustering Algorithm.
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2 calculates the approximate average rate gain per MS of
cooperation cluster between any two clusters using long-
term CSI, which is based on formula (19). Step 3 describes
the process of merging cluster, which uses greedy algorithm
to find the suboptimal cooperative clusters under the limita-
tion of cluster size, aimed at reducing the computational com-
plexity. The number of available cluster combinations is

∑M
j=2

j

2

 !
. Thus, the complexity of our proposed algorithm

is OðM3Þ, which is lower than clustering by ES algorithm.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, we give numerical simulations to compare
different clustering algorithms. In the simulations, we use
(1) to generate the channels and set path loss exponent η =
4; each RAP is equipped with 2 antennas and each MS is
equipped with single antenna. In addition, the height of
transmit antennas is 20m. We define the maximum number
of RAPs in a cluster as Q = 4. We assume the noise power is
-102 dBm and cell-edge received power is set from -10 dBm
to 10dBm. The detail simulation parameters are listed in
Table 1. To prevent the contingency of the experiment, the
system sum-rate is obtained by averaging 50 drops of MS
locations, each of which consists of 10,000 realizations of
i.i.d. small-scale channels.

In order to compare the proposed algorithm, we simulate
the following seven algorithms:

(1) Clustering all RAPs: all RAPs are clustered to serve
the whole MSs

(2) Semidynamic bidirectional clustering algorithm
(with legend “SBCA”): the algorithm is proposed in
Section 3

(3) Dynamic bidirectional clustering algorithm (with
legend “DBCA”): the algorithm uses short-term CSI
and considers bidirectional cooperation proposed in
Section 3.2

(4) Dynamic unidirectional clustering algorithm (with
legend “DUCA”) [11]: the algorithm uses short-
term CSI but only considers unidirectional selection

(5) No clustering: each MS is only served by the RAP
with the strongest massive channel gain and suffers
from interference from all the other RAPs

(6) Static clustering (2 RAPs): we give a 4 × 4 network
topology for example as shown in Figure 3(a), where
each MS is served by a cluster consisting of 2 RAPs. It
can be applied to other network topologies

(7) Static clustering (4 RAPs): we give a 4 × 4 network
topology for example as shown in Figure 3(b), where
each MS is served by a cluster consisting of 4 RAPs. It
can be applied to other network topologies

Figure 4 shows the system sum-rates achieved by differ-
ent clustering algorithms, when K=10, versus cell-edge

received power. It can be seen that the system sum-rates of
all algorithms increase with the increasing of the cell-edge
received power, especially at the low cell-edge received power
segment. This is because the interference is small when the
cell-edge received power is low, and the signal power
increases faster than the interference power. Clustering all
RAPs can achieve the highest system sum-rate, but it is an
ideal condition which is impossible to implement in reality.
If no clustering, MSs will suffer from serious inter-RAP inter-
ference, the system sum-rate is the lowest. Even that the static
clustering algorithm can improve the sum-rate, however, it
cannot adapt to the changes of MS locations; the clusters will
not change once formed. The proposed semidynamic bidi-
rectional clustering algorithm exhibits a higher sum-rate
than all the static clustering and dynamic unidirectional clus-
tering algorithms. This is because the proposed algorithm
uses the long-term CSI and considers the bidirectional coop-
eration. Though the dynamic bidirectional clustering algo-
rithm performs better than the proposed algorithm, it will
cause more signaling overhead. Considering the limited-
capacity backhaul and computational complexity, the pro-
posed algorithm is more practical.

Figure 5 depicts the system sum-rates for different num-
ber of MSs when the cell-edge received power is 10 dBm. As
the number of MSs increases, the proposed algorithm is
always superior to the static clustering and dynamic unidi-
rectional clustering algorithms. When the number of MSs is
25, the proposed algorithm can increase the sum-rate about
20% over the static algorithm (4 RAPs). At the same time,
the sum-rate of the proposed algorithm is only 1% lower than
the dynamic bidirectional clustering algorithm.

Figure 6 describes the average rate per MS for different
sizes of network when K=10 and the cell-edge receive power
is 10 dBm. When the network size increases, the MS average
rate will also increase. Since that the distance between MS
and its served RAP is more close when the network size
increases, the large-scale fading of MSs will become small.
From Figure 6, it is easy to see that the proposed algorithm
always yields a significant performance.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Value

Cell model Square grid (1 km2)

Number of RAPs 100

Minimum distance between two RAPs 125m

Number of MSs 5 ≤ K ≤ 25

Number of transmit antennas N t = 2

Number of receive antennas Nr = 1
Transmit antenna height h = 20m
Path loss exponent η = 4
Shadow fading σsh 8 dBm

Maximum number of RAPs in a cluster Q = 4
Noise power -102 dBm

Cell-edge received power [-10 dBm,10 dBm]
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The computational time in MATLAB of different algo-
rithms is presented in Table 2. Since the static cluster algo-
rithms rely on the geographic location of RAPs without any
CSI, it is no computational time. The dynamic clustering
algorithms forms clusters in each time slot, while the semidy-
namic clustering algorithm utilizes the long-term CSI, so the
complexity of dynamic clustering is much higher than that of

the proposed semidynamic bidirectional clustering algo-
rithm. The dynamic bidirectional clustering algorithm con-
siders bidirectional cooperation among clusters. It needs
to calculate the average rate gain per MS of two clusters
while the dynamic unidirectional clustering algorithm only
calculates the average rate gain per MS of one cluster in
each iteration. Therefore, the simulation time of dynamic

(a) Static clustering (2 RAPs) (b) Static clustering (4 RAPs)

Figure 3: Two static clustering.
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Figure 4: System sum-rate for different clustering algorithms.
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bidirectional clustering algorithm is longer than dynamic
unidirectional clustering algorithm. It can be found from
Table 2 that the complexity of our proposed algorithm is low.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the RAP clustering of down-
link CF-MDAS and proposed a semidynamic bidirectional
clustering algorithm with a lower computational complexity.
We derived an approximate expression of the average rate
per MS associated with the long-term CSI. Considering the
limited-capacity backhaul of CF-MDAS, it is impractical to
share the short-term CSI and data information of all RAPs.
Based on which, the proposed clustering algorithm only
relies on long-term CSI. On the other hand, the proposed
algorithm also considers bidirectional cooperation among
clusters. The results showed that the proposed algorithm
exhibits a higher sum-rate than all the static clustering and
dynamic unidirectional clustering algorithms. Meanwhile,
the sum-rate provided by the proposed algorithm is closed
to the dynamic bidirectional clustering algorithm using
short-term CSI. Moreover, the proposed algorithm presents
a good performance regardless of the network size.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2

Lemma 3 (see [17]). If X and Y are independent positive
random variables, then E½log2ð1 + ðX/YÞÞ� ≈ log2ð1 + ðEðXÞ/
EðYÞ ÞÞ.

Based on Lemma 3, then, we have

Rki = E log2 1 + γkið Þ½ � ≈ log2 1 +
PE hHkiwki

�� ��2n o
P∑L

j≠i,jE ∑b∈U j
fHjkiwbj

��� ���2� �
+ σ2

0
BB@

1
CCA:

ðA:1Þ

From (13), (15), and the properties of gamma distribution,

E hHkiwki

�� ��2n o
=

V ij jNt − Uij j + 1ð Þ
V ij j 〠

m∈V i

βmiki, ðA:2Þ

E 〠
b∈U j

fHjkiwbj

��� ���2
8<
:

9=
; =

Uij j
V j

�� �� 〠
t∈V j

βt jki: ðA:3Þ

To simplify the expression, defining �βiki as the average
large-scale fading from MS k to its own cluster i, defining

�βjki as the average large-scale fading fromMS k to its interfer-
ence cluster j, where

�βiki =
∑m∈V i

βmiki

V ij j ,

�βjki =
∑t∈V j

βt jki

V j

�� �� :

ðA:4Þ

When in the high-SINR regime, σ2 can be ignored, then
by substituting (A.2) and (A.3) into (A.1), we can obtain

Rki ≈ log2 1 +
�βiki V ij jNt − Uij j + 1ð Þ

∑L
j≠i U j

�� ���βjki

 !
: ðA:5Þ
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